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.Preface

Purpose
This book is intended to supplement our text, Calculus (Benjamin!
Cummings, 1980), or virtually any other calculus text (see page vii, How To
Use This Book With Your Calculus Text). As the title Calculus Unlimited
implies, this text presents an alternative treatment of calculus using the method
of exhaustion for the derivative and futegral in place of limits. With the aid of
this method, a definition of the derivative may be introduced in the first lecture
of a calculus course for students who are familiar with functions and graphs.

Approach
Assuming an intuitive understanding of real numbers, we begin in Chapter
1 with the defmition of the derivative. The axioms for real numbers are presented only when needed, in the discussion of continuity. Apart from this, the
development is rigorous and contains complete proofs.
As you will note, this text has a more geometric flavor than the usual
analytic treatment of calculus. For example, our definition of completeness is
in terms of convexity rather than least upper bounds, and Dedekind cuts are
replaced by the notion of a transition point.

Who Should Use This Book
This book is for calculus instructors and students interested in trying an
alternative to limits. The prerequisites are a knowledge of functions, graphs, high
school algebra and trigonometry.

How To Use This Book
Because the "learning-by-doing" technique introduced in Calculus has
proved to be successful, we have adapted the same format for this book. The
solutions to "Solved Exercises" are provided at the back of the book; however
readers are encouraged to try solving each example before looking up the
solution.
v
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PREFACE

The Origin Of The Def"mition or The Derivative
Several years ago while reading Geometry and the Imagination, by Hilbert
and Cohn-Vossen (Chelsea, 1952, p. 176), we noticed a defmition of the circle
of curvature for a plane curve C. No calculus, as such, was used in this defmition.
This suggested that the same concept could be used to defIne the tangent line

and thus serve as a limit-free foundation for the differential calculus. We introduced this new defmition of the derivative into our class notes and developed it
in our calculus classes for several years. As far as we know, the definition has not
appeared elsewhere. If our presumption of originality is ill-founded, we welcome
your comments.

Jerrold Marsden

Alan Weinstein
Berkeley, CA

How To Use This Book
With Your Calculus Text
There are two ways to use this book:

1. It can be used to take a second look at· calculus from a fresh point of
view after completion of a standard course.
2. It can be used simultaneously with your standard calculus text ·as a
supplement. Since tms book is theory oriented, it is meant for better
students, although Chapter 1 is designed to be accessible to all students.
The table below shows the chapters of this book that can be used to
supplement sections in some of the standard calculus texts.
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Preview For The Instructor
This preview is intended for those who already know calculus. Others should
proceed directly to Chapter 1.
The method of exhaustion of Eudoxus and Archimedes may be summarized as follows: Having defined and computed areas of polygons, one determines the area of a curvilinear figure F using the principle that whenever PI and
P2 are polygons such that PI is inside F and F is inside P2 , then Area (Pt) ~
Area (F) ~ Area (P2 ). This approach appears. in modern mathematics in the form
of Dedekind cuts, inner and outer measure, and lower and upper sums for
integrals.
To apply the method of exhaustion to differentiation, we replace the
relation of inclusion between figures by the relation of overtaking defined as
follows.

Definition Let / and g be real-valued functions with domains contained in
IR, and x a real number. We say that / overtakes g at x if there is an open

°

°

interval I containing Xo such that

O. x E I and x

=1= Xo

implies x is in the domain of f and g.

< Xo implies /(x) <g(x).
x EI and x > Xo implies/ex) > g(x).

1. x E I and x

2.

Given a function f and a number Xo in its domain, we may compare fwith
the linear functions 1m (x) = f(xo) + rn(x - xo).

Definition Let / be a function defined in an open interval containing xo.

Suppose that there is a number rno such that:
1. rn < rno implies f overtakes 1m at Xo.
2. rn

> rno implies 1m overtakes /

at Xo.

Then we say that f is differentiable at Xo, and that rno is the derivative of
/atxo.

The following notion of transition occurs implicitly in both of the preceding defmitions.
ix
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Definition Let A and B be sets of real numbers, and Xo a real number. We
say that Xo is a transition point from A to B if there is an open interval I
containing Xo such that:

1. xElandx<xoimpliesxEA andx¢=B.

2. x Elandx >xo implies x EB andx¢A.

The preceding defInition of the derivative is equivalent to the usual limit
approach, as we shall prove in Chapter 13. However, it is c·onceptually quite
different, and for students who wish a logically complete defInition of the derivative, we believe that it is simpler and geometrically appealing.
Both Euclid and Archimedes probably employed the following defInition
of tangent: "the tangent line touches the curve, and in the space between the
line and curve, no other straight line can be interposed".* This is in fact, a somewhat loose way of phrasing the defInition of the derivative we have given here.
Why, then, did Fermat, Newton, and I.eibniz change the emphasis from the
method of exhaustion to the method of limits? The reason must lie in the
computational power of limits, which enabled Newton and Leibniz to establish
the rilles of calcillus, in spite of the fact that limits were not clearly understood
for at least another century. However, there is nothing to prevent one from
carrying out the same program using the method of exhaustion. We shall do so
in this book.
In teaching by this approach, one may begin by defming transition points
(with examples like birth, freezing, and sunset) and then go on to define over-

taking and the derivative. (One must emphasize the fact that, in the defmition
of a transition point, nothing is said about the number Xo itself.) The notion of
transition point occurs again in graphing, when we consider turning points and
inflection points, so the computational techniques needed to determine overtaking are put to good use later.
Since the defInition of the derivative is so close to that of the integral
(a transition point between lower and upper sums), the treatment of the fundamental theorem of calculus becomes very simple.
For those courses in which the completeness of the real numbers is emphasized, the following version of the completeness axiom is especially well suited
to the transitiolls approach.

*c.

Boyer, The History of the Calculus and Its Conceptual Development, Dover (1959),
p.57.
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Definition A set A of real numbers is convex if, whenever x andy are in
A and x <z <y, then z is inA.

Compleleness Axiom Every convex set of real numbers is an interval.

With this axiom, the proofs of "hard" properties of continuous functions,
such as their boundedness on closed intervals and their integrability, are within
the reach of most fIrst-year students.
Although the transition-point approach has some computational disadvantages, it does enable one to present a logically complete defInition, with geometric and physical motivation at the end of only one hour of lecture. (Chapter 1 is
such a lecture.) Coupled with an early intuitive approach to limits for their com·
putational power, this method allows one to delay rigorous limits until later in
the course when students are ready for them, and when they are really needed
for topics like L'Hopital's rille, improper integrals, and infinite senes.
limits are so important in mathematics that they cannot be ignored in any

calculus course. It is tempting to introduce them early because they are simple
to use in calcillations, but the subtlety of the limit concept often causes
beginning students to feel uneasy about the foundations of calcillus. Transitions,
in contrast, provide conceptually simple definitions of the derivative and integral, but they are quite complicated to use in calculations. Fortunately, one does
not need to do many calculations directly from the definition. The great
"machine" of Newton and Leibniz enables us to calculate derivatives by a procedure which is independent of the particular form of the defmition being used.
Although our reasons for using the method of transitions stem mostly
from trying to make calcillus easier to learn, we have another reason as well.
Many mathematicians have complained that calculus gives a distorted picture of
modem mathematics, with total emphasis on "analysis." We hope that the use
of transitions will partly answer this complaint. It gives a better balance between
the various disciplines of mathematics and gives the student a more accurate
picture of what modem mathematics is all about.
We have mentioned that the concept of transition is important in its own
right, and we gave some nonmathematical examples involving sudden changes.
Although the notion of transition is built into differential and integral calculus,
the classical techniques of calculus (limits. the rilles of calculus. and so on) have
proven insufficient as a tool for studying many discontinuous phenomena. Such
phenomena are. of common occurrence in biology and the social sciences and
include, for example, revolutions, birth, and death. They may all be described
as transitions.

xii
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Contemporary mathematicians have been paying more and more attention
to discontinuous phenomena and a geometric or qualitative description of
nature. In biology and sociology this aspect is an important complement to a
quantitative analysis. OUf emphasis on transitions is inspired partly by the belief
that this concept will play an increasingly important role in the applications of
mathematics. *

*Of particular interest in this direction is the catastrophe theory introduced by the French

mathematician Rene Thorn in his book Structural Btability and Morphogenesis (Benjamin,
1975). Thorn's book is somewhat philosophical in nature, but more concrete applications of
catastrophe theory can be found in the books: E. C. Zeeman, Catastrophe Theory: Selected
Papers 1972-1977 (Addison-Wesley, 1977); T. Poston and I. Stewart, Catastrophe Theory
and its Applications (Fearon-Pitman, 1978). The applications to biological and social
sciences have received some rather sharp criticism; the main critical paper, by H. J.
Sussmann and R. S. Zahler, is "Catastrophe theory as applied to the social and biological
sciences: a critique," Synthese 37 (1978),117-216. A general account of the controversy is
given in A. Woodcock and M. Davis, Catastrophe Theory (Dutton, 1978).
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The Derivative

This chapter gives a complete definition of the derivative assuming a knowledge
of high-school algebra, including inequalities, functions, and graphs. The next
chapter will reformulate the defInition in different language, and in Chapter 13
we will prove that it is equivalent to the usual definition in terms of limits.
The definition uses the concept of change of sign, so we begin with this.

Change of Sign
A function is said to change sign when its graph crosses from one side of the x

axis to the other. We can defme this concept precisely as follows.
Definition Let f be a function and Xo a real number. We say that f
changes sign from negative to positive at Xo if there is an open interval
(a, b) containing Xo such that f is defmed on (a, b) (except possibly at
xo) and

j{x) <0

ifa<x<xo

and
f(x)

>0

if Xo

<x <b

Similarly, we say that f changes sign from positive to negative at Xo
if there is an open interval (a, b) containing Xo such that f is defined on
(a, b) (except possibly at xo) and
[(x)

>0

ifa <x <xo

f(x)

<0

ifxo<x<b

and

Notice that the interval (a, b) may have to be chosen small, since a function which changes sign from negative to positive may later change back from
positive to negative (see Fig. I-I).
1
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v
f changes
from negative
to positive
here

bl

x

f changes from
positive to
negative here

Fig.1-1 Change of sign.

Worked Example 1 Where does[(x) =x 2

-

5x + 6 change sign?

'!\olution We factor I and write I(x) = (x - 3)(x - 2). The function I changes
sign whenever one of its factors does. This occurs at x = 2 and x = 3. The factors have opposite signs for x between 2 and 3, and the same sign otherwise, so
f changes from positive to negative at x = 2 and from negative to positive at
X = 3. (See Fig. 1-2).

v

y

=

x2

5x + 6

-

x

Fig. 1-2 y = x 2 - 5x + 6
changes sign at x = 2 and
x=3.

We can compare two functions, [and g, by looking at the sign changes of
the difference f(x) - g(x). The following example illustrates the idea.
Worked Example 2 Let fVc) = tx 3 - 1 and g(x) = X 2 - 1.
(a) Find the sign changes of f(x) - g(x).
(b) Sketch the graphs of[and g on the same set of axes.
(c) Discuss the relation between the results of parts (a) and (b).

Solution
(a) [(x) - g(x) = tx 3 - 1 - (x 2 - 1) = tx 3 - x 2 = tx 2 (x - 2). Since the factor
x appears twice, there is no change of sign at x = 0 (x 2 is positive both for
x < 0 and for x> 0). There is a change of sign from negative to positive at
x= 2.

CHANGE OF SIGN

3

f above 9 here

/" graphs
' / cross
here
~ f below 9 here

~ Graphs touch here

x

Fig.1-3 f - 9 changes
sign when the graphs of f

and 9 cross.

(b) See Fig. 1-3.
(c) Since [(x) - g(x) changes sign from negative to positive at x = 2, we can
say:
If x is near 2 and x

< 2, then f(x) -

g(x) < 0; that is,f(x) <g(x).

and
If x is near 2 and x> 2, thenf(x) - g(x) > 0; that is,f(x) > g(x).

Thus the graph of [must cross the graph of g at x = 2, passing from below
to above it as x passes 2.
Solved Exercises*
1. Iff(x) is a polynomial andf(xo) = O,must[necessarily change sign atxo?

2. For which positive integers n does[(x)
3. If.rl

= x rl change sign at zero?

'* '2, describe the sign change at'1 of f(x) = (x - '1)(X - '2)'

Exercises

1. Find the sign changes of each of the follOWing functions:

(a) [(x) = 2x - 1
(c) f(x) = x 2
*Solutions appear in the Appendix.

(b) f(x) = x 2

-

1

(d) h(z) = z(z - l)(z - 2)

4
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°of the function f(x) = mx for m = -2,

2. Describe the change of sign at x =
0,2.

3. Describe the change of sign at x =
1
1
m=-l,-2,0,2,1.

°

of the function f(x) = mx - x 2 for

4. Let f(t) denote the angle of the sun above the horizon at time t. When does

f(t) change sign?

Estimating Velocities
If the position of an object moving cU.ung a line changes linearly with time, the

object is said to be in unifonn motion, and the rate of change of position with
respect to time is called the velocity. The velocity of a uniformly moving object
is a fixed number, independent of time. Most of the motion we observe in nature
is not uniform, but we still feel that there is a quantity which expresses the rate
of movement at any instant of time. This quantity, which we may call the
instantaneous velocity, will depend on the time.
To illustrate how instantaneous velocity might be estimated, let us suppose
that we are looking down upon a car C which is moving along the middle lane of
a three-lane, one-way road. Without assuming that the motion of the car is uniform, we wish to estimate the velocity Vo of the car at exactly 3 o'clock.

100 [< :~-~.::l

Before 3 o'clock

100

rS:l

v~ic

At 3 o'c1od

100

{i:.:l

t:G::::i C

After 3 o'clock

---------~---

95U:~

Fig. 1-4 The velocity of
car C is between 95 and
100 kilometers per hour.
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ESTIMATING VELOCITIES

Suppose that we have the following information (see Fig. 1-4): A car

which was moving uniformly with velocity 95 kilometers per hour was passed by
car Cat 3 0 'clock, and a car which was moving uniformly with velocity 100 kilometers per hour passed car Cat 3 o'clock.
We conclude that Vo was at least 95 kilometers per hour and at most 100
kilometers per hour. This estimate of the velocity could be improved if we were
to compare car x with more "test cars."
In general, let the variable y represent distance along a road (measured in
kilometers from some reference point) and let x represent time (in hours from
some reference moment). Suppose that the position of two cars traveling in. the
positive direction is represented by functions flex) and fz(x). Then car 1 passes
car 2 at time Xo if the function/l(x) - /2 (x), which represents the ''lead'' of car
lover car 2, changes sign from negative to positive at xo. (See Fig. 1-5.) When
this happens, we expect car 1 to have a higher velocity than car 2 at time xo.

y

f 1(x) - f 2 (x)
positive here

f 1(x) - f 2 (x)
negative here

xo

'1 - '2

x

Fig. 1-5
changes
sign from negative to positive at xo.

Since the graph representing uniform motion with velocity v is a straight
line with slope v, we could estimate the velocity of a car whose motion is
nonuniform by seeing how the graph of the function giving its position crosses
straight lines with various slopes.
Worked Example 3 Suppose that a moving object is at position y
2
at time x. Show that its velocity at Xo = 1 is at least

tx

t.

=

I(x)

=

t

Solution We use a "test object" whose velocity is v = and whose position at
time x is
When x =
= 1, both objects are at y = When 0 <x < 1, we
2
2
have x < x, so
< when x> 1, we have tx 2 > It follows that the
difference tx 2 changes sign from negative to positive at 1, so the velocity
of our moving object is at least (see Fig. 1-6).

tx.

Xo

t.

tx tx;
tx

tx.

t

Solved Exercise
4. Show that the velocity at
most 2.

Xo = I of the object in Worked Example 3 is at

6
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y = position

1
2

y = -x2

1
y =-x

2

x=

time

Fig. 1-6 The graph of y =
is above that of y =
2
when 0 <x < 1 and is
below when x > 1.

TX
TX

Exercise
5. How does the velocity at Xo
pare with }? With t?

= 1 of the object in Worked Example 3 com-

Definition of the Derivative
While keeping the idea of motion and velocity in mind, we will continue our discussion simply in terms of functions and their graphs. Recall that the line
through (xo,Yo) with slope m has the equation y - Yo = m(x - xo). Solving for
y in terms of x, we fmd that this line is the graph of the linear function lex) =
Yo + m(x - xo). We can estimate the "slope" of a given function I(x) at Xo by
comparing I(x) and lex), Le. by looking at the sign changes at Xo of I(x) lex) = I(x) - [f(xo) + m(x - xo)] for various values of m. Here is a precise
formulation.

Definition Let f be a function whose domain contains an open interval

about xo. We say that the number mo is the derivative of fat xo, provided that:
1. For every m < mo, the function

[(x) - [[(xo) + m(x -xo)]
changes sign from negative to positive at xo.
2. For every m > mo, the function

[(x) - [[(xo) + m(x -xo)]
changes sign from positive to negative at xo.

DEFINITION OF THE DERIVATIVE
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If such l1 number mo exists, we say that f is diffen:ntiablc at xo, and we
write mo = f'(xo). If f is differentiable at each point of its domain, we
just say that f is differentiable. The process of fmding the derivative of a
function is called differentiation.

Geometrically, the definition says that lines through (xo,/(xo)) with slope
less than f' (xo) cross the graph of f from above to below, while lines with slope
greater thanf'(xo) cross from below to above. (See Fig. 1-7.)

y = f(xl

x
y = f(xo)

+ m, (x - xo); slope m1 < mo

Fig. '-7 Lines with slope different from rno cross the curve.

t

Given and xo, the number t'(xo) is uniquely detennined ifit exists. That
is, at most one number satisfies the definition. Suppose that mo: and mo both
satisfied the definition, and mo
rno; say mo <
Let m = (mo + mo)/2,
so mo < m < mo. By condition 1 for rno'/(x) - [f(xo) + m(x - xo)] changes
sign from negative to positive at xo, and by condition 2 for mo, it changes sign
from positive to negative at xo. But it can't do both! Therefore mo = mo.
The line through (xo,/(xo)), whose slope is exactly !'(xQ) -is-phlched,
together with the graph of t, between the "downcrossing" lines with slope less
than !'(xo) and the "upcrossing" lines with slope greater than f'(xo). It is the
line with slope ['(xo), then, which must be tangent to the graph of fat (xo.Yo).
We may take this as our definition of tangency. (See Fig. 1-8.)

*

mo.

y
Line with
slope> f' (x o)
Line with
slope < f' (x o)

Xo

x

Fig. '-8 The slope of the
tangent line is the derivative.

8
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Definition Suppose that the function [is differentiable at Xo. The line
y =f(xo) + ['(xo)(x -xo) through (xo,f(xo» with slope ['(xo) is called
the tangent line to the graph 0[[ at (x o,f(xo».

Following this defmition, we sometimes refer to['(xo) as the slope o[the
curve y = [(x) at the point (xo,f(xo».Notethat the defmitions do not say anything about how (or even whether) the tangent line itself crosses the graph of a
function. (See Problem 7 at the end of this chapter.)
Recalling the discussion in which we estimated the velocity of a car by
seeing which cars it passed, we can now give a mathematical defmition of
velocity.
Definition Let y = [(x) represent the position at time x of a moving
object. If f is differentiable at xo, the number ['(xo) is called the (instantaneous) velocity of the object at the time Xo.

More generally, we call f'(xo) the rate Of change of y with respect to x at
xo·
Worked Example 4 Find the derivative of [(x) = x 2 at Xo = 3. What is the equation of the tangent line to the parabola y = x 2 at the point (3, 9)?
Solution According to the definition of the derivative -with [(x) = x 2 , X 0 = 3,
and [(xc) = 9-we must investigate the sign change at 3, for various values of m,
of
[(x) - [((xo) + m(x -xo)] = x 2 - [9 + m(x - 3)]
= x 2 - 9 - m(x - 3)
= (x + 3)(x - 3) - m(x - 3)
= (x - 3)(x

According to Solved Exercise 3, with

71

+ 3 - m)

= 3 and 71. = m - 3, the sign change is:

1. From negative to positive if m - 3 < 3; that is, m < 6.
2. From positive to negative if 3 < m - 3; that is, m > 6.
We see that the number mo = 6 fits the conditions in the defmition of the
derivative, so ['(3) = 6. The equation of the tangent line at (3,9) is therefore
y = 9 + 6(x - 3); that is,y = 6x - 9. (See Fig. 1-9.)

DEFINITION OF THE DERIVATIVE
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y

Fig. 1-9 The equation of
the line tangent to y = x 2
at Xo = 3 is y = 6x - 9.

x

123

Solved Exercises
5. Letf(x) = x 3 _ What is f'(O)? What is the tangent line at (0, O)?

6. Let [be a function for which we know that f(3) = 2 and f' (3) = {I"i Find
the y intercept of the line which is tangent to the graph of fat (3,2).
7. Let f(x)

=

Ixl

={

ifx~O

X

-x if x

<0

.
(the absolute value functIOn). Show by a

geometric argument that [is not differentiable at zero.
8. The position of a moving object at time x is x 2 • What is the velocity of the
object when x = 3?
Exercises
6. Find the derivative of [(x) = x 2 at x = 4. What is the equation of the tangent line to the parabolay = x 2 at (4, 16)?
7. If f(x) = x 4 • what is f' (O)?

y

x
y

= ((xl

Fig. 1-10 Where ;s f differentiable? (See Exercise 9.1
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8. The position at time x of a moving object is x 3 • What is the velocity at
x=O?
9. For which value of Xo does the function in Fig. 1-10 fail to be
differentiable?

The Derivative as a Function
The preceding examples show how derivatives may be calculated directly from
the defInition. Usually, we will not use this cumbersome method; instead, we
will use differentiation rnles. These rules. once derived. enable us to differentiate
many functions quite simply. In this section, we will content ourselves with
deriving the rules for differentiating linear and quadratic functions. General rules
will be introduced in Chapter 3.

The following theorem will enable us to fmd the tangent line to any parabola at any point.
Theorem 1 Quadratic Function Rule. Let f(x) = ax 2 + bx + c, where a, b,
and c are constants, and let Xo be any real number. Then [is differentiable
at xo, and ['(xo) = 2ax o + b.
Proof We must investigate the sign changes at Xo of the function
f(x) - [f(xo) + m(x - xo)]
= ax 2 + bx + c - [ax~ + bxo + c + m(x - xo)]

x~) + b(x - xo) - m(x - xo)
= (x -xo)[a(x + xo) + b -m]
= a(x 2

-

The factor [a(x + xo) + b - m] is a (possibly constant) linear function
whose value at x = Xo is a(xo + xo) + b - m = 2ax o + b - m. If m <
2ax o + b, this factor is positive at x = xo, and being a linear function it is
also positive when x is near xo. Thus the product of [a(x + xo) + b - m]
with (x - xo) changes sign from negative to positive at xo.1f m > 2ax o +
b, then the factor [a(x + xo) + b - m] is negative when x is near xo, so
its product with (x - xo) changes sign from positive to negative at xo.
Thus the number mo = 2ax o + b satisfies the definition of the derivative, and so ['(xo) = 2ax o + b.
Worked Example 5 Find the derivative at -2 of f(x)

= 3x2 + 2x -

1.
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Solution Applying the quadratic. function rule with a = 3, b = 2, c = -1, and
Xo = -2, we findf'(---':2) = 2(3)(-2) + 2 = -10.
We can use the quadratic function rule to obtain quickly a fact which may
be known to you from analytic geometry.

*'

Worked Example 6 Suppose that a O. At which point does the parabolay =
ax2 + bx + c have a horizontal tangent line?
Solution The slope of the tangent line through the point (xo,ax~ + bxo + c) is
2axo + b. This line is horizontal when its slope is zero; that is, when 2ax o +
b = 0, or Xo = -b/2a. The y value here is a(-b/2a? + b(-b/2a) + c = b 2 /4a_
b 2 /2a + c = -(b 2 /4a) + c. The point (-b/2a, _b 2 /4a + c) is called the vertex of
the parabola y = ax 2 + bx + c.
In Theorem 1 we did not require that a ::f= O. When a = 0, the function
f(x) = ax 2 + bx + c is linear, so we have the following corollary:

Coro/Iory Linear Function Rule. If f(x) = bx + c, and Xo is. any real
number, then ['(xc) = b.
In particular, i[ f(x) = c, a constant function, then ['(xo) = 0 for
all xo.
For instance, if [(x) = 3x + 4, then ['(xo) = 3 for any xo~ if g(x) = 4, then
g'(xo) = 0 for any xo.
This corollary tells us that the rate of change of a linear function is just the
slope of its graph. Note that it does not depend on Xo: the rate of change of a

linear function is constant. For a general quadratic function, though, the derivative ['(xo) does depend upon the point Xo at which the derivative is taken. In
fact, we can consider f' as a new function; writing the letter x instead of xo, we
have ['(x) = 2ax + b.

Definition Let f be any function. We define the function 1"', with domain
equal to the set of points at which [is differentiable, by setting 1"'(x) equal
to the derivative of[ at x. The function f' (x) is simply called the derivative
off(x).
Worked Example 7 What is the derivative of [(x) = 3x z - 2x + I?
Solution By the quadratic function rule, ['(xo)

=2

• 3xo - 2 = 6xo - 2.
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Writing X instead of xo, we fmd that the derivative of f(x) = 3x 2
f'(x) = 6x -2.

-

2x + 1 is

Remark When we are dealing with functions given by specific formulas,
we often omit the function names. For example, we could state the result
of Worked Example 7 as "the derivative of 3x2 - 2x + 1 is 6x - 2."
Since the derivative of a function [is another function [' , we can go on to
differentiate j' again. The result is yet another function, called the second
derivative of[and denoted by [".
Worked Example 8 Find the second derivative of [(x)
Solution We must differentiate f'(x) = 6x -

= 3x2 -

2x + 1.

2. This is a linear function;

applying the formula for the derivative of a linear function, we fmd["(x) = 6.
The second derivative of 3x 2 - 2x + 1 is thus the constant function whose value
for every x is equal to 6.
If [(x) is the position of a moving object at time x, then f'(x) is the velocity, so f"(x) is the rate of change of velocity with respect to time. It is called
"the acceleration of the object.
We end with a remark on notation. It is not necessary to represent functions by f and independent and dependent variables by x and y; as long as we say
what we are doing, we can use any letters we wish.
Worked Example 9 Letg(a) = 4a 2 + 3a - 2. What isg'(a)? What isg'(2)?
Solution If [ex) = 4x 2 + 3x - 2, we know that ['ex) = 8x + 3. Using g instead
offand a instead of x, we haveg'(a) = 8a + 3. Finally,g'(2) = 8·2 + 3 = 19.

Solved Exercises

9. Let [(x) = 3x + 1. What isf'(8)?
10. An apple falls from a tall tree toward the~arth. After t seconds, it has fallen
4.9t 2 meters. What is the velocity of the apple when t = 3? What is the
acceleration?
11. Find the equation of the line tangent to the graph of f(x)
the point where Xo = 1.

= 3x2 + 4x + 2 at

12. For which functions f(x) = ax 2 + bx + C is the second derivative equal to
the zero function?

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 1
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Exercises

10. Differentiate the following functions:

(b) I(x) = (x - l)(x + 1)

(a) I(x) = x 2 + 3x - 1
(c) f(x) = -3x + 4

(d) get)

= -4t2 + 3t + 6

11. A ball is thrown upward at t = 0; its height in meters until it strikes the
ground is 24.5t - 4.9t 2 where the time is t seconds. Find:
(a) The velocity at t = 0,1,2,3,4,5.
(b) The time when the ball is at its highest point.
(c) The time when the velocity is zero.
(d) The time when the ball strikes the ground.
12. Find the tangent line to the parabolay = x 2

-

3x + 1 whenxo = 2. Sketch.

13. Find the second derivative of each of the following:

(a) f(x)=x 2 -5

(b) f(x)=x-2

(c) A function whose derivative is 3x 2

-

7.

Problems for Chapter 1

_

1. Find the sign changes of:
(a) f(x) = (3x 2

-

l)/(3x 2

+ 1)

(b) f(x) = l/x

2. Where do the following functions change sign from positive to negative?
Ca) fCx) = 6 - SX
(b) f(x) = 2x 2 - 4x + 2
(c) [(x) = 2x - x 2
(d) [(x) = 6x + I
(e) [(x) = (x - l)(x + 2)2(X + 3)
3. The position at time x of a moving object is x 3 • Show that the velocity at
time lUes between 2 and 4.
4. Let [(x) = (x - rdn1(x - r2)n 2 . . . (x - rk)nk, where r1 <r2 <···<rk are
the roots of f and n 1, .•• , nk are positive integers. Where does I(x) change
sign from negative to positive?
5. Using the definition of the derivative directly, find ['(2) if [(x)

6. If [(x) =

X

S

= 3x 2 .

+ x, is ['(0) positive or negative? Why?

7. Sketch each of the following graphs together with its tangent line at (0,0):
(a) y = x 2 (b) y = x 3 (c) Y = _x 3 • Must a tangent line to a graph always

lie on one side of the graph?
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8. Find the derivative at

Xo

= 0 of I(x) = x 3 + X.

9. Find the following derivatives:
(a) [(x) = x 2

-

2; find ['(3).

(b) [(x) = 1; find ['(7).
(c) [(x) = -13x 2

-

9x T 5; findt'(l).

(d) g(s) = 0; find g'(3).
(e) k(y) = (y + 4)(y - 7); find k'(-l).
(f) x(f) = 1 - [2; find x' (0).
(g) [(x) = -x

+ 2; findf'(3.752764).

10. Find the tangent line to the curve y = x 2
2

-

2x + 1 when x = 2. Sketch.

11. Let [(x) = 2x - 5x + 2, k(x) = 3x - 4, g(x)
and hex) = -3x 2 + X + 3.
(a) Find the derivative of [(x)

= ix 2 + 2x, lex) = -2x + 3,

+ g (x) at x = 1.

(b) Find the derivative of 3[(x) - 2h(x) at x =

o.

(c) Find the equation of the tangent line to the graph of [(x) at x = 1.
(d) Where does lex) change sign from negative to positive?
(e) Where does lex) - [k(x) -;- k'(-l)](x + 1) change sign from positive to
negative?
12. Find the tangent line to the curve y = -3x 2 + 2x + 1 when x = O. Sketch.
13. Let R be any point on the parabola y = x 2 • (a) Draw the horizontal line
through R. (b) Draw the perpendicular to the tangent line at R. Show that
the distance between the points where these lines cross the y axis is equal to
1
2' regardless of the value of x. (Assume, however, that x =1= 0.)
14. Given a point (x,y), find a general rule for determining how many lines
through the point are tangent to the parabolay = x 2 •
15. If [(x) = ax 2 + bx + c = a(x - r)(x - s) (r and s are the roots of f), show
that the values of I' (x) at r and s are negatives of one another. Explain this
by appeal to the symmetry of the graph.
16. Let [(t) = 2t 2 - St + 2 be the position of object A and let h(t) = - 3t2 +
t + 3 be the position of object B.
(a) When is A moving faster than B?
(b) How fast is B going when A stops?
(c) When does B change direction?

17. Letf(x)

= 2x 2 + 3x + 1.

(a) For which values of x is ['(x) negative, positive, and zero?
(b) Identify these points on a graph of f.
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18. How do the graphs of functions ax 2 + bx + c whose second derivative is
positive compare with those for which the second derivative is negative and
those for which the second derivative is zero?

19. Where does the function f(x) = -21x - 11 fail to be differentiable? Explain
your answer with a sketch.

.2

Transitions and Derivatives

In this chapter we reformulate the definition of the derivative in terms of the
concept of transition point. Other concepts, such as change of sign, can also be
expressed in 'terms of transitions. In addition to the new language, a few new
basic properties of change of sign and overtaking will be introduced.
In what follows the reader is assumed to be familiar with the interval
notation and the containment symbol E. Thus x E (0, b] means 0 < x ~ b,
x E (-<Xl, b) means x < b, etc. Intervals of the form (a, b) are called open,
while those of the form [a, b] are called closed.

Transition Points
Some changes are sudden, or defmitive, and are marked by a transition point.
The time of sunrise marks the transition from night to day, and the summe~
solstice marks the transition from spring to summer. Not all transitions take
place in time, though. For example, let T denote the temperature of some water.
For certain values of T, the water is in a liquid state; for other values of T, the

water is in a solid state (ice) or a gaseous state (water vapor). Between these
states are two transition temperatures, the freezing point and the boiling point.
Here is another example. A tortoise and a hare are running a race. Let T
denote the period of time during which the tortoise is in the lead; let H denote
the period of time during which the hare is ahead. A moment at which the hare
overtakes the tortoise is a transition point from T to H. When the tortoise
overtakes the hare, the transition is from H to T.
In order to do mathematics with the concept of transition, we must give a

formal defmition. The following defmition has been chosen for its intuitive content and for technical convenience.

Definition Let A and B be two sets of real numbers. A number Xo is
called a transition point from A to B if there is an open interval I containing Xo such that
1. If x E I ami x <xo, then x is in A but not in B.

2. If X EI and x> xo, then x is in B but not in A.

16
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There are several remarks to be made concerning this defmition. The first
one concerns delmitions in general; the others concern the particular definition
above.
Remark 1 DefInitions play an important role in mathematics. They set
out in undisputable terms what is meant by a certain phrase, such as "xo
is a transition point from A to B." Definitions are usually made to reflect
some intuitive idea, and our intuition is usually a reliable guide to the use
of the defmed expression. Still, if we wish to establish that "xo is a point
of transition from A to B" in a given example, the defmition is the Imal
authority; we must demonstrate that the conditions set out in the defmition are met. Partial or approximate compliance is not acceptable; the
conditions must be met fully and exactly.
There is no disputing the correctness of a defmition, but only its
usefulness. Over a long period of mathematical history. the most useful
defmitions have survived. Thousands have been discarded as inappropriate
or useless.
Remark 2 There are a couple of specific points to be noted in the. defmition above. First of all, we do not specify to what set the point Xo itself
belongs. It may belong to A, B, both, or neither. The second thing to
notice is the role of the interval I. Its inclusion in the definition corre·
sponds to the intuitive notion that transitional change may be temporary.
For instance, in the transition from ice to water, the interval I must be
chosen so that its right-hand endpoint is less than or equal to the boiling
point. Reread the defmition now to be sure that you understand this
remark.
Remark 3 In the example of the tortoise and the hare, suppose that the
tortoise is behind for t < t l , that they run neck and neck from t l to t2,
and that the tortoise leads for t> t2. There is no transition point in this
case, but rather a transition period. In our defmition, we are only concerned with transition points. In nonmathematical situations, it is not
always clear when a transition is abrupt and when it occurs over a period.
Consider, for example, the transition of power from one government to
another, or the transition of an embryo from pre-life to life.
Worked Example 1 Let A be the set of real numbers, for which the point

(1,2) lies outside the circle x 2 + y2 = ,2. Let B be the set of r for which (1,2)
lies inside x 2 + y2 =
Find the transition pOint from A to B. Does it belong
to A, B, both, or neither?

r.

Solution The point (1,2) lies at a distance V 12 + 22 =.J5from the origin, so
A = (0, VS) and B = (Aoo). The transition point is
which belongs to

-vs:
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neither A nor B. (The point (l, 2) lies on the circle of radius .J5, not inside or
outside it.)
If A and B are intervals, then a transition point from A to B must be a
common endpoint. (See Fig. 2-1.) Notice that, when A and B are intervals, there
is at most one transition point between them, which mayor may not belong to

A orB.

A

B

~~'R\\\~~\\\$,\~\~\~~

\ - - - - - - - , - - Transition
points
B
~'<:~:\":\:'.\.\\~~*~<.<.~"<.<.(:~\;'~~*~~\\~

A

A

B

~\~~\~~~~~~\\~

v:!

~~~ ;''"'<,*,~<'"''' I !
A

A

Gap~

,..---'--'\

B

':fffffffffffffffffffff!H1!!11!!1M:~:',\~~\'::...\'®..\\"\z
~

~Overlap

Fig.2-1

Transition
period

B

r--"--\

..

.

No transition pOint

J

If A and B are intervals, transition points are common endpoints.

~~......----::::_ Inscribed polygons

IL-_-?'

A

Circumscribed polygons

B

~ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff1(ffffiff:ffff#ffffffffffffffJ1fffffffffjfffff#ffffMffffff)

o

Areas of inscribed
polygons

\

Areas of circumscribed
polygons

Area of circle

Fig. 2-2 The area of a circle can be described as a transition point.
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Some transitions. occur along curves or surfaces. For example, the coastline is the transition curve between land and sea, while your skin is the transi-

tion surface between your body and the atmosphere. We give a mathematical
example of a transition curve in Chapter 6, but we will usually be dealing with
transition points.
The notion of transition occurs in the answer given by the ancient Greeks
to the question, "What is the area enclosed by a circle of radiusr?" We may consider the set A consisting of the areas of all possible polygons inscribed in the
circle and the set B consisting of the areas of all possible circumscribed polygons.

The transition point from A to B is the area of the circle. (See Fig. 2-2.) By using
inscribed and circumscribed regular polygons with sufficiently many sides,
Archimedes was able to locate the transition point quite accurately.
Solved

Exercises....

1. Let B be the set consisting of those x for which x 2 - I > 0, and let A
(-1,1] . Find the transition points from B to A and from A to B.

=

2. Let A = (-00, -1/1000), B = 0/1000,00), C = [-1/1000,1/1000]. Find
the transition points from each of these sets to each of the others.
3. Let x be the distance from San Francisco on a road crossing the United
States. If A consists of those x for which the road is in California at mile
x, and B consists of those x for which the road is in Nevada at mile x, what

is the transition point called?
Exercises
1. Describe the following as transition points:
(a) Vernal equinox.
(c) A mountain top.

(b) Entering a house.
(d) Zero.

(e) Outbreak of war.

(f) Critical mass.

(g) A window shattering.

(h) Revolution.

2. What transition points can you identify in the following phenomena? Describe them.

(a) The movement of a pendulum.

(b) Diving into water.

(c) A traffic accident.

(d) Closing a door.

(e) Drinking a glass of water.

(f) Riding a bicycle.

*Solutions appear in the Appendix.
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3. For each of the following pairs of functions, f(x) and g(x), let A be the set
of x where f(x) > g(x), and let B be the set of x where f(x) < g(x). Find the
transition points, if there are any , from A to B and from B to A.

(a)f(x)=2x-l; g(x)=-x+2

(b)f(x)=x 2 +2; g(x)=3x+6

(c)f(x)=x 3 -x; g(x)=x

(d)f(x)=x 2 -l; g(x)=-x 2 +l

4. Find the transition points from A to B and from B to A in each of the following cases:

(a) A = [1,3)
B = the set ofx for whichx 2 - 4x + 3 > 0
(b) A = the set ofx for which -3 <x ~ lor 10 <x ~ 15
B = the set ofx for which x < -3, 0 ~x ~ 10, or 16 <x

Change of Sign and Overtaking
The concept of change of sign was defmed in Chapter 1. Now we express it in
terms of transitions. Let f be any function, N the set of x for which x is in the
domain of I and I(x) < 0, and P the set of x for which x is in the domain of I
andf(x) > O.

Theorem 1 (a) Xo is a point of transition from N to P if and only iff
changes sign from negative to positive at xo. (b) Xo is a point of transition
from P to N ifand only iff changes sign from positive to negative at Xo.
Prool (a) Suppose that Xo is a transition point from N to P. By defInition,
there is an open interval I containing Xo such that (i) if x E I and x < xo,
then x is in N but not in P, and (ii) if x E I and x > xo, then x is in P but
not in N. Letting I = (a, b) and noting that x E (a, b) and x < Xo is the
same as saying a < x < xo, we see that (i) reads: if a < x < Xo then x is in
the domain of f and f(x) < 0; and (ii) reads: ifxo <x <b then x is in the
domain of [and [(x) > O. Thus, by the defmition of change of sign given
in Chapter 1, f changes sign from negative to positive. Conversely, we can
reverse this argument to show that if f changes sign from negative to positive, then Xo is a transition point from P to N.
The proof of (b) is similar.

Let us return to the race between the tortoise and the hare. Denote by
the tortoise's position at time t and by get) the hare's position at time t.
The transition "the tortoise overtakes the hare at time to" means that there is an
open interval I about to such that:

ICt)
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< to, then/(t) <get).
If tEl and t> to, then I(t) > get).

1. If t EI and t

2.

If we graph I and g, this means that the graph ofllies below that of g for
t just to the left of to and above that of g for t just to the right of to. (See Fig.
2-3.) Notice the role of the interval!. (We could have taken a slightly larger one.)
It appears in the defmition because the hare may overtake the tortoise at a later

time tl.
Point at which the
tortoise overtakes the hare

f (t) (tortoise)

\
I

I
I
1 I
~

H

t,

H

Fig. 2-3 The tortoise
overtakes the hare at to
and the hare overtakes the
tortoise at t l •

We now state the defmition of overtaking for general functions.

Definition Let I and g be two functions, A the set of x (in the domain of
I and of g) such that f(x) < g(x). and B the set of x (in the domain of I
and g) such that I(x) > g(x). If Xo is a transition point from A to B, we
say that I overtakes g at x o.
In other words, I overtakes gat Xo if there is an interval I containing Xo
such that if and g are defined on I, except possibly at xo) and
1. For x in I and x <xo'/(x) <g(x).

2. For x in I and x> Xo. I(x) > g(x).
We call an open interval I about X(I for which conditions 1 and 2 are true
an interval which works for I and gat Xo; Le., I is small enough so that in I to
the left of xo, I is below g, while in 1 to the right of xo, I is above g. (See Fig.
2-4.) Clearly, if a certain interval I works for I and g at xo, so does any open
interval J contained in I, as long as it still contains Xo.
If the tortoise and hare both fall asleep and start running the wrong way
when they wake up, we still say that "the tortoise overtakes the hare" if the hare
passes the tortoise when going in the wrong direction. (See Fig. 2-5.) In the
general situation, when I overtakes gat xo, the graph ofImay actually be going
downward. It is only the change in I as compared with the change in g which is
important.
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g(x)

f(xl

x

Xo

,

I

Fig. 2-4 If I is an interval that works (for f overtaking g at xo), so is any
smaller interval J.

f(t) (tortoise)

Fig.

2·5 The

tortoilie

overtakes the hare (f overtakes g) at to.

t

Worked Example 2 For the functions f and g in Fig. 2-6, tell whether f overtakes g, g overtakes f; or neither, at each of the points Xl, xz, XS, X4, and Xs·
When overtaking takes place, indicate an interval which works.
y

y = f(x)

'" \
\

\
y =g(x)

x,

Xs

Fig. 2-6 What overtakings
occur at the indicated
points?

Solution Neither function overtakes the other at Xl- In fact, in the interval
(O,xz) about Xl, g(x) > [(x) for X both to the right and to the left of X 1. At X2,
[ overtakes g; an interval which works is I = (Xl> X3)' (Note that the number Xz
is what we called Xo in the defmition.) At X3, g overtakes [; an interval which
works is (X2, X4)' At X4, [overtakes g again; an interval which works is (X 3. xs).
Neither function overtakes the other at xs.
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The relations between the concepts of overtaking and change of sign are
explored in Problems 8 and 9 at the end of the chapter.
If, while the tortoise is overtaking the hare at to, a snail overtakes the tortoise at to, then we may conclude that the snail overtakes the hare at to. Let us
state this as a theorem about functions.
Theorem 2 Suppose f, g, and h are functions such that f overtakes g at Xo
and g overtakes hat Xo. Then f overtakes h at xo.
Proof Let II be an interval which works for f and gat xo, and let 12 be an
interval which works for g and h at Xo. That these intervals exist follows
from the assumptions of the theorem. Choose I to be any open interval
about Xo which is contained in both I} and 12 • For instance, you could
choose I to consist of all points which belong to both II and 12 • (Study
Fig. 2-7, where a somewhat smaller interval is chosen. Although the three
graphs intersect in a complicated way, notice that the picture looks quite
simple in the shaded region above the interval I. You should return to the
figure frequently as you read the rest of this proof.)

Xo

I,

Fig. 2-7 f overtakes g and g overtakes h at x o.

We will show that the interval I works for f and h. We begin by

assuming that

x. EI and x <xo
Since I is contained in both I} and 12 , (A) implies:
X

Ell

and x <xo

x EI2 and x <xo

(A)
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Since II works for f and gat Xo and 12 works for g and hat xo, (AI) and
(A z) imply
f(x) <g(x) (and x is in the domain off and g)

(B 1 )

g(x) < hex) (and x is in the domain of g and h)

(B 2 )

(B t ) and (B z) together imply that

f(x)

< h(x)

(and x is in the domain of f and h)

(B)

This chain of reasoning began with (A) and concluded with (B), so we have
< xo,then [(x) hex). Similarly, one proves
that if x EI and x> Xo thenf(x) > hex), so I works.

proven that if xE I and x

<

The next result provides a link between the concepts of linear change and
transition. We know that a faster object overtakes a slower one when they meet.
Here is the formal version of that fact for uniform motion. Its proof is a good
exercise in the algebra of inequalities.
Theorem 3 Let ft(x) = mtx + b t and fz(x) = mzx + b z be linear functions whose graphs both pass through the point (xo,Yo). Ifm2 > mt, then
f2 overtakes fl at Xo·

Proof Since Yo = fl(XO) = mlxO + bl> we can solve for b l to get b l =
Yo - mtXo· Substituting this into the formula for ft(x), we have flex) =
mtx + Yo - mlxO, which we can rewrite as flex) = mt(x - xo) + Yo·
Similarly, we have fz(x) = mz(x - xo) + Yo. From Fig. 2·8, we guess that
it is possible to take I = (-00, (0). To fmish the proof, we must show that
x <xo impliesfz(x) <flex) and that x > Xo implies fix) > fleX).

y

Fig. 2-8 f l and f z both
pass through (x 0, Yo) and
f z has larger slope.

CHANGE OF SIGN AND OVERTAKING

Assume that x < Xo. Then x - Xo
and m2 - m I" have. opposite signs so that

< 0. Since m2

- ml

> 0, x

25

- Xo

so

so

and

which says exactly thatfz(x) <fl(X).

Ifx >xo, we have x -Xo > 0, so (m2 - ml)(x -xo) > O. A chain of
manipulations like the one above (which you should write out yourself)
leads to the conc1usionf2(x) > flex). That finishes the proof.

Terminology It is useful to be able to speak of graphs overtaking one
another. If G 1 and G2 are curves in the plane. which are the graphs of
functions flex) and f2(x), we will sometimes say that G 2 overtakes. G l at a
poin;t when what is really meant is that f2 overtakes fl. Thus, Theorem 3
may be rephrased as follows (see Fig. 2-9):

. If the line /1 with slope m1 meets the line /z with slope mz at
(xo,Yo), and if m2 > mI, then 12 overtakes II at Xo·

c

y

-~~+_-:--I,
I

-I'-----....L

----,>;

-,- - - x.....------'-xx
3
z

Fig. 2-9 12 overtakes 11 at
overtakes C at xz;C
overtakes 12 at X3.

Xl; 12
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(This statement only applies to those lines which are graphs of functionswe may not speak of a vertical line overtaking or being overtaken by anything.)

Solved Exercises
4. Where does l/x change sign?
5. Let I(x) = 3x + 2, g(x) = x + 2. Show in two ways that f overtakes gat 0:
(a) by the defmition of overtaking; (b) by Theorem 3.

=

=

6. Let f(x)
-3 and g(x)
_x 2 • At what point or points does f overtake g?
Construct an interval which works. Sketch.
7. Let f(x) = 2x 2 and g(x) = 5x - 3. Show that g overtakes I at x = 1. Is
(-oo,~) an interval which works? Is it the largest one?
Exercises
5. Describe the change of sign at x = 0 of the functionf(x) = mx for various
values of m. Can you fmd a transition point on the "m axis" where a certain change takes place?
6. Let f(x) = x 2 - 2x - 3 and g(x)
an interval which works. Sketch.

= 2x -

2. Where doesg overtakef? Find

7. Let f(x) = x 3 - x and g(x) = 2x. At what point or points doesf overtake
g? Does (-3,0) work for any of these points? If not, why not? Sketch.
8. Let f(x) = _x 2 + 4 andg(x) = 3x - 2. At what point or points doesfovertake g? Find the largest interval which works. Sketch.
9. Letf(x) =

I/CI -x) andg(x) = -x + 1.

(a) Show that f overtakesg at x = O. Find an interval which works. Sketch.
(b) Show that f overtakes g at x = 2. Is (1,3) an interval which works?
What is the largest interval which works?

-----------------------~--~._----

The Derivative
The derivative was defmed in Chapter 1. To rephrase that defmition using the
language of transitions, we shall use the follOWing terminology. Letfbe a func-

THE DERIVATIVE
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tion whose domain contains an open interval about xo. Let A be the set of
numbers m such that the linear function f(xo) + m(x - xo) (whose graph is the
line through (xo,f(xo)) with slope m) is overtaken by fat xo. Let B be the set
of numbers m such that the linear functionf(xo) + m(x - xo) overtakesfat xo.

Theorem 4 A number mo is a transition point from A to B ifand only if
mo is the derivative offat xo.
Proof First, suppose that mo is a transition point from A to B. Thus there
is an open interval I about mo such that (i) if ml E I and ml < mo, then
ml is in A but not in D, and (ii) if ml E I and ml > rna, then ml is in B
but not in A. Let m < mo. Choose m 1 E I such that m :::;;; m 1 < mo· (Why
can we do this?) By (i), the function Axo) + ml(x - xo) is overtaken by
fat xo. By Theorems 2 and 3, I(xo) + m(x - xo) is also overtaken by I
at Xo; Le. I(x) - ff(xo) + m(x - xo)] changes sign from negative to
positive at Xo- This gives condition 1 of the defInition of the derivative,
and condition 2 is proved in the same way.
Conversely, if mo is the derivative of I at xo, then the defInition of
the derivative shows that A = (-"", mo) and B = (mo, =), and so mo is the
transition point from A to B.

In Chapter 1 we proved that the derivative is unique if it exists. In the present terminology, this means that there is at most one transition point from A to
B. (In Problems 18-20, the reader is invited to prove this directly from the defInition of A and B).
Solved Exercise

8. Let I(x) = x 2 + tx + 2 and Xo
to calculate f'(O).

= 2. Construct the sets A and B and use them

Exercises

10. Calculate the derivative of/ex) =x2 -x atx = 1 using Theorem 4.
11. For each of the follOWing functions, fmd the sets A and B involved in
Theorem 4 and show that the derivative does not exist at the specifIc point:
(a)

f(x) = {x
2x - 1

ifX~l}.,
if x > 1

Xo

=1
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02X +4

(b) [(x) =

{ 2x +3
X'2

(c) [(x) = . x
{

ifX~-l}. '

Xo

=-1

Xo

= 0

ifx>-1·

ifX~O},
if x

>0

12. Is the following an acceptable defmition of the tangent line? "The tangent
line through a point on a graph is the one line which neither overtakes nor
is overtaken by the graph." If so, discuss. If not, give an example.

Problemsfor Chapter 2

_

1. Describe the following as transition p.oints.
0

(a) Turning on a light.
(c) An aircraft landing.

(b) 100 Centigrade.
Cd) Signing a contract.

2. What transition points can you identify in the following phenomena?
(a) Breathing.
(c) Blinking.

(b) A heart beating.
(d) Walking.

(e) A formal debate.
(g) Marriage.

(f) Firefighting.

(h) Receiving exam results.

(i) Solving homework problems.
3.. Let A be the set of areas of triangles inscribed in a circle of radius 1, B the
set of areas of circumscribed triangles. Is there a transition point from A to
B? (You may assume that the largest inscribed and smallest circumscribed
triangles are equilateral.) What happens if you use quadrilaterals instead of
triangles? Octagons?
4. For each of the following pairs of sets, find the transition points from A to
B and from B to A.
(a) A =(0,l);B=(-oo,t)and(l,3).
(b) A = those x for whichx 2 < 3;B = those ~ for which x 2 > 3.
(c) A = those x for which x 3 ~ 4;B = those x for which x 3 ~ 4.
(d) A = those a fur which the equation x'2 -ra = 0 has two real roots;
B = those a for which the equation x 2 + a = 0 has less than two real

roots.
(e) A = those x for which y'x 2
B = those x for which.Jx 2

-

-

4 exists (as a real number):
4 does not exist (as a real number).

5. For which values of n (positive and negative) does x n change sign at 07

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 2
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6. For each of the following pairs of functions, find:
1. The setA wheref(x) <g(x).
2. The setB wheref(x»g(x).
3. The transition points from A to B and from B to A.

4. Intervals which work for f overtakingg and g overtakingf.
Make a sketch in each case.
(a) f(x)=7x+2; g(x)=2x-4

(b) f(x) = x7. + 2x + 2; g(x) = -x + 3

+ 4x - 3; g(x) = 2x - 5
= _x + 2x + 1; g(x) = x 2 - 1
= _x 3 + 4x; g(x) = x 2 - 2x
= l/x 2 (x =1= 0); g(x) = _x 2 + 1
= -1/x 2 (x 0); g(x) = [l/(x +2)] - 2 (x,* -2)

(c) f(x) = _2x 2

(d) f(x)
(e) f(x)
(f) [(x)

(g) f(x)

2

'*

7. For which values of m doesf(x) = m(x - 1) + 1 overtake g(x)

= x 2 at I?

8. Show that f changes sign at Xo if and only if f overtak.es or is overtaken by
the zero function (g(x) = 0 for ali x) at xo. (This problem and the next one
show that the concepts of overtaking and sign change can be defined in

terms of one another.)
9. Let f and g be functions, and define h by hex) = f(x) - g(x), for all x such
that f(x) and g(x) are both defined. Prove that f overtakes g at Xo if and
only if h changes sign from negative to positive at xo.

In Problems 10 to 17, let
[(x)

= 2x 2 -

hex)

= -3x' TX T

lex) = -2x

5x

+ 2,
3,

k(x)

tx

2

+ 2x,
= 3x - 4, and

g(x) =

+3

10. Find the derivative of f(x) + g(x) at x = 1.
11. Find the derivative of 3f(x) - 2h(x) at x = O.

12. Find the equation ofthe tangent line to
(a) [(x) at x = 1
(c) hex) atx = 100

(b) g(x) at x = -2
(d) k(x) atx = _10 8 (sketch)

13. Where does [(x) overtake k(x)?
14_ Where does lex) overtake the tangent line to hex) at x = -1?

15. For what real number c is the line y
[(x) at x = 2?

= ck(x) parallel to the tangent line to

16. Where does g (x) + l(x) overtake [(x) + k(x)? What are the derivatives of g + [
and f + k at these points?
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17. Let [(t) = 2t 2 - St + 2 be the position of object A, and let h(t) = -3t2 + t +
3 be the position of object B.
(a) When is A moving faster than B'?
(b) How fast is Bgoing when A stops?
(e) When does B tum around?
18. A set of numbers S is called convex if, whenever x 1 and X2 lie in S and
Xl
Y
X2, then y lies in S too. Prove that the sets A and B defined in

< <

the preamble to Theorem 4 are convex.
19. Let A and B be sets of real numbers such that A is convex (see Problem
18). Prove that there is at most one point of transition from A to B.

20. Use Problems 18 and 19 to prove the uniqueness of derivatives.
21. (a) Find set:> A, B, and C such that there ace transition points from A to B,

from B to C, and from C to A .
(b) Prove that this cannot happen if A, B, and C are convex (see Problem
18).
22. Let/(x) and g(x) be functions which are differentiable at xo.
(a) Prove that, if f'(xo) > g'Xxo), then f(x) overtakes g(x) at xo. [Hint; Use
a line with slope in the interval (g'(xo),f'(xo))] .
(b) Prove that, if ['(xo) <g'(xo), then/ex) is overtaken by g(x) at xo.
(c) Give examples to show that, if ['(xo) = g' (xo), then it is possible that
[(x) overtakes g(x) at xo, or [(x) is overtaken by g(x) at xo, or neither.
(d) Solve Problem 6 by using (a) and (b).
23. Explain how Fig. 2-10 illustrates the definition of the derivative ofy

Fig.2.10 This illustrates the derivative?

=x 2 •

3

Algebraic Rules of
Differentiation

We shall now prove the sum, constant multiple, product, and quotient rules of

differential calculus. (Practice with these rules must be obtained from a standard
calculus text.) Our proofs use the concept of "rapidly vanishing functions"
which we will develop first. (The reader will be assumed to be familiar with
absolute values.)

Rapidly Vanishing Functions
We say that a function [vanishes at xo, or that Xo is a root 0[[, if [(x 0) = O. If
we compare various functions which vanish near a point, we find that some
vanish "more rapidly" than others. For example, let [(x) = x - 2, and letg(x) =
20(x - 2)2. They both vanish at 2, but we notice that the derivative of g
vanishes at 2 as well, while that of[ does not. Computing numerically, we find
[(3)

=

1

[(1) = -1
1(2.1) = 0.1
1(1.9) = -0.1
[(2.01) = 0.01
1(1.99) = -0.01
[(2.001) = 0.001
1(1.999) = -0.001
[(2.0001) = 0.0001
[(1.9999) = -0.0001

g(3) = 20
g(1) = 20
g(2.I) = 0.2
g(1.9) = 0.2

g(2.0I) = 0.002
g(I.99) = 0.002
g(2.001) = 0.00002
g(I.999) = 0.00002
g(2.0001) = 0.0000002
g(1.9999) = 0.0000002

As x approaches 2, g(x) appears to be dwindling away more rapidly than [(x).
Guided by this example, we make the follOWing definition.

Definition We say that a function rex) vanishes rapidly at Xo if r(xo) = 0
and ,'(xo) = O.
The following theorem shows that rapidly vanishing functions, as we have
defined them, really do vanish quickly. This theorem will be useful in proving
31
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properties of rapidly vanishing functions, as well as in establishing the connection between transitions and limits (see Chapter 13).

Theorem 1 Let r be a function such that r(xo) = O. Then r(x) vanishes
rapidly at x = Xo if and only it: for every positive number €, there is an
open interval I about Xo such that,for all x *xo in I, Ir(x)i < elx -xol.

Proof The theorem has two parts. First of all, suppose that r(x) vanishes

rapidly at xo, and that e is a positive number. We will fmd an interval I
with the required properties. Since -e < r'(xo) = 0 < e, the line through
(xo, r(xo» with slope -e [slope e] is overtaken by [overtakes] the graph
of f at xo. Since r(xo) = 0, the equations of these two lines are y =
-e(x - xo) andy = e(x - xo). (Refer to Fig. 3-1.)
y
y= r(x)

Fig.3·1 The graph y
= e(x - xo).

= r(x)

y

= E(x -

y

= -e(x -

xo)

xo)

is squeezed between the lines y

= -e(x -

xo) and

y

Let /1 be an interval which works for rex) overtaking -e(x - xo) at
xo, and 12 an interval which works for e(x - xo) overtaking rex) at xo.
Choose an open interval I containing Xo and contained in both II and 12 •
For x < Xo and x in I, we have rex) < -e(x - xo), since rex) overtakes -e(x - xo), and rex) > e(x - xo), since e(x - xo) overtakes rex). We
may rewrite these two inequalities as -e(xo - x) < r(x) < e(xo - x), Le.,
-elx -xol<r(x) < elx -xol, since Ix -xol =xo -x when x <xo.
Now we assume x > Xo in I. Our overtakings imply that rex) >
-e(x - xo) and rex) < e(x - xo), so -e(x - xo) < rex) < e(x - xo), and,
once again, -elx - xol < rex) < elx - xol.
We have shown that, for x* Xo and x in I, -e Ix - Xo I < rex) <
elx - xol. But this is the same as Ir(x) I < elx -xol. We have finished half
of our "if and only if' proof. Geometrically speaking, we have shown that
the graph of rex) for x E I lies inside the shaded "bow-tie" region in
Fig. 3-1.
For the second half of the proof, we assume that, for any € > 0,
there exists an interval 1 such that, for all x in I, x xo, Ir(x)1 < elx - xol.

*
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Reversing the steps in the preceding argument shows that, for all e> 0, the
line y = -e(x - xo) is overtaken by the graph of rex) at xo, while the line
y = e(x - xo) overtakes the graph. Thus the set A in the definition of the
derivative contains all negative numbers, and B contains all positive num·
bers; therefore, 0 is a point of transition from A to B. Thus r'(xo) = 0, so
r vanishes rapidly at Xo.
The next theorem shows the importance of rapidly vanishing functions in
the study of differentiation.

Theorem 2 A function f is differentiable at Xo and rno
only if the function r(x), defined by

= ['(xo) if and

rex) = f(x) - [f(xo) + mo(x - xo)]
vanishes rapidly at Xo.
The function rex) represents the error, or the remainder involved in
approximating f by its tangent line at Xo- Another way of stating Theorem 2 is
that f is differentiable at xo, with derivative f'(xo) =rno, if and only iff can be
written as a sum f(x) = f(xo) + mo(x - xo) + rex), where rex) vanishes rapidly
at Xo. Once we know how to recognize rapidly vanishing functions, Theorem
2 will provide a useful test for differentiability and a tool for computing
derivatives.

Notice that Theorem 2, like Theorem 1, is of the ''if and only if' type.
Thus, it has two independent parts. We must prove that if f(x) is differentiable
at Xo and rno = f'(xo), then rex) vanishes rapidly at xo, and we must prove as
well that if rex) vanishes rapidly at xo, then f(x) is differentiable at Xo and
mo = f'(xo). (Each of the two parts of the theorem is called the converse of
the other.) In the proof which follows, we prove the second part first, since it is
convenient to do so.

Proof of Theorem 2 Suppose that rex) = f(x) - f(xo) - mo(x - xo)
vanishes rapidly at Xo. We will show that f'(xo) = rno. We first show that,
for m > mo, the line through (xo,f(xo» overtakes the graph of fat Xo.
(Refer to Fig. 3-2 as you read the follOWing argument.) To begin, note
that if m > mo, then m - mo > o. Since r'(xo) = 0, the line through
(xo, r(xo» with slope m - rno overtakes the graph of r at Xo. Since
r(xo) = 0, the equation of this line is y = (m - mo)(x - xo). By the
defmition of overtaking, there is an open interval I around Xo such that
(i) x <xo in I implies (m - moXx - xo) <rex), Le.,
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y

~y=

f(x o)

+

mo(x -

xol

(tangent line)

x

~J
Line with slope m - mo >

a

Fig.3-2 Illustrating the proof of Theorem 2.

(m - mo)(x - xo) </(x) - I(xo) - mo(x - xo)

(Ad

and (ii) x> Xo in I implies
(m - moXx - xo) > I(x) - [(xo) - mo(x - xo)

Adding I(xo) + mo(x - xo) to both sides of (AI) and (A 2 ) gives
[(xo) + m(x - xo) < I(x),

for x <xo in I

and
I(xo) + m(x - xo)

> [(x),

for x

> Xo in I

In other words, the line y = [(xo) + m(x - xo) overtakes the graph of I at
Xo. Recall that m was any number greater than mo.
Similarly, one proves that, for m < rno, the line y = [(xo) +
m(x - xo) is overtaken by the graph of[at xo, so lis differentiable at xo,
and mo must be the derivative of [ at Xo by the definition on p. 6 and
Theorem 4, P _27_ This completes the proof of half of Theorem 2_
Next, we assume that I is differentiable at Xo and that rno = f'(xo).
Reversing the steps above shows that the line y = c(x - xo) overtakes the
graph of r for c > 0 and is overtaken by it for c < O. Clearly, r(xo) = 0, so
r vanishes rapidly at Xo.
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Solved Exercises*
1. Let gl(X) = x, g2(X) = x 2, g3(X)
0.01,0.002, and 0.0004. Discuss.

= x 3.

Compute their values at x

= 0.1,

2. Prove:
(a) If/and g vanish at xo, so does! + g.

(b) If I vanishes at xo, and g is any function which is defmed at xo, then fg
vanishes at xu.

3. Prove that (x -

XO)2

vanishes rapidly at xo.

Exercises

1. Fill in the details of the last two paragraphs of the proof of Theorem 2.
2~

Do Solved Exercise 3 by using Theorem 1.

3. Prove that/ex)

= x 3 is rapidly vanishing at x = O.

4. Let g(x) be a quadratic polynomial such that g(O)

=

5.

(a) Cang(x) vanish rapidly at some integer?
(b) Can g(x) vanish rapidly at more than one point?

5. The polynomials x 3 - 5x2 + 8x - 4, x 3 - 4x 2 + 5x - 2, and x 3 - 3x 2 +
3x - 1 all vanish at Xo = 1. By evaluating these polynomials for values of
x very near 1, on a calculator, try to guess which of the polynomials vanish
rapidly at 1. (Factoring the polynomials may help you to understand what
is happening.)

The Sum and Constant Multiple Rules
The sum rule states that (f + g)'(x) = ['(x) + g'(x). To prove this, we must show
that the remainder for f + g, namely
{[(x) + g(x)} - [(/(xo) + g(xo)} - {['(xu) + g'(xo)}(x - xo)]

vanishes rapidly at xc, for then Theorem 2 would imply that I(x) + g(x) is dif*Solutions appear in the Appendix.
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terentiable at Xo with derivative mo = f'(xo) + g'(xo). We may rewrite the
remainder as

[f(x) - f(xo) - f'(xo)(x - xo)] + [g(x) - g(xo) - g'(xo)(x - xo)] .
By Theorem 2, each of the expressions in square brackets represents a function
which vanishes rapidly at xo, so we need to show that the sum of two rapidly
vanishing functions is rapidly vanishing.
The constant multiple rule states that (af)'(x) = a/'(x). The proof of this
rests upon the fact that a constant multiple of a rapidly vanishing function is
again rapidly vanishing. Theorem 3 proves these two basic properties of rapidly
vanishing functions.

Theorem 3
1. If rl(x) and r2(x) vanish rapidly at xo, then so does rl(x) + r2(x).
2. If rl(x) vanishes rapidly at Xo, and a is any real number, then
arl(x) vanishes rapidly at Xo.

Proof 1. Let rex) = rl(x) + r2(x), where rl(x) and r2(x) vanish rapidly at
Xo· By Solved Exercise 2, r(xo) = 0; we will use Theorem I to show that
rex) vanishes rapidly at xo. Given e > 0, we must find an interval I such
that Ir(x) I < elx - xol for all x =1= Xo in 1. Since 'leX) and r2(x) vanish
rapidly at xo, there are intervals II arid 12 about Xo such that x '* Xo in II
implies that Irl(x) 1< (e/2) Ix - Xo I, while x =1= Xo in 12 implies Ir2(X) I <
(eI2) Ix - Xo I. (We can apply Theorem 1 with any positive number, including e/2, in place of e.) Let 1 be an interval containing Xo and contained
in both II and 12 • For x =1= Xo in 1, we have both inequalities: Irl(X) 1<
(e/2) Ix - Xo I and Ir2(X) 1< (e/2) Ix - XO I. Adding these inequalities gives

(You should now be able to see why we used eI2.) The triangle inequality
for absolute values states that Irl(x) + r2(x) I ~ Irl(X) 1+ Irlx) I, so we have
Ir(x) I < elx -xol for x
in I.

'*xo

2. Let rex) = arl(x). By Solved Exercise 2, r(xo) = O. Given e> 0,
we apply Theorem I to rl vanishing rapidly at Xo to obtain an interval 1
about Xo such that hex) I < (ella I) Ix - Xo I for x =1= Xo in 1. (If a = 0,
ar(x) = 0 is obviously rapidly vanishing, so we need only deal with the
case a 0.) Now we have, for x =l=xo in 1,

'*
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Ir(x) I = larl(x) I = laj Irl(X) I < lal iallx -xol = elx -xol
or Ir(x) I < € Ix - Xo I, and we are done.

Theorem 4
1. (Sum Rule). If the functions I(x) and g(x) are differentiable at Xo,

then so is the function f(x) + g(x), and its derivative at
g'(xo).

Xo

is f'(xo) +

2. (Constant Multiple Rule). If f(x) is differentiable at xo, and a is any
real number, then 'the function af(x) is differentiable at xo, and its
derilJatilJ2 there is af'(x o).

Proof 1. Since f(x) and g(x) are differentiable at xo, Theorem 2 tells us
that

rl(x) = f(x) - f(xo) - f'(xo)(x - xo)
and

vanish rapidly at Xo. Adding these two equations, we conclude by
Theorem 3 that

rl(x) + r:l(x) = [f(x) + g(x)] - [f(xo) + g(xo)]
- [f'(xo) + g'(xo)J(x - xo)
is also rapidly vanishing at xo. Hence, by Theorem 2, f(x) + g(x) is differentiable at Xo with derivative equal to !'(xo) +g'(xo).
2. See Solved Exercise 5.

Solved Exercises
4. Prove that, if rl(x) and r:l(x) vanish rapidly at Xo, then so does rl(x) - ':lex).
5. Prove part (2) of Theorem 4 (the constant multiple rule).
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Exercises
6. Let a be a nonzero constant, and assume that af overtakes g at xo. Prove
that f overtakes Ola) g at Xo if a> 0, while fis overtaken by (lla) gat Xo if
a<O.
7 _ Show that, if you assume the sum and constant multiple rules, then
Theorem 3 is an easy consequence. (This means that Theorem 3 is a special
case of the sum and constant multiple rules. Our proof of Theorem 4 proceeded from this special case to the general case.)
8. Prove that, if flex) overtakes gl(X) at xo, and f2(x) overtakes g2(X) at xo,
then/lex) + f2(X) overtakesgl(x) + g2(X) at xo.
9. If flex) + f2(x) is differentiable at xo, are flex) and f2(X) necessarily differentiable there? Can just one of them be nondifferentiable at xo?
10. Show, by calculating the derivative, that the quadratic polynomial ax 2 +
bx + c vanishes rapidly at Xo if and only if Xo is a double root of the equation ax 2 + bx + c = O. What does the graph look like in this case?

The Product Rule
The sum rule depended on the fact that the sum of two rapidly vanishing functions is again rapidly vanishing. For the product rule, we need a similar result for
products, where only one factor is known to be rapidly vanishing.

Theorem 5 If rex) vanishes rapidly at Xo and f(x) is differentiable at xo,
thenf(x)r(x) vanishes rapidly at xC).
Proof Note that part 2 of Theorem 3 is a special case of this theorem,
where [(x) is constant. We prove Theorem 5 in two steps, the first of
which shows that [(x) can be "sandwiched" between two constant values.
Step I We will prove that there is a constant B > 0 and an interval
I} about Xo such that, for x in 11> we have
-B <f(x) <B, i.e., If(x) I <B.
(Refer to Fig. 3-3.) The number B is called a bound for If(x) I near xo.
Through the point (xu,f(xo», we draw the two lines with slope f'(xo) + 1
and ['(xo) - 1. The first of them overtakes the graph of fat Xo; the second
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' " Slope = fl (x 0)

8...---------r----:;~-__j'"--

Slope = fl(X O} - 1

x

-8.----------------Fig. 3-3 The graph of f on the interval II lies between the lines y

=

-8 and

y=B.

t

is overtaken. (We could just as well have used slopes !'(xo) +
and
!'(xo) or any other numbers bracketing f'(xo).) On a sufficiently
small interval II. the graph of f lies between these two lines. (1 1 is any
interval contained. in intervals which work for both overtakings.) Now
choose B large enough so that the bow-tie region between the lines and
above 11 lies between the lines y = -B and y = B. The reader may fill in
the algebra required to determine a possible choice for B. (See Solved
Exercise 6.)
Step 2. Clearly f(x)r(x) vanishes at xo. We now apply Theorem 1
just as we did in proving part (li) of Theorem 3.
Given e> 0, since rex) vanishes rapidly at xo, we can find an interval I about Xo such that, for x =#= Xo in I, Ir(x) I < (e/B) Ix -Xo I, where B
is the bound from step 1. Now we have, for x =#= Xo in I, If(x)r(x)i =
If(x)lIr(x)1 < B (e/B) Ix -xol = elx -xol. Thus, by Theorem 1,itx)r(x)
vanishes rapidly at xo.

t,

We can now deduce the product rule from Theorem 5 by a computation.
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Theorem 6 Product Rule. If the functions f(x) and g(x) are differentiable
at xo, then so is the function f(x)g(x), and its derivative at Xo is

Proof By Theorem 2, f(x) = f(xo) + f'(xo)(x - xo) + rl(x) and g(x) =
g(xo) + g'(xo)(x - xo) + rz(x) where rl(x) and rz(x) vanish rapidly at xo.

Multiplying the two expressions gives

+ g.'(xo)(x - xo) + r2(x)]
+ t'(xo)(x - xo)[g(xo) + g'(xo)(x - xo) + rz(x)]
+ rl(x)[g(Xo) + g'(xo)(x - xo) + rz(x)]
f(xo)g(xo) + [f'(xo)g(xo) + f(xo)g'(xo)] (x - xo)
+ f(xo)r.;;.(x) + rl(x)g(Xo) + ['(xo)g'(xo)(x - XO)2
+ f'(xo)(x - xo)rz(x) + rl(x)g'(xo)(x -xo) + r 1 (x)rz(x)

f(x)g(x) = f(xo)[g(xo)

=

Now each of the last two lines in the preceding sum vanishes rapidly at Xo:
f(xo)rz(x) + rl(x)g(xO) is a sum of constant multiples of rapidly vanishing
functions (apply Theorem 3); r'(xo)g'(xo)(x - XO)2 is a constant multiple
of (x - XO)2, which is rapidly vanishing by Solved Exercise 3 ; each of the
next two terms is the product of a linear function and a rapidly vanishing
function (apply Theorem 4), and the last term is the product ·of two
rapidly vanishing functions (apply Theorem 4 again). Applying Theorem 3
to the sum of the last two lines, we conclude that
f(x)g(x)

= f(xo)g(xo) + [f'(xo)g(xo) + f(xo)g'(xo)] (x -

xo) + r(x) ,

where rex) vanishes rapidly at Xo- Theorem 2 therefore shows that
f(x)g(x) is differentiable at Xo with derivative ['(xo)g(xo) + f(xo)g'(xo).

Note that the correct formula for the derivative of a product appeared as
the coefficient of (x - xo) in our computation; there was no need to know it in
advance.
Now that we have proven the product rule, we may use one of its important consequences: the derivative of x n is nxn -1 (see Solved Exercise 7).
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Solved Exercises

6. In step 1 of the proof above, estimate how large B must be so that -B
f(x) <B for all x in I.
7. Prove that f(x)

=

<

x 4 vanishes rapidly at O.

8. Find a function which vanishes rapidly at both 3 and 7.
Exercises

11. Find a function which vanishes rapidly at 1,2, and 3. Sketch a graph of this
function.
12. Show that (x - a)n vanishes rapidly at a if n is any positive integer greater
than or equal to 2.
.

13. Recall that, if g(x) is a polynomial and g(a) = 0, then g(x) = (x - a)h(x),
where hex) is another polynomial. We call a a multiple root of g(x) if h(a) =
O. Prove that a is a multiple root of g(x) if and only if g(x) vanishes rapidly
ata.
14. If f(x) and g(x) are defined in an interval about xo, andf'(xo) and (fg)'(xo)
both exist, does g'(xo) necessarily exist? (Compare Exercise 9.)

The Quotient Rule

"*

Theorem 7 Suppose that g is differentiable at Xo and that g(xo) O.
Then there is an interval I about Xo on which g(x) is never zero, and l/g is
differentiable at Xo with derivative -g'(xo)jg(XO)2.
Proof Suppose g(xo)

> O. (The case g(xo) < 0 is discussed at the end of

this proof.) Then a bow-tie argument like that on p. 39 shows that g(x) >

t g(xo) for x in some interval I about xo. (See Fig. 3-4 and Solved Exercise
9.) Since 0 < t g(xo) <g(x) for x in I, we have 0 < 1[g(x) < 2[g(xo) for x
in I. In Theorem 5, we actually proved that the product of a rapidly
vanishing function and a function bounded between two values is again
rapidly vanishing. By Theorem 2, we must show that
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I, line with slope> g'{x o}
12 line with
slope < g'(x o}

Tangent line

J

Xo

Interval which works
for both overtakings

Fig.3-4 g(x) is bounded below near Xo by tg(Xo).

1

1

rex) = g(x) - g(xo)

g'(xo)

+ g(XO)2(X - xo)

vanishes rapidly at xo. Collecting terms over a common denominator, we
get

Since 1/[g(x)g(xo)2] lies between the values 0 and [2jg(xo)] [l/g(xo)2] ,
it suffices to prove that the expression in braces,

vanishes rapidly at zero. Setting x = Xo in rl(x), we get rl(xO) = O. We
must show that r~(xo) = O. However, now that we have proven the sum,
constant multiple, and product rules, we may use them:
r~(x) = -g'(x)g(xo) + g'(xo)g'(x)(x - xo) + g'(xo)g(x)

wherever g is differentiable. Setting x = xo, we get T~(Xo) = 0, so Tl(X)
vanishes rapidly at xo, and so does rex). That finishes the proof for the
case g(xo) > O.
If g(xo) < 0, we can apply the previous argument to -g. Namely,
write

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 3

I
g(x)

= -
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I
-g(x)

Since g(x) is differentiable at xo, so is -g(x). But -g(xo} is positive, so
the argument above implies that l/[-g(x)] is differentiable atxo. Now the
constant multiple. rule gives the differentiability of -1/[-g(x)] .

Corollary Quotient Rule. Suppose that f and g are differentiable at x 0
and that g(xo) =t= O. Then fig is differentiable aT Xo WiTh derivalive
g(xo)f'(xo) - f(xo)g'(xo)
[g(xo)] 2
Proof Write fig =

f· (l/g) and apply the product rule and Theorem 7.

With these basic results in hand we can now readily differentiate any
rational function. (See your regular calculus text.)

Solved Exercises

9. Using Fig. 3-4, locate the left-hand endpoint of the interval 1.
10. Find a function g such that g(O) =1= 0, but g(x) = a for some point x in every
interval about O. Could such a g be differentiable at 01
Exercises
15. Let a and b be real numbers. Suppose that f(x) vanishes rapidly at a and

that g(x) is differentiable at a. Find a necessary and sufficient condition for
f(x)/(g(x) - b) to vanish rapidly at a.

16. Could fig be differentiable at Xo without f and g themselves being differentiable there?
Problems for Chapter 3

_

1. Let
if x ;;. 0

if x

~O
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Doesf(x) vanish rapidly at x = O?

2. Find a function g(x) defined for all x such that x 2g(x) does not vanish
rapidly at x = O. Sketch the graphs of g(x) and x 2g(x).
3. A function [ is called locally bounded at xo if there is an open interval I
about AO amI if constant B such that If(x) I ~ B for x in I. Prove that if r is
rapidly vanishing at x 0 and f is locally bounded at x 0, then fr vanishes rapidly at xo.
4. Let

if x is irrational
if x is rational
Show that [(x) is not differentiable at .any nOnzero value of xo. Isf(x) differentiable at O? (Prove your answer.)
5. Suppose that f(x) and g(x) are differentiable at Xo and that they both
vanish there. Prove that their product vanishes rapidly at xo. [Hint: Use the
product rule.]
6. Find functions f(x) and g(x), defined for all x, such that f(O) = g(O) = 0,
butf(x)g(x) does not vanish rapidly at xo.
7. Suppose that [(x) and g(x) are differentiable at Xo and that f(xo) <g(xo).
Prove that there is an interval I about Xo such that f(x) <g(x) for all x in I.
[Hint: Consider g(x) - [(x) and look at the proof of Theorem 7.1
8. Prove that, if rl(x) and rl(x) + r2(x) vanish rapidly at xo, then so does r2(x).
9. Prove that, if f(x)g(x) vanishes rapidly at xo, and g(x) is differentiable at
Xo with g(xo) =1= 0, then f(x) vanishes rapidly at xo. What happens if
g(xo) = 07
. 10. Find a function which vanishes rapidly at every integer.

4

The Real Numbers

An axiomatic treatment of the real numbers provides a firm basis for our reasoning, and it gives us a framework for studying some subtle questions concerning
irrational numbers.
To such questions as, "how do we know that there is a number whose
square is 21" and "how is rr constructed?" it is tempting to give geometric answers: '0 is the length of the diagonal of square whose side has length 1"; "rr
is the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter." Answers like this are
unsatisfactory, though, since they rely too much on intuition. How does one
define the circumference of a circle? Thc:>c quc:>tioI1:> have been of ~eriou~ concern to mathematicians for centuries. One way to settle them, without recourse
to geometric intuition, is to write down a list of unambiguous rules or axioms
which enable us to prove all we want.
A set of axioms for the real numbers was developed in the middle part of
the 19th Century. These particular axioms have proven their worth without
much doubt, * and we will take them for our starting point. In more advanced
courses one has to face the question of showing that there exists a system of
numbers obeying these axioms, but we shall merely assume this here.
Mathematics that is useful in applications to science is rarely discovered
by means of axiom systems. Axiornatics is more frequently the fmal product of
a piece of mathematics created for some need. The aXioms for real numbers
were agreed on only after centuries of trial and error, and only after the basic
theorems were already discovered.
It is not our intent to show that all the usual manipulative rules follow
from the axioms, since that job is too long and is done in algebra courses. Our
aim is merely to set out our assumptions in a clear fashion and to give a few
illustrations of how to use them.

Addition and Multiplication Axioms
Our first axioms pertain to the operation of addition.

*There is still some controversy remaining. Some mathematicians prefer a "constructive"
or "intuitionistic" approach; see Heyting, Intuitionism, An Introduction, North-Holland
(1956), or Bishop, Foundations of Constructive Analysis, McGraw-Hill (1967).
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1. Addition Axioms There is an addition operation "+" which associates
to every two real numbers x and y a real number x + ycalled the sum of
x andy such that:
1. For all x and y, x + y = y + x [commutativity] .

2. For all x, y, andz, x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z [associativity] .
3. There is a number 0 ("zero'.') such that, for all x, x + 0
tence of additive identity] .

=x

[exis-

4. For each x, there isa number -x such that x + (-x) = 0 [existence of additive inverses] .
On the basis of addition axiom (4), we can defme the operation of subtraction by x - y =x + (-y).
The next axioms pertain to multiplication and its relation with addition.

II. Multiplication Axioms There is a multiplication operation "." which
associates to every two real numbers x and y a real number x . y, called the
product of x and y, such that:

1. For all x andy,x' y = y' x [commutativity].
2. For all x, y, and z, x • 6' . z) = (x' y). z [associativity] .

3. There isa number 1, which is different from 0, such that, for all
x, x· 1 = x [existence of multiplicative identity] .
4. For each x =1= 0, there is a number I Ix such that

(~ .x)

= 1

[existence of multiplicative inverses] .

5. For all x,y, and z, x· 6' + z) = x· y +x· z [distributivity).
On the basis of multiplication axiom 4, we can define the operation of
division by
; =

x.

~~ 7 (ifY =1= 0)

One often writes xy for x • y .

ADDITION AND MULTIPLICATION AXIOMS
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Implicit in our rules for addition and multiplication is that the numbers

x + y and xy are uniquely specified once x and yare given. Thus we have, for
exampLe, the usual ruLe of aLgebraic manipulation, "if x = Z, then xy = zy." In
fact, oX = z means that oX and z are the same number, so that multiplying each of
them by y must give the same result.
In principle, one could prove all the usual rules of algebraic manipulation
from the axioms above, but we will content ourselves with the few samples
given in the exercises below.
A final remark: we can define 2 = I + 1, 3 = 2 + 1, ..., and via division
obtain the fractions. As usual, we write x 2 for x • x, x 3 for x 2 • x, etc.
Solved Exercises*
1. Prove that x . 0 = 0 by multiplying the equality 0 + 0 = 0 by x.

2. Prove that (x + y)2 = x 2 + 2xy + y2.
3. Prove that 2 • 3 = 6.
4. Prove that (-x)· y = -(xy).
5. Prove that

ba +de

ad + be .
bd
If b =1=

=

°

and d =1= O.

Exercises
Prove the following identities.

1. (-x)(-y) =xy
2. (x - y)2=X 2 - 2xy +y2
3. (x + y)(x - y) =x 2 _ y2

4. (:) .

(~] = :~

1
b
5. (a/b) = -;; (a

=1=

6. (a + b) (1. + !.\

\a

7.

(-x)(~)

b)

= -1

(b =#= 0, d =1= 0)

0, b =1= 0)

=~+£+2
b

a

(x

=#= 0)

*Solutions appear in the Appendix.

(a =1= 0, b =1= 0)
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1

5

8. 2"+'3='6
9. a+1:#=a

1Q. If a + b

= a + e, then b = e.

Order Axioms
From now on we will use, without further justification, the usual rules for algebraic manipulations. The previous exercises were intended to convince the reader
that these rules can all be derived from the addition and multiplication axioms.
We tum now to the order axioms.

III. Order Axiums There is a relation

"~'

such that, for certain pairs x

and y of real numbers the statement "x ~y" (read "x is less than or equal
to y") is true. This relation has the following properties:
Ifx~yandy~z,thenx~z

1.

2. If x = y, then x

~y

[transitivity].

[reflexivity] .

3. Ifx~yandy~x,thenx=y [asymmetry].
4. For any numbers x andy, either x <y or y <x is true [compara-

bility] .
5. If x

~y,

and z is any number. then x + z

~y

+ z.

6. IfQ ~x and 0 ~y, then 0 ~xy.
We write x < y (x is strictly less than y) if x ~ y and x :#= y . Also, we write
y ;;;.. x (y is greater than or equal to x) if x ~ y, and y > x (y is strictly greater
than x) if x < y. Again, one can prove all the usual properties of the inequality
signs from the axioms above. As before, we limit ourselves to a few instances.
Solved Exercises

6. Prove that 0
7. Prove: if x

< 1.

~y

and c ~ 0, then ex ~ ey.

8. Let a and b be numbers such that, for any number e with e < a, we must
have e < b . Prove that a ~ b.
9. Prove: x 2

;;;..

0 for all x.

THE COMPLETENESS AXIOM
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Exercises

Prove the following statements.
11.1<2
12. Ifa> 1, then l/a<l.

13. If a 2 < a, then 0 < a < 1.
14. lfa>Oandb<O,then(a+b)2«a-b)2.

15. If a and b have the same sign, then (a + b)2 > (a - b)2.
16. If x <y, and z is any number, then x - z <y - z.
17. If a < b and c < d, then a + c < b + d.
18. If a is less than every positive real number, then a ~ O.
19. A number a was called infinitesimal by the founders of calculus if: (1) a >
0; and (2) a is less than every positive real number. Prove that there are no
infinitesimal real numbers. *

The Completeness Axiom
We need one more axiom to guarantee that irrational numbers exist. In fact, the
rational numbers (i.e., quotients of integers) satisfy all of the axioms in I, II, and
HL

To motivate the last axiom, we consider the problem of defining V2. Consider the set S consisting of all numbers such that 0 ~ x and x 2 ~ 2. If Xl and X2
are elements of Sand y is a number between them, i.e., Xl <y < X2, then the
order axioms imply that 0 ~ y (since 0 ~ xd and also that y2 ~ 2 (since 0 ~
y ~ X2), so thaty is again in S. Thus, the set S has "no holes" in the sense that it
contains every number between any two of its members. Our intuition tells us
that S ought to be an interval. If we could be sure that this were so, we could
look at the right-hand endpoint of S (which cannot be 00, since 1 E S but 2 $. S)
and establish that c 2 == 2. (This is done in Solved Exercise 11.) We would then
have found the square root of 2. The completeness axiom makes our intuitive
notion into a property of real numbers, taking its place alongside the addition,

multiplication, and order axioms. We need one definition before stating the
axiom.
*There is a modern theory of inf"mitesimals, but they are not real numbers. The theory is
called "nonstandard analysis." (See Keisler, H., Elementary Calculus: Prindle, Weber, and
Schmidt, Boston (1976).)
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Definition A set S of reai numbers is convex if, whenever Xl and X2 belong to S and Y is a number such that Xl <y <X2, theny belongs to S as
well.
Any interval is a convex set. (See Solved Exercise 10.) The completeness
axiom asserts the converse.
IV. Completeness Axiom Every convex set of real numbers is an interval.
The force of the completeness axiom lies in the fact that intervals have
endpoints. Thus, whenever we can prove a set to be convex, the completeness
axiom implies the existence of certain real numbers.
Here is some further motivation for the completeness axiom. Suppose that
S is a convex set of real numbers which does not extend infinitely in either direction on the number line. Imagine placing the tips of a pair of calipers on two
points of S_ (See Fig. 4-1.) If Xl and X::l are not endpoints of S, we can imagine
spreading the calipers to rest on points YI and Y2 in S. IfYI andY2are still not
endpoints, we can imagine spreading the calipers more and more until no more
spreading is possible. The points beyond which the caliper tips cannot spread
must be endpoints of S; they mayor may not belong to S.

Fig. 4-1 The completeness axiom illustrated by
the spreading calipers.

Solved Exercises

10. Prove that [a, b) is convex.
11. Let S be the set consisting of those X for which 0 ~X and x 2 ~ 2. Let c be
the right-hand endpoint of S (which exists by the completeness axiom).
Prove that c2 = 2; i.e., prove the existence ofv'2: [Hint: Show that if c 2 <
2,0 < h < I, and 0 < h < (2 - c2)/(2c + 1), then (c + h)2 < 2.]

PROBL~MS FOR CHAPTER 4
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12. Prove that .J2 is irrational; Le., show that there is no rational number min
such that (mjn)2 = 2. [Hint: Suppose that m and n have no common factor;
is m even or odd?]
13. Prove that any open interval (a, b) contains both rational and irrational
numbers.

Exercises
20. Let S be the set consisting of those numbers x for which x E [0,1) or x E
(1,2] . Prove that S is not convex.
21. Prove that (a, 00) and (-<lO,b] are convex.
22. For which values of a, b, and c is the set of all x such that ax 2 + bx + c < 0
convex'! What are the endpOints of the convex set?
23. Prove that, if S and T are convex sets, then the set S + T, consisting of all
sums oX + Y with oX E S and yET, is convex. How are the endpoints of S and
T related to the endpoints of S + T? If S is open and T is closed, is S + T
open or closed?
24. Let A and B be sets of real numbers such that every element of A is less than
every element of B, and such that every real number belongs to either A or
B. Using the completeness axiom, show that there is exactly one real number c such that every number less than c is in A and every number greater
than c is inB.

Problems tor Chapter 4

1. Using the addition and multiplication axioms as stated, prove the following
identities.
(a) (x+y)+(z+w)=(x+(y+z»+w
(b) x(a + (b + c» = xa + (xb + xc)

2. Prove the following identities.
(a) a - (-b) = a + b
(b) (x + y)(u + v)= xu + yu + xv + yv
(c) (ab)2

(d)

= a 2b 2

1 _x 3
I-x

= 1 + x + x2

(x =1= 1)

3. Prove the following statements.

(a) If x < 0, then x 3 < 0; if x> 0, then x 3 > o.
(b) x and y have the same sign if and only if xy > O.
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(c) If a ~ b, b

~

c, and c ~ a, then a

(d) If 0 < a < b, then 0 < l/b

= b = c.

< 1/a.

4. Let [al>bd, [a2,b 2 ], [a3,b 3 ], ... be an infinite sequence of closed intervals,
each of which is contained in the previous one; Le., ai ~ ai+ 1, b i+ 1 ~ bi.

(a) Using the completeness axiom, prove that there is a real number c
which belongs to all the intervals in the sequence. [Hint: Consider the
set consisting of those x such that x ~ b n for all n.]
(b) Give a condition on the intervals which will insure that there is exactly
one real number which belongs to all the intervals.
(c) Show that the result in (a) is false if the intervals are open.
(d) Show that the result in (a) is false if we are working with rational numbers rather than with real numbers.

5. Prove that every real number is less than some positive integer. This result is
often referred to as the "Archimedian property." [Hint: Consider the set S
consisting of those x which are less than some positive integer. and show
that S cannot have a finite endpoint.]
6. Which of the following sets are convex?
(a) All x such that x 3 < O.
(b) All x such that x 3
(c) All x such that x

3

< x.
< 4.

(d) All the areas of polygons inscribed in the circle x 2 + y2 = 1.
(e) All x such that the decimal expansion of x begins with 2.95.
7. Prove that (a + O/a»

~

2 if a> O.

8. Use the axioms for addition and multiplication to prove the following;

(a) 3 -

t= 4- t

(b)

¥= 6 + I

(c) 4· 2 + 5·6 =#= 31

Cd) 23 = 8

-(-(-a))+a=O
a c a-c
(g) - - - = - b =#=0

(f) -(a+b)=-a-b

(e)

b

b

b'

9. Let S be the set of x such that x 3

a

-a

a

(h) - - = - = - " b =#=0
b
b
-b'

< 10. Show that S is convex and describe

S as an interval. Discuss how this can be used to prove the existence of ~

10. Prove the following inequality using the order axioms:
a 2 -tb 2
(.a-tb\2
2 ~

\-2-; ,

where a <b and b

< O.

v'2 < vi [Hint: Assume v'2 ~v'3 and derive a contradiction.]
IT a> O. prove that there is a positive integer n such that 0 < l/n < a.

11. Prove that
12.

13. Suppose that A and B are convex sets such that every element of A is less
than every element of B. Show that, if for every positive number € there are
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elements a in A and b in B with b - a < e, then there is a transition point
from A to B. [Hint: Use the completeness axiom to show that A has a righthand endpoint and B has a left-hand endpoint; then show that these endpoints are equal.]
14. Look up the "least upper bound" version of the completeness axiom* and
prove that it is equivalent to ours.
*See, for example, Spivak, M. Calculus, Publish or Perish, Inc. (1980).

5

Continuity

This chapter defines continuity and develops its basic properties, again without
recourse to limits_ We mall discuss limits in Chapter 13.

The Definition of ContinuitY
Naively, we think of a curve as being continuous if we can draw it ''without removing the pencil from the paper." Let (xo,Yo) be a point on the curve, and
draw the lines y = el and y = Cz with Cl < Yo < Cz. If the curve is continuous,
at least a "piece" of the curve on each side of (xo,Yo) should be between these
lines. as in Fig. 5-1 (left). Compare this with the behavior of the discontinuous
curve in Fig. 5-1 (right). The following defmition is a precise fonnulation, for
functions, of this idea.

~l~-~CIt

----:.. ~~;- ~

~f-----X+-Io--~~

-------~-

Xo

x

Fig. 5-1 A continuous
curve (left) and a discontinuous curve (right).

Definition If Xo is an element of the domain D of a function f. we say
thatfis continuous at Xo if:

1. For each Cl <f(xo) there is an open interval I about Xo such that,
for those x in I which also lie in D, C1 <f(x).
2. For each Cz > I(xo) there is an open interval J about xo such
that, for those x in J which also lie in D, f(x) < C2'
If f is continuous at every point of its domain, we simply say that I
is continuous or f is continuous on D.
Warning It is tempting to defme a continuous motion I(t) as one which
never passes from f(to) to f(t 1) without going through every point be-
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tween these two_ This is a desirable property, but for technical reasons

it is not suitable as a defmition of continuity; (See Figure 5-4).
The property by which continuity is defmed might be called the "principle
of persistence of inequalities": fis continuous atxo when every strict inequality
which is satisfied by f(xQ) continues to be satisfied by f(x) for x in some open
interval about xo. The intervals I and J in the definition may depend upon the
value of Cl and C2. The definition of continuity may also be phrased in terms of
transitions using the idea of Solved Exercise 2, Chapter 13_
Another way to paraphrase the defmition of continuity is to say that/ex)
is close to f(xo) when x is close to xo: The lines y = Cl and y = C2 in Fig. 5-1
provide a measure of closeness. The following example illustrates this idea.

Worked Example 1

The mass y (in grams) of a silver plate which is deposited

on a wire during a plating process is given by a function I(x), where x is the

length of time (in seconds) during which the plating apparatus is allowed to
operate. Suppose that you wish to deposit 2 grams of silver on the wire and that
[(3) = 2. Being realistic, you know that you cannot control the time prectsely,
but you are willing to accept the result if the mass is less than 0.003 gram in
error. Show that if f is continuous, there is a certain tolerance r such that, if the
time is within r of 3 seconds, the resulting mass of silver plate will be acceptable.

Solution We wish to restrict x so that f(x) will satisfy the inequalities 1.997 <
f(x) < 2.003. We apply the definition of continuity, with Xo = 3, Cl = 1.997,
and C2 = 2.003. From condition 1 of the definition, there is an open interval I
containing 3 such that 1.997 < [(x) for all x E I. From condition 2, there is J
such that f(x) < 2.003 for all x E J. For r less than the distance from 3 to either
endpoint of lor J, the interval [3 - r,3 + r] is contained in both I and J; for x
in this interval, we have, therefore, 1.997 <f(x) < 2.003.
Of course, to get a specific value of r which works, we must know more
about the function f. Continuity tells us only that such a tolerance '[ exists.
Theorem 1, which appears later in this chapter, gives an easy way to verify
that many functions are continuous. First, though, we try out the definition on
a few simple cases in the follOWing exercises.
Solved Exercises.*

1. Let g(x) be the step function defined by

g(x) =

o

ifx~O

{1

ifx>O

Show that g is not continuous at Xo = O.
*Solutions appear in the Appendix.
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2. Let [(x) be the absolute value function. [(x)
uous at Xo = O.

= Ix I. Show that [is contin-

3. Let [be continuous at Xo and suppose that [(xo)
defined on an open interval about xo.

=1=

O. Show that I/[(x) is

4. Decide whether each of the functions whose graphs appear in Fig. 5-2 is
continuous. Explain your answers.
y

y

-2 -1

x

1 2

(a)

(e)

y

y

2

2

~1

•

~

x

x
(d)

(b)

Fig. 5-2 Which functions
are continuous?

Exercises

1. Let fex) be the step function defined by

-1 ifx<O
[(x) =

{

2

ifx~O

Show that [is discontinuous at O.

2. Show that, for any constants a and b. the linear function [(x)
continuous at Xo

=

= ax + b

is

2.

3. Let [(x) be defined by
X

2

+ 1 if x

[(x)=?
{
x-6

<1

ifl<x<3
if3<x

How can you define [(x) on the interval [1,3] in order to make [continuous on (-00, oo)? (A geometric argument will suffice.)
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4. Let f(x) be defmed by f(x) = (x 2 - 1)/(x - 1) for x::l= 1. How should you
define f(l) to make the resulting function continuous? [Hint: Plot a graph
of I(x) for x near 1 by factoring the numerator.]

5. Let f(x) be defined by I(x) = l/x for x =1= O. Is there any way to definef(O)
so that the resulting function will be continuous?
6. Prove from the definition that the function sex) = x 2 + 1 is continuous at O.
.

-

.._ - - - - -

--------

Differentiability and Continuity
If a function f(x) is differentiable at x = xo, then the graph of f tuis a tangent
line at (xo.f(xo)). Our intuition snggests that if a curve is smooth enough to have

a tangent line then the curve should have no breaks-that is, a differentiable
function is continuous. The following theorem says just that.

Theorem 1 If the function f is differentiable at xo, then f is continuous
at Xo.
Proof We need to verify that conditions 1 and 2 of the definition of continuity hold, under the assumption that the definition of differentiability
is met.
We begin by verifying condition 2, so let C2 be any number such that
f(xo) < C2. We shall produce an open intervall about Xo such that f(x) <
C2 for all x in I.
Choose a positive number M such that -M <j'(xo) <M, and let L
and 1+ be the lines through (xo,f(xo)) with slopes -M andM. Referring to
Fig. 5·3, we see that 1+ lies below the horizontal line y = C2 for a certain

y= f(x)

I

1_: y

= f(x o} -

M(x - xa)

x

Fig. 5-3 The geometry needed for the proof of Theorem 1.
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distance to the right of xo, and that the graph of flies below 1+ for a certain distance to the right of Xo because 1+ overtakes the graph of f at xo.
More precisely, the line 1+: y = f(xo) + M(x - xo) intersects y = C2 at

and f(xo) + M(x - xo) < C2 if x < b l ' (The reader should verify this.) Let
(a2' b 2) be an interval which works for 1+ overtaking the graph off at xo,

so thatf(x) <f(xo) + M(x -xo)forxE(xo.b 2 ).
If b is the smaller of b l and b 2 , then
fex) <fexo) + M(x - xo) < C2 for Xo <x < b

Similarly, by using the line L to the left of xo, we may find a

(I)

< Xo such

that

f(x) <f(xo) -M(x - xo) < C2 for a <x <xo

(2)

(The reader may wish to add the appropriate lines to Fig. 5-3.) Let 1=
(a, b). Then inequalities (I) and (2), together with the assumption f(xo) <
C2, imply that
f(x)<c'l forxEI.

so condition 2 of the defmition of continuity is verified.
Condition 1 is verified in an analogous manner. One begins with

<f(xo) and uses the line 1+ to the left of Xo and 1- to the right of xo.
We leave the details to the reader.
CI

Worked Example 2 Show that the functionf(x) = (x - l)/3x 2 is continuous at
xo=4.
Solution We know from Chapter 3 that x, x-I, x 2 , 3x 2 , and hence
(x - 1)/3x 2 are differentiable (when x ::1= 0). Since 4::1= 0, Theorem 1 implies that
fis continuous at 4.

This method is certainly much easier than attempting to verify directly the
conditions in the defInition of continuity .
The argument used in this example leads to the follOWing general result.
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Corollary

1. Any polynomial P(x) is continuous.
2. Let P(x) and Q(x) be polynomials, with Q(x) not identically zero.
Then the rational function R(x) = p(x)/Q(x) is continuous at all
puints uf its dumain,· i.e., R is continuous at all Xo such that

Q(xo) =1= O.
In Chapter 3, we proved theorems concerning sums, products, and quotients of differentiable functions. One can do the same for continuous functions:
the sum product and quotient (where the denominator is nonzero) of continuous functions is continuous. Using such theorems one can. proceed directly,
without recourse to differentiability. to prove that polynomials are continuous.
Interested readers can try to work these theorems -out for themselves (see Exercise 11 below) or else wait until Chapter 13, where they will be discussed in
connection with the theory of limits.

Solved Exercises

5. Prove that (x 2

-

1)!(x 3 + 3x) is continuous at x

= 1.

6. Is the converse of Theorem 1 true; i.e., is a function which is continuous at
Xo necessarily differentiable there? Prove or give an example.
7. Prove that there is a number 8

> 0 such that x 3 + 8x 2 + X < 1/ I000 if 0 ,<

x<8.
8. Let [be. continuous at Xo and A a constant. Prove that [(x) + A is continuous atxo.
Exercises

7. Why can't we ask whether the function (x 3
at I?
1 x2

8. Let [(x) =-+
x

-

x

1

-

1)/(x 2

-

1) is continuous

.

Can you define f(O) so that the resulting function is continuous at all x?
9. Find a function which is continuous on the whole real line, and which is
differentiable for all x except 1,2, and 3. (A sketch will do.)
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10. In Solved Exercise 7, show that 0 = 1/2000 works; i.e., x 3 + 8x z + x
1/1000 if 0 ~x < 1/2000.
11. (a) Prove that if I(x) < Cl for all x in J and g(x)
if + g)(x) < Cl + C2 for all X in 1.

<

< C2 for all x in J, then

(b) Prove that, iffandg are continuous atxo, so isf+ g.

{x x
2

12.

Letf(x) =

o

if

is rational

if x is irrational

(a) At which points isfcontinuous?
(b) At which points is f differentiable?
13. Let fbe defmed in an open interval about Xo. Suppose that f(x) = f(xo) +
(x - xo)g(x), where g is continuous at a. Prove thatfis differentiable at Xo
and that f'(xo) = g(xo). [Hint: Prove that (x - xo)(g(x) - g(a)) vanishes
rapidly at xo.]

The Intermediate Value Theorem
A function f is said to have the intermediate value propeny if, whenever I is defined on [xl,xzL then f(x) takes every value between/(xl)and/(xz) asx runs
from Xl to Xz. Our intuitive notions of continuity suggest that every continuous
function has the intermediate value property , and indeed we will prove that this
is true. Unfortunately, the intermediate value property is not suitable as a definition of continuity; in Fig. 5-4 we have sketched the graph of a function which
has the intermediate value property but which is not continuous at O.
Before, proving the main intermediate value theorem, it is convenient to
begin by proving an alternative version.

y

Ii

o

~ The 9"'ph has infin"e~ many wiggles

x

Fig. 54 A discontinuous
function which has the
intermediate value property.
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Lemma Intermediote Value Theorem (alternative version). Suppose that
f is continuous on [a, b) and that f(a) is less [greater] than some number
d. If f(x) d for all x E [a, b), then f(b) is less [greater] than d as well.

'*

Proof We write out the proof for the case f(a) < d, leaving the case
{(a) > d to the reader. We look at the set S consisting of all those x in
[a, b) for which f < d on [a, x] ; Le., xES means that x E [a, b] and that
fez) < d for all z in [a,x]. The idea of the proof is to show that S is an
interval and then to prove that S = [a, b] . The completeness axiom states
that every convex set is an interval. Thus, we begin by proving that Sis
convex; Le., if Xl < Y < X2, and Xl and X2 are in S, theny is in S as well.
First of all, Xl E S implies a ~ Xl, and X2 E S implies X2 ~ b, so we have
a ~XI <y <X2 ~b, soy E [a,b]. To prove thaty ES, then, we must
show that f

<d

on [a,y]. But f

< d on

[a, xz] , since Xz

~ S,

and [a,y] is

contained in [a,xzl; thus, for z E [a,y] , we have z E [a,.xz] , so fez) < d;
i.e.,f < d on [a, y] . We have proven that yES, so S is convex.
By the completeness axtom, S is an interval. Since [(a) < d, we have
f < d on [a, a] , so a E S. Nothing less than a can be in S, so a is the lefthand endpoint of S. Since S is contained in [a, b] , it cannot extend
infinitely far to the. right; we conclude that S = [a, c) or [a, c] for some c
in [a, b] .
Case 1 Suppose S = [a, c). Then, for every z E [a, c), we have f < d
on [a,z], sof(z) <d;we have thus shown thatf<d on [a, c). Iff(c) were
less than d, we would have f < d on [a, c] , so that c would belong to S,
contradicting the statement that S = [a, c). fCc) cannot equal d, by the
assumption of the theorem we are proving, so the only remaining possibility is f(c) > d. By the continuity of fat c, we must have f(x) > d for all
X in some open interval about c; but this contradicts the fact that f < d on
[a, c). We conclude that the case S = [a, c) simply cannot occur.
Case 2 Suppose that S = [a, c] , with c < b. Since c E S, we have
f < d on [a,c]. By the continuity of f at c and the fact thatf(c) <d, we
conclude that f < d also on some open interval (p, q) containing c. (Here
we use the fact that c < b, so that f is defined on an open interval about
c.) But if fez) < d for z in [a,c]
and for
z in (p,q), with p < c <q ~ b,
1
.....
then f < d on [a, q). Lety = 'f(c + q), the point halfway between c and q.
Then f < don [a,y] , so yES. Since y > c, this contradicts the statement
that S = [a, c] . Thus, case 2 cannot occur.
The only possibility which remains, and which therefore must be
true, is that S = [a, b] . Thus,f(z) < d for all z E [a, b] , and in particular
for z = b, sof(b) <d, which is what was to be proven.
We can now deduce the usual form of the intermediate value theorem.
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Theorem 2 Intermediate Value Theorem Let [ be continuous on [a, b] ,
and assume that f(a) < d and feb) > d, or f(a) > d and feb) < d. Then
there exists a number c in (a, b) such that f(c) = d.
Proof If there were no such c, then the alternative version, which we have
just proven, would enable us to conclude that [(a) andf(b) lie on the same
side of d. Since we have assumed in the statement ofthe theorem thatf(a)
and f(b) lie on opposite sides of d, the absence of a c such that f(c) = d
leads to a contradiction, so the c must exist.

Solved Exercises

9. In the proof of the intermediate value theorem, why did we not use, instead
of S, the set T consisting of those x in [a,b] for which [(x) < d?
10. Find a formula for a function like that shown in Fig. 5-4. (You may use
trigonometric functions.)

11. Prove that the polynomial x 5 + x 4

-

3x 2 + 2x + 8 has at least one real root.

12. Let T be the set of values of a function fwhich is continuous on [a, b] ; Le.,
yET if and only if y = f(x) for some x E [a, b] . Prove that T is convex.

Exercises
14. Let f bea polynomial and suppose that ['(-I) < 0 while f'(1) > O. Prove
that f must have a critical point (a point where [' vanishes) somewhere on
the interval (-1,1).
15. Let f(x) = x 4

-

x 2 + 35x - 7. Prove that f has at least two real roots.

16. (a) Give a direct proof of the Intermediate Value Theorem.
(b) Use the intermediate value theorem to prove the alternative version.

Increasing and Decreasing at a Point
Intuitively, if we say f(x) is increasing wi$. x at xo, we mean that when x is increased a little, f(x) increases and when x is decreased a little, f(x) decreases.
Study Fig. 5-5 to see why we say "a little."
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y

I
I

I

I
I

I
I
I

----1--+-----I

x

Fig. 5-5 Xl is a little
greater than Xo and f(Xl)
> f(x o); x]. is a lot greater
than Xo and now f(X2)

<

f(xo) •

Definition Let f be a function whose domain contains an open interval
aboutxQ.
1. f is said to be increasing at Xo if the graph of f overtakes the horizontalline through (xo,f(xo)) at xo.

2. [ is said to be decreasing at Xo if the graph is overtaken by the
line at xo. (See Fig. 5-6.)

y

f is neither increasing nor
f IS increasing /' decreasing at x,
atx
/
o
i/
f is decreasing at X2

/

y = f(x)

I' f
I
I

IS Increasing
at X 3

--+----+--+--+-------+~

x,

X3

X

Fig. 5-6 Where is f increasing and decreasing?

Thus, f is increasing at Xo if and only if f(x) - f(xo) changes sign from
negative to positive at xo. Similarly f is decreasing if and only if [(x) - [(xo)
changes sign from positive to negative at xo.
If we substitute the definition of "overtake" in the definition of increasing, we obtain the following equivalent reformulation.

Definition' Let f be a function whose domain contains an open interval
aboutxo.
1. f is said to be increasing at Xo if there is an open interval I about
Xo such that:
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(i) f(x)<f(xo) forx<xoinI
(li)

f~)

> f(xo)

for x> Xo in I

2. f is said to be decreasing at Xo if there is an open interval I about
Xo such that:

(i) f(x) > f(xo) for x <xo in I
(ii) f(x) <f(xo) for x > Xo in [
Pictorially speaking, a function f is increasing at Xo when moving x a little
to the left of Xo lowers f(x) while moving x a little to the right of Xo raisesf(x).
(The opposite happens if the function is decreasing at xo.)
Worked Example 3 Show that f(x)

= x 2 is increasing at Xo =

2.

Sohltion Let [be (1,3). Ifx <xo is in I, we have 1 <x < 2, sof(x) = x 2 < 4 =
x~. If x> Xo is in I, then 2 <x < 3, and so f(x) = x 2 > 4 = x~. We have verified
(i) and (li) of part 1 of Dermition', so f is increasing at 2.

The transition defmition of the derivative of f at Xo tells us which lines
overtake and are overtaken by the graph of f at xo. This leads to the next
theorem.

Theorem 3 Let f be differentiable at x o.
1. If['(xo)

> 0, [hen [is increasing at xo.

2. If l'(xo) < 0, then f is decreasing at xo.
3. If f'(xo)
neither.

= 0,

then f may be increasing at xo, decreasing at xo, or

Proof We shall prove parts 1 and 3; the proof of part 2 is similar to 1.
The definition of the derivative, as formulated in Theorem 4, Chapter 2, includes the statement that any line through (xo,/(xo» whose slope
is less than f'(xo) is overtaken by the graph of fat xo. If f'(xo) > 0, then
the horizontal line through (xo.!(xo», whose slope is 0, must be overtaken
by the graph of f at x 0; thus.! is increasing at xo, by definition.
The functions x 3 , _x 3 , and x 2 , all of which have derivative 0 at Xo =
0, establish part 3; see Solved Exercise 15.

The follOWing is another proof of Theorem 3 directly using the original
defmition of the derivative in Chapter 1.
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Alternative Proof From condition 1 of the defmition of the derivative
(p. 6), we know that if m < ft(x~), then the function f(x) - [f(xo) +
m(x - xo)] changes sign from negative to positive at xu- Thus if 0

<

['(xo), then we may choose m = 0 and conclude thatf(x) - I(xo) changes
sign from negative to positive at Xo; that is,[ is increasing at Xo- This establishes part 1 of the theorem. Part 2 is similar,and the functions x 3 , _x 3 ,
and x 2 establish part 3 as in the first proof.
Worked Example 4 Is X S - x 3

-

2x2 increasing or decreasing at -21

Solution Letting I(x) = X S - x 3 - 2x 2 , we have t'(x) = 5x 4 - 3x 2 - 4x and
f'e -2) = 5(-2)4 - 3(-2)2 - 4(-2) = 80 - 12 + 8 = 76, which is positive. By
Theorem 3 part 3, X S - x 3 - 2x 2 is increasing at -2.
Theorem 3 can be interpreted geometrically: if the linear approximation
to [at Xo (that is, the tangent line) is an increasing or decreasing function, then
[ itself is increasing or decreasing at Xo- If the tangent line is horizontal, the
behavior of fatxo is not determined by the tangent line. (See Fig. 5.7.)

v
Fig. 5-7

v = f(xl

)

X,

x

> 0; f is increasing at Xl
< 0; f is decreasing at X 2
f'(X3) = f'(X4) = 0; f is neither

f'(xtl
f' (X 2)

increasing nor decreasing at X3 and X4
f'(xsl =0; fisdecreasingatxs
f'(X6) = 0; f is increasing at X6

We can also interpret Theorem 3 in terms of velocities. If let) is the position of a particle on the real-number line at time t, and I'(t o) > 0, then the
particle is moving to the right at time to; if ['(to) < 0, the particle is moving to
the left.
Combined with the techniques for differentiation in Chapter 3, Theorem
3 provides an effective means for deciding where a function is increasing or
decreasing.
Solved Exercises
13. The temperature at time x is given by [(x) = (x + l)!(x - 1) for x=#; 1. Is it
getting warmer or colder at x = 01
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14. Using Theorem 3, fmd the points at which f(x) = 2x 3
increasing or decreasing.

-

9x 2 + 12x + 5 is

15. Decide whether each of the functions x 3 , _x 3 , and x 2 is increasing, decreasing, or neither at x = O.
Exercises

17. If f(t) = t 5 - t 4 + 2t2 is the position of a particle on the real-number line at
time t, is it moving to the left or right at t = I?
18. Find the points at whichf(x) = x 2
I c}

Find the points at which x 3

-

3x 2

-

1 is increasing or decreasing.

+ 2x is increasing or decreasing

20. Isf(x) = Ij(x 2 + 1) increasing or decreasing atx = 1, -3,t, 25, -361
21. A ball is thrown upward with an initial velocity of 30 meters per second.
The ball's height above the ground at time t is h(t) = 30t - 4.9t 2 • When is

the ball rising? When is it falling?
22. (a) Prove that, if f(xo) = 0, thenfis increasing [decreasing] at Xo if and
only if f(x) changes sign from negative to positive [positive to negative] at xo.
(b) Prove that f is increasing [decreasing] at Xo if and only if f(x) - f(xo)
changes sign from negative to positive [positive to negative] at Xo-

Increasing or Decreasing on an Interval
Suppose that f is increasing at every point of an interval [a, b] . We would expect
f(b) to be larger thanf(a). In fact, we have the following useful result.
Theorem 4 Let f be continuous on [a, b], where a < b, and suppose that
f is increasing [decreasing] at all points of (a, b). Then feb) > f(a)
If(b) <f(a)] .

The statement of Theorem 4 may appear to be tautological-that is, "trivially true"-but in fact it requires a proof (which will be given shortly). Like the
intermediate value theorem, Theorem 4 connects a local property of functions (increasing at each point of an interval) with a global property (relation
between values of the function at endpoints). We do not insist thatfbe increasing or decreasing at a or b because we wish the theorem to apply in cases of the
type illustrated in Fig. 5-8. Also, we note that if f is not continuous, the result
is not valid (see Fig. 5-9).
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v

a

c

b

x

Fig.5-8 f is increasing at each point of (a,b); f(b) > f(a)
f is decreasing at each point of (b, c); f(c) < f(b)
f is neither increasing nor decreasing at a, b, c

v

{(xl

=0

x if 0 ::s x < 1

x

Fig. 5-9 f is increasing at
all points of (0.1), but
f( 1)

ef(1)=o-1

is not greater than

flO) .

Proof of Theorem 4 We proceed in several steps.
Step 1 If a <x <y < b, thenf(x) <ICy).
To prove this, we choose any x in (a, b) and let S be the set consisting of those y in (x, b) for which f(x) < fez), for all z in (x,y] . If we
can show that S = (x, b), then for any y such that x <y < b we will have
yES, so that I(x) < I(z) for all z in (x,y] ; in particular, we will have
I(x) <f0').
We proceed to show that S = (x, b). By the same kind of argument
as we used iIi the proof of the intermediate value theorem (alternative version) it is easy to ihow that S is convex. By the completeness axiom, S is
an interval. Since I is increasing at x, S contains all the points sufficiently
near to x and to the right of x, so x is the left-hand endpoint of S. Thus

s= (x, c) or (x,c] for some c, c ~b_
Suppose that c < b. Then I is increasing at c, so we can find points p
and q such that:

x<p<c<q<b
10') </(c)

for ally in (P, c)

(2)

fCc) <f(y)

for ally in (c, q)

(3)

(1)

and
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Since S = (x, c), we have [(x) < [(y) for all y in (P, c). By (2), we have
f(x) < [(c); by (3), we then have [(x) < [CY) for all y in (c, q). Thus, we
have f(x) < fry) for all y in (x,c) and [c,q), so [(x) <[ on (x,q), Le.,
f(x) < [CY) for all y E (x, q). Thus S contains points to the right of c, contradicting the fact that c is the righthand endpoint of S. Hence c must
equal b, and so S = (x, b).
Notice that we have not yet used the continuity off at a and b. (See
the corollary below_)
Step 2 If yE (a, b), then [(a) <;'[CY) and[(y) <;'[(b).
To prove that f(a) <;'f(y), we assume the opposite, namely, f(a) >
fCy), and derive a contradiction. In fact, if f(a) > fCY) for some y E (a, b),
the continuity of [ at a implies that f> fCY) on some interval [a, r).
Choosing x in (a,r) such that x <y, we have f(x) > fCy), contradicting
step 1. Using the continuity of fat b, we can prove in a similar manner
thatfCY) <;'f(b).
Step 3 Ify E (a, b), then [(a) <f(Y) andf(y) <feb).
To prove that f(a) <fCY), we choose any x between a andy (Le., let
x = tCa +
By step 1, [(x) < fCY); by step 2, f(a) <;. f(x). So f(a) <;.
f(x) <fCy), andf(a) <fCy). Similarly, we provefCy) <feb).
Step 4 [(a) <[(b).
Choose any y in (a,b). By step 3,[(a) <ICY) and f(y) <feb), so
f(a) <f(b).

y».

We shall now rephrase Theorem 4. The following terminology will be
convenient.
Definition Let [be a function defined on an interval I. If [(Xl) < [(xz)
for all Xl < X2 in I, we say thatfis increasing on I. If!(x l ) > f(x],) for all
Xl < X2 in I, we say that f is decreasing on I. If f is either increasing on I
or decreasing on I, we s~ thatfis monotonic on I.

Theorem 4' Let f be continuous on [a, b] and increasing [decreasing] at
all points of(a, b). Then fis increasing [decreasing] on [a, b] .

For example, the function in Fig. 5-8 is monotonic on [a, b] and monotonic on [b, c], but it "is not monotonic on [a, c] . The function f(x) = x 2 is
monotonic on (-00,0) and (0,00), but not on (-00,00). (Draw a sketch to convince yourself.)
Combining Theorems 3 and 4' with the intermediate value theorem gives a
result which is useful for graphing.
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Theorem 5 Suppose that:
1. f is continuous on

la, b] .

2. f is differentiable on (a, b) and f' is continuous on (a, b).

3.

I' is 'never zero on (a,b).

Then f is monotonic on [a, b). To check whether f is increasing or
decreasing on [a. b]. it suffices to compute the value of f' at anyone
point 01 (a, b) and see whether it is positive or negative.
Proof* By the intermediate value theorem, I' must either be positive
everywhere on (a, b) or negative everywhere on (a, b). (If I' took values
with both signs, it would have to be zero somewhere in between.) If f' is
positive everywhere, f is increasing at each point of Ca, b) by Theorem 3.
By Theorem 4', f is increasing on [a, b) . If f' is negative everywhere, f
is decreasing on [a, b) .

We can also apply Theorem 5 to intervals which are not c1osed_

Corol1tJry Suppose that:

1. fis continuous on an open interval (a, b).
2. fis differentiable and I' is 'continuous at each point of(a, b).
3. f' is not zero at any point ofCa, b).

Then fismonotonic on (a, b) (increasing ifI' > 0, decreasing iff' < 0).
Proof By the intermediate value theorem, i' is: everywhere positive or
everywhere negative on (a, b). Suppose it to be everywhere positive. Let
Xl < X2 be in (a, b). We may apply Theorems 3 and 4 to f on [XtoX2] and
curu;;1uuc that r(x 1) < f(.xz). Thu:sf j:s iucrca:sjng on (a, b). Similarly, if I'
is everywhere negative on (a. b), f is decreasing on Ca, b).
Similar statements hold for half-open intervals [a, b) or (a, b) .
Applications of these results to the shape of graphs will be given in the
next chapter.

*Theorem 5 is still true if I' is not continuous; see Problem 10 of Chapter 7.
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Solved Exercises

16. The function f(x) = -2/x has f' (x) = 2/x z > 0 at all points of its domain,
butf(I)= -2 is not greater thanf( ~I) = 2. What is wrong here?
17. Let a < b < c, and suppose that f, defmed on (a, c), is increasing at each
point of (a, b) and (b,c) and is continuous at b. Prove thatfis increasing
at b_
Exercises

23. Prove the analogue of Theorem 4 for decreasing functions.
24. Show by example that the conclusion in Solved Exercise 17 may not be
valid if f is discontinuous at b.
25. (a) Suppose that the functions f and g defmed on [a, b] are continuous at
a and b, f' and g' are continuous on (a, b) and thatf'(x) > lex) for all
x in (a, b). If f(a) = g(a), prove that feb) > g(b). [Hint: You may
assume thatf - g is continuous at a and b.]
(b) Give a physical interpretation of the result of part (a), letting x be time.
26. Let f be a polynomial such that f(O) = f(I) and f'(O)
['(x) = 0 for some x in (0, 1).

> O.Prove

that

The Extreme Value Theorem
The last theorem in this chapter asserts that a continuous function on a closed
interval has maximum and minimum values. Again, the proof uses the completeness axiom.
We begin with a lemma which gets us part way to the theorem.
Boundedness Lemma Let f be continuous on [a, b]. Then there is a number B such that f(x) '" B for all x in [a, b]. We say that f is bounded above
by B on [a, b] (see Fig. 5-10).
Proof If P is any subset of [a, b] , we will say that f is bounded above on
P if there is some number m (which may depend on P) such that f(x) '" m
for all x in P. Let S be the set consisting ofthosey in [a,b] such thatfis
bounded above on [a,y]. If Yl <y <yz, whereYl andyz are in S, thenf
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Y
B+------------y = b

x

fig. 5-10 The line y = B
lies above the graph of f
on [a, b) .

is bounded above on [a,yz], so it must be bounded above on [a,y] . Also,
y must belong to [a, b) if y 1 and y 2 do, so S is. convex.
By the completeness axiom, S is an interval which is contained in

[a,b]. {is obviously bounded above on [a,a] (let m = {(a», so a E S,
and S is of the form [a, c) or [a, c1 for some c in [a, b) .
Let c be the right-hand endpoint of S. Since{is continuous at e, {is
bounded above on some interval about c; let e be the left-hand endpoint of
that interval. Since e E [a, c), {is bounded above on [a, e] as well as on
[e, c] , so f is bounded above on [a, cI , and c E S. Thus, S is of the form
[a, c] . If c < b, an argument like the one we just used shows that S must
contain points to the right of c, which is a contradiction. So we must have
c = b, Le.,S= [a,bl, andfis bounded above on [a,b].
By taking the "best" bound for {on [a, b] (imagine lowering the horizontal line in Fig. 5-10 until it just touches the graph of f), we will obtain the maxImum value.

Theorem 6 Extreme Value Theorem Let {be continuous on [a, b]. Then
f has both a maximum and minimum value on [a, b],. i.e., there are points
xM and x m in (a, b] such thatf(x m ) ~{(x) ~{(xM)for all x in [a, b].
Proof We prove that there is a maximum value, leaving the case of a minimum to the reader. Consider the set T of values of f, i.e., q E T if and only
if q = {(x) for some x in [a, b). We saw in Solved Exercise 12 that T is
convex. By the completeness axiom, T is an interval. By the boundedness
lemma, T cannot extend infmitely far in the positive direction, so it has an
upper endpoint, which we call M. (See Fig. 5-11.) We wish to show that
the graph of { actually touches the line y = M at some point, so that M
will be a value of {(x) for some x in [a, b) , and thus M will be the maximum value.
If there is no x in [a,b) for which {(x) =M, then {(x) <Mfor all x
in [a, b], and an argument identical to that used in the proof of the
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y

M

vh--------~...__--

Y= M

T
b

x

Fig. 5-11 y = M is the
maximum value of f on

[a, b) .

boundedness lemma shows that there is some M 1 < M such that f(x) ~
M 1 for all x in fa,bl. But this contradicts the assumption that M is the
upper endpoint of the set T of values of f, so there must be some xM in
[a, b) for which f(XM) = M. For any y in [a, b] , we now have fry) E T,
sof(y) ~M = f(XM) , and soMis the maximum value of fan [a,b].

Solved Exercises
18. Prove that there exists a number M such that x 8 + x 4 + 8x 9
x ~ 10,000.

-

X

<M if 0 ~

19. Prove that, if fis continuous on [a,b], then the set Tofvalues of [(see
Solved Exercise 12) is a closed interval. Mustf(a) andf(b) be the endpoints
of this interval?

Exercises
27. (a) Prove. that, if f is continuous on [a, b] , so is the function -f defined by
(-j)(x) = -[((x)].
(b) Prove the "minimum'· part of the extreme value theorem by applying
the "maximum" part to -f.
28. Find a specific number M which works in Solved Exercise 18.

29. Give an example of a continuous function I on [0, 1] such that neither 1(0)
nor f(l) is an endpoint of the set of values of Ion [0,1] .
30. Is the boundedness lemma true if the closed interval [a, b) is replaced by an
open interval (a, b)?

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 5

Problems/or Chapter 5
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1. We can define all the notions of this section, including continuity, differentiability, maximum and minimum values, etc., for functions of a rational
variable; Le., we may replace real numbers by rationals everywhere in the
definitions. In particular, [a, b) then means the set of rational x for which
a~x~b.

(a) Prove that the function
1
I(x) = x 2 _ 2
is defined everywhere on the rational interval [0,2). It is possible to
prove that I is continuous on [0,2] ; you may assume this now.
(b) Show that the function I in part (a) does not satisfy the conclusions of
the intermediate value theorem, the boundedness lemma, or the extreme value theorem. Thus, it is really necessary to work with the real
numbers.
2. Prove that, if I is a continuous function on an interval I (not necessarily
closed), then the set of values of I onl is an interval. Could the set of values
be a closed interval even if I is not?

3. Prove that the volume of a cube is a continuous function of the length of its
edges.
4. "Prove" that you were once exactly 1 meter tall. Did you ever weigh 15
ktlograms?
5. Write a direct proof of the "minimum" part of the extreme value theorem.
6. Prove that, if I and g are continuous on [a. b], then so isl - g.

7. Assuming the result of Problem 6, prove that, if I(a) < a, I(b) > b, and [is
continuous on [a, b], then there is some x in [a, b] such that/(x) = x.
8. Give an example of (discontinuous) functions I and g on [0,1] such that I
and g both have maximum values on [0, 1] , but 1+ g does not.

9. Let I(x) = Xl? + 3x 4 - 2 and g(x) = 5x 6
number Xo such that I(xo) = g(xo).

-

lOx + 3. Prove that there is a

10. (a) Prove that, if fis increasing at each point of an open interval I, then the
set S consisting of all those x in I for which/(x) E (0,1) is convex.
(b) Show that S might not be convex if I is not increasing on I.

11. Show by example that the sum of two functions with the intermediate value
property need not have this property.
12. Prove that the intermediate value theorem implies the completeness axiom.

[Hint: If there were a convex set which was not an interval, show that you
could construct a continuou:s function which takes on only the values 0
and 1.]

6

Graphing

In this chapter we continue our development of differential calculus by analyzing the shape of graphs. For extensive examples, consult your regular calculus
text. We will give an example not usually found in calculus texts: how to graph a
general cubic or quartic.

Turning Points
I' changes sign are called turning points of I; they
separate the intervals on which/is increasing and decreasing.

Points where the derivative

Definition If I is differentiable at Xo and I'(xo) = 0, we call Xo a critical
point of f.
If / is defined and differentiable throughout an open interval containingxo, we callxo a turning point oflif f' changes sign at xo.
If I' is continuous at Xo, then a turning point is also a critical point
(why?). A critical point need not be a turning point, however, as the function
y =x 3 shows.
To investigate the behavior of the graph of I at a turning point, it is useful
to treat separately the two possible kinds of sign change. Suppose first that I'
changes sign from negative to positive at xo. Then there is.an open interval (a, b)
about Xo such that I'(x) < 0 on (a,xo) and I'(x) > 0 on (xo, b). Applying the
remark following the corollary to Theorem 5 of Chapter 5, we find that f is
decreasing on (a,xol and increasing on [xo,b). It follows that I(x) > I(xo) for
x in (a,xo) andl(x) > f(xo) for x in (xo, b). (See Fig. 6-1.)
y

f decreasing
on (a,xo]

/

f increasing
on [xo,b)

\
b

y = f(x)

x
V = f(x o )
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Fig. 6-1 f has a local
minimum point at xo'
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Notice that for all x =J= Xo in (a, b ),f(xo) </(x); that is, the smallest value
taken on by f in (a, b) is achieved at xo. For this reason, we call Xo a local minimum point for f
In case t' changes from positive to negative at xo, a similar argument
shows that f behaves as shown in Fig. 6-2 with f(xo) > f(x) for all x =J= Xo in an
open interval (a, b) around xo. In this case, Xo is called a local maximum point
forf·
f increasing

Y

----\on (a,x o]

a'--._-....v~---')b

x

I

Fig. 6-2 f

has a local

maximum point atxo.

Worked Example 1 Find and classify the turning points of the functionf(x) =
x 3 + 3x 2 - 6x.
Solution The derivative f'(x) = 3x 2 + 6x - 6 has roots at -1 ±...[3; it is posi'. tive on (-co, -1 - v'3) and (-1 + ~;oo) and is negative on (-1 - v'3; -1 +
~. Changes of sign occur at -1 - v'3 (positive to negative) and -1 + Y3
(negative to positive), so -1 - ,,13"'is a local maximum point and -1 + v'3 is a
local minimum point.
We can summarize the results we have obtained as follows.

Theorem 1 Suppose that f' is continuous in an open interval containing
xo·
1. If the sign change of f' is from negative to positive, then

Xo

is a

Xo

is a

local minimum point.

2. If the sign change of t' is from positive to negative, then
local maximum point.

3. If t' is continuous, then every turning point is a critical point,
but a criticial point is not necessarily a turning point.

Solved Exercises

1. Find the turning points of the function f(x)
they local maximum or minimum points?

= 3x4

-

8x 3 + 6x 2

-

1. Are
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2. Find the turning points of x n for n= 0, 1,2, .' ..

3. Doesg(x) = II/(x) have the same turning points as/ex)?
Exercises

1. For each of the functions in Fig. 6-3, tell whether Xo is a turning point, a
local minimum point, or a local maximum point.

y

y

;Y

!T\

I
I

Xo

la)

y

I
I

x

x

Xo

x

Xo

Ibl

x

Ie)

(d)

Fig.6-3 Identify the turning points.

2. Find the turning points of each of the following functions and tell whether
they are local maximum or minimum points:
(a) lex) = tx 3 - tx 2 + 4x + 1 (b) I(x)
(c) f(x) = ax 2 + bx + c (a 0) (d) f(x)

'*

3. Find a function/with turning points at x

= llx 2
= Ij(x 4

-

2x2

-

5)

= -1 and x = t.

4. Can a function be increasing at a turning point? Explain.

ATest for Turning Points
If g is a function such that g(xo) """ 0 and g'(xo) > 0, then g is increasing at xo, so

g changes sign from negative to positive at xo. Similarly, if g(xo) = 0 and
g'(xo) < 0, then g changes sign from positive to negative at xo. Applying these
assertions to g= I', we obtain the following useful result.

Theorem 2 Second Derivative Test Let f be a differentiable function,
let Xo be a critical point of[(that is, f'(xo) = 0), and assume that ["(xa)
exists.
1. Iff" (xo) > 0, then Xo is a local minimum point for f

A TEST FOR TURNING POINTS
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2. 1If"(xo) < 0, then Xo is a local maximum point for f.

3. If f"(xo) = 0, then Xo may be a local maximum or minimum
point. or it may not be a turning point at all.
Proof For parts 1 and 2, we use the definition of turning point as a point
where the derivative changes sign. For part 3, we observe that the functions x 4 , _x 4 , and x 3 all have f'(O) = f" (0) = 0, but zero is a local minimum point for x 4 , a local maximum point for _x 4 , and not a turning
point for x 3 •
Worked Example 2 Use the second derIvative test to analyze the crItical points
of f(x) = x 3 - 6x 2 + 10.

Solution Since f'(x) = 3x 2 - 12x = 3x(x - 4), the critical points are at 0 and
4. Since f"(x) = 6x - 12, we fmd that f"(O) = -12 < 0 andf"(4) = 12> O.
By Theorem 2, zero is a local maximum point and 4 is a local minimum point.
When f"(xo) = 0 the second derivative test is inconclusive. We may still
use the first derivative test to analyze the critical points, however.

Worked Example 3 Analyze the critical point
I2x2 + 8x + 7.

Xo

= -1

of f(x)

= 2x4 + 8x 3 +

Solution The derivative is f'(x) = 8x 3 + 24x 2 + 24x + 8, and f'(-I) = -8 +
24 - 24 + 8 = 0, so -1 is a critical point. Now f"(x) = 24x 2 + 48x + 24, so
["(""':1) = 24 - 48 + 24 = 0, and the second derivative test is inconclusive. If we
factor f', we findt'(x) = 8(x 3 + 3x 2 + 3x + 1) = 8 (x + 1)3. Thus -1 is the only
root of t', t'(""':2) = -8, andf'(O) = 8, sot' changes sign from negative to positive at -1; hence -1 is a local minimum point for f.
Solved Exercises

4. Analyze the critical points of [(x) =x 3 -x.
5. Show that if f'(xo) = f"(xo) = 0 and f"'(xo) > 0, then Xo is not a turning
point off.

Exercises

5. Analyze the critical points of the following functions:
(a) [ex) = x 4 - x 2
(b) g(s) = s/(1 + S2)
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(c) h(P) = P + (lIp)
6. Show that if f'(xo) = I"(xo) = 0 and I"'(xo)
point for f.

< 0, then Xo is not a turning

Concavity
The sign of I"(xo) has a useful interpretation, even if I'(xo) is not zero, in terms
of the way in which the graph of f is "bending" at xo. We first make a preliminary defInition.
Definition If I and g are functions defmed on'a set D containing xo, we
say that the graph 011 lies above the graph olg near Xo if there is an open
interval! about Xo such that, for all x Xo which lie in I and D, I(x) >

'*

gOO·

.

The concepts of continuity, local maximum, and local minimum can be
expressed in terms of the notion just dermed, where one of the graphs is a
horizontal line, as follows:

1. lis continuous atxo if
(a) For every c > f(xo), the graph of I lies below the line y = c near
xo, and
(b) For every c </(xo), the graph of I lies above the liney = c near Xo.
2. Xo is a local maximum point for f if the graph of f lies below the line
y =f(xo) at xi>.

3.

is a local minimum point for I if the graph of I lies above the line
= f(xo) at Xo·

Xo

Y

Now we use the notion of lying above and below to define upward and
downward concavity.
Definition Let I be defined in an open interval containing Xo. We say
that f is concave upward at Xo if, near xo, the graph of f lies above some
line through (xo,f(xo», and that f is concave downward at Xo if, near xo,
the graph ufflies below some line through (xo,/(xo».
Study Fig. 6-4. The curve "hold:s water" where it is concave upward and
"sheds water" where it is concave downward. Notice that the curve may lie

CONCAVITY
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y

)

x,

Fig.6-4 f is concave upward at Xl, X:z,

X4,

downward atx3, xs, neither at X6-

above or below several different lines at a given point (like X4 or xs); however,
if the function is differentiable at xo, the line must be the tangent line, since the
graph either overtakes or is overtaken by every other line.
It appears from Fig. 6-4 that I is concave upward at points where I' is increasing and concave downward at points where f' is decreasing. This is true in
general.

Theorem 3 Suppose that f is differentiable on an open interval about xo.
II f'(x) is increasing at xo, then I is concave upward at xo. III'(x) is decreasing at xo, then [is concave downward at x o.
Proof We reduce the problem to the case where the derivative is zero by
looking at the difference between [(x) and its first-order approximation.
Let lex) = [(xo) + ['(xoXx - xo), and let rex) = [(x) -lex). (See Fig. 6-5.)
Differentiating, we fmd l'(x) = f'(xo), and lex) = ['(x) -['(x) = f'(x) ['(xo). In particular, r'(xo) = ['(xo) - ['(xo) = o.
y

x

Fig. 6-5 r(xl is the difference between f(xl and its
linear approximation.

Suppose that [' is increasing at xo. Then r', which differs from [' by
the constant ['(xc), is also increasing at xo. Since r'(xo) = 0, r' must
change sign from negative to positive at xo. Thus, Xo is a turning point
for r; in fact, it is a local minimum point. This means that, for x =F Xo in
some open interval I about xo, rex) > r(xo). But r(xo) = [(xo) - [(xo) =
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f(xo) - f(xo) = 0, so rex) > 0 for all x::/= Xo inI;i.e.,f(x) -lex»~ 0 for
all x ::/= Xo in I; i.e., f(x) > lex) for all x =1= Xo in I; i.e., the graph of flies
above the tangent line atxo, sofis concave upward atxo.
The case where f' is decreasing at Xo is treated identically; just
reverse all the inequality signs above.
Since f' is increasing at Xo when f"(xo) > 0, and f' is decreasing at Xo
whenf"(xo) < 0, we obtain the following test. (See Fig. 6-6.)
y

f"(x)<O

f concave upward
atallx

f concave downward
at all x > a

<a

x

a

Fig. 6-6 f is concave upward (holds water) when
fit > 0 and is concave
downward (sheds water)
when fIt <0.

Corollary Let f be a differentiable function and suppose that f" (xo)
exists.
1. Iff"(xo) > 0, then/is concave upward at xo.
2. Iff"(xo) < 0, then f is concave downward at Xo.

3. If f"(xo)

=

0, then fat Xo may be concave upward, concave

downward7ornefthe~

The functions x 4 , _x4 , x 3 , and _x 3 provide examples of all the possibilities in case 3.

Solved Exercises

6. Show:

(a) x 4 is concave upward at zero;
(b)

x 4 is concave downward at zero ;

(c) x 3 is neither concave upward nor concave downward at zero.
3x 3 - 8x + 12 is concave upward and those
at which it is concave downward. Make a rough sketch of the graph.

7. Find the points at which/(x)

=
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8. (a) Relate the sign of the error made in the linear approximation to I with
the second derivative off.
(b) Apply your conclusion to the linear approximation of l/x at Xo = 1.

Exercises
7. Find the intervals on which each of the following functions is concave upward or downward. Sketch their graphs.

(c) x 3 + 4x 2

(b) 1/{1 + x 2 )

(a) l/x

-

8x + I

8. (a) Use the second derivative to compare x 2 with 9 + 6(~ - 3) for x near 3.
(b) Show by algebra thatx 2 > 9 + 6(x - 3) for allx.

Inflection Points
We just saw that a function f is concave upward where f"(x) > 0 and concave
downward where f"(x) < O. Points which separate intervals where [has the two
types of concavity are of special interest and are called inflection points. An
example is shown in Fig. 6-7. The following is the most useful technical defini"
tion.

Definition The point

Xo

is called an inflection point for the function [if

t' is dermed and differentiable near Xo and t" changes sign at Xo'
y

y = f(xl
1

I
I

I

I
I

Concave I Concave 1 Concave
upward

I downward \

upward

x

Fig. 6-7 Xl and
inflection points.

X2

are

Comparing the preceding definition with the one on p. 74, we find that
inflection points lor f are just turning points for t'; therefore we can use all our
techniques for finding turning points in order to locate inflection points. We
summarize these tests in the following theorem.
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Theorem 4
1. I[xo ts an tnflecrton potm [or f, chen f"(xo)

2. If f"(xo) = 0 and f "'(i a)

= o.

* 0, then Xo is an inflection point for f.

If you draw in the tangent line to the graph of f(x) at x = a in Fig. 6-6,
you will fmd that the line overtakes the graph of[ata. The opposite can occur,
too; in fact, we have the following theorem, which is useful for graphing.

Theorem 5 Suppose that Xo is an inflection point for f.

1. If f" changes from negative to positive at x 0, in particular, if
f"(xo) = 0 and f"'(i a) > 0, then the graph offovertakes its tangent line at xo.

2. If fIr changes from positive to negative at xo, in particular, if
f"(xa) = 0 and f"'(xo) < 0, then the graph oftis overtaken by
its tangent line at Xo.
We invite you to try writing out the proof of Theorem 5 (see Solved Exercise 10). The two cases are illustrated in Fig. 6-8.
Recall that in defIning the derivative we stipulated that all lines other than
the tangent line must cross the graph of the function. We can now give a fairly

Y

d

Y=f(Xl
Y = I(x)
I
1
I
I
I

Y = fIx) - {(xl
x

(8) f'''(xo)

>0

y

y= fIx)

~Y~I(XI
I
I

x
(b) f"'(x o) <0

y = ((x) - ((x)

Fig. 6-8 The tangen"t line
crosses the graph when
fIx) - I(x) changes sign.
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complete answer to the question of how the tangent line itself behaves with respect to the graph. Near a pointxo wheref"(xo) 0, the tangent line lies above
or below the graph and does not cross it. If f"(xo) = 0 but f"'(xo) 0, the tangent line does cross the graph. If f"(xo) and f"'(xo) are both zero, one must
examinef" on both sides of. Xo (or usef""(xo» to analyze the situation.

'*

'*

Solved Exercises
9. Discuss the behavior of[ex) at x = 0 for [ex) = x 4 , _x 4 , x', -x' .
10. Prove Theorem 5. [Hint: See Solved Exercise 5.]
11. Find the inflection points of the functionf(X)

= 24x4 -

32x 3 + 9x z + 1.

Exercises
9. Find the inflection points for x n , n a positive integer. How does the answer
depend upon n?
10_ Find the inflection points for the following functions. In each case, tell how
the tangent line behaves with respect to the graph.

(a) x 3 -x

(b) x 4 _x z + 1

(c) (x - 1)4

(d) 1/(1 + X Z)

'*

11. Suppose that ['(xo) = ["(x~) = ["'(xo) = O. but [f"'(xo)
O. Is Xo a
turning point or an inflection point? Give examples to show that anything
can happen if f""(xo) = o.

The General Cubic
Analytic geometry teaches us how to plot the general linear function, [(x) =
ax + b, and the general quadratic function [(x) = ax 2 + bx + c (a,* 0). The
methods of this section yield the same results; the graph of ax + b is a straight
line, while the graph of [(x) = ax 2 + bx + c is a parabola, concave upward if
a> 0 and concave downward if a < O. Moreover, the turning point of the parabola occurs whenf'(x) = 2ax + b= 0; that is, x = -(b/2a).
A more ambitious task is to determine the shape of the graph of the general cubic [(x) = ax 3 + bx z + ex + .d. (ytIe assume that a 0; otherwise, we are
dealing with a quadratic or linear function.) Of course, any specific cubic can be
plotted by techniques already developed, but we wish to get an idea of what all
possible cubics look like and how their shapes. depend on a, b, c, and d.

'*
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We begin our analysis with some simplifying transformations. First of all,
we can factor out a and obtain a new polynomial/lex) as follows:

The graphs of f and fl have the same basic shape; if a> 0, the y axis is just rescaled by multiplying all y values by a; if a < 0, the y axis is rescaled and the
graph is flipped about the x axis. It follows that we do not lose any generality by
assuming that the coefficient of x 3 is 1.
Consider therefore the simpler form

where b l = bla, Cl = cia, and d t = d/a. In trying to solve cubic equations,
mathematicians of the early Renaissance noticed a useful trick: if we replace x
by x - (btf3), then the quadratic term drops out; that is,

where Cz and d z are new constants, depending on bl> CI> and d t . (yie leave to
the reader the task of verifying this last statement and expressing Cz and d z in
terms of bl> Cl, and dd
The graph of fleX - b II3) = /z(x) is the same as that of ft(x) except that
it is shifted by b t /3 units along the x axis. This means that we lose no generality
by assuming that the coefficient of x Z is zero-that is, we only need to graph
fz(x) = x 3+czx + d z · Finally, replacing fz(x) by f3(X) = fz(x) - d z just corresponds to shifting the graph d z units parallel to the y axis.
We have now reduced the graphing of the general cubic to the case of
graphingf3(X) =x 3 + CzX. For simplicity let uswritef(x)forf3(x)andcforcz.
To plotf(x) = x 3 + CX, we make the following remarks:

1. fis odd.
2. f is defined everywhere. Sin~e f(x) = x~(l - cfx 2 ),/(x) is large positive
[negative] when x is large positive [negative].
3. f'ex) = 3x2 + c. If c > 0, f'(x) > 0 for allx,andfis increasing everywhere. If c = O,f'(x) > 0 except at x = 0, so fis increasing everywhere.
If c < 0, (x) has roots at~; f is increasing on (-00, -V -c/3]
and [V -c/3, 00) and decreasing on [-V -cf3, V-c/3] . Thus -V -cf3
is a local maximum point and V-c/3 is a local minimum point.
4. f"(x) = 6x, so f is concave downward for x

for x> O. Zero is an inflection point.

< 0 and concave upward

THE GENERAL CUBIC

5. [(0) = 0,/'(0) = c
[(±v'-c) = 0, f'(±vC7) = -2c

( B)
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(if c< 0)

FC)

[ \ / 3" = ±32 c v'FC
3' [ ' (.,'\!: v' 3"

= 0

(if c< 0)

Using this information, we draw the final graphs (Fig. 6-9).

y

c>o

x

(al

(b) Type II

Type I

y

c<o

Fig. 6-9 The three types
(e) Type III

of cubics.

Thus there are three types of cubics (with a > 0);

Type I:

[is increasing at all points.;!' > 0 everywhere.

Type II: [is increasing at all points;!'

= 0 at one point.

Type III: [has two turning points.
Type II is the transition type between types I and III. You may imagine
the graph changing as c begins with a negative value and then moves toward zero.
As c gets smaller and smaller, the turning points move in toward the origin, the
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bumps in the graph becoming smaller and smaller until, when c= 0, the bumps
merge at the point where f'(x) = O. As e passes zero to become positive, the
bumps disappear completely.
Solved Exercises

12. Convert 2x3 + 3x 2 + X + I to the form x 3 + ex and determine whether the
cubic is of type I, II, or III.

Exercises
12. Convert x 3 + x 2 + 3x + 1 to the form x 3 + ex and determine whether the

cubic is of type I, II, or III.
13. Convert x 3 - 3x2 + 3x + 1 to the form x 3 + ex and determine whether the
cubic is of type I, II, or III.
14. (a) Find an explicit formula for the coefficient C2 infl(x - (btl3» in terms
of b I> el> and a1> and thereby give- a siniple rule for determin-mg
whether the cubic x 3 + bx2 + ex + a is of type I, II, or III.
(b) Give a rule, in terms of a, b, c, d, for determining the type of the general cubic ax 3 + bx2 + ex + a.
(c) Use the quadratic formula on the derivative ofax 3 + bx2 + ex + a to
determine, in terms of a, b, e, and a, how many turning points there
are. Compare with the result in (b).

The General Quartic
Having given a complete description of all cubics, we turn now to quartics:

f(x) = ax4 + bx 3 + ex 2 + ax + e (a =F 0)
Exactly as we did with cubics, we can assume that a = 1, b = 0 (by the substitution of x - (b/4) for x), and can assume that e = 0 (by shifting the y-axis).
Thus our quartic becomes (with new coefficients!)
f~)

=x 4 + cx 2 + dx

Note that

f'(x) = 4x3 + 2cx + a

THE GENERAL QUARTIC
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and
["(x) = 12x 2 + 2c
From our study of cubics, we know that f'(x) has one of three shapes,
according to whether c > 0, C = 0, or c < 0 (types I, II, and III). It turns out
that there are 9 types of quartics, six of which may be divided into pairs which
are mirror images of one another.
Type Ie> O. In this case, ["(x) is everywhere positive, so [is concave
upward and f' is increasing on (-00,00). Thus, f' has one root, which must be a
local minimum point for f. The graph looks like type I in Fig. 6-11.
Type II c = O. Here the cubic f'(x) is of type II and is still increasing.
['(x) = 12x 2 ~ 0, so there are no inflection points, and [is everywhere concave
upward. We can subdivide type II acording to the sign of d.
Type 111: d

> U. Looks like type 1. (See Solved exercise 13.J

Type 11 2 : d = O. Looks like type I, except that the local minimum point
is flatter because f', f", and f'" an vanish there.
Type 11 3 : d < O. Looks like type I. (See Solved Exercise 13.)
The graphs are sketched in Fig. 6-11.
Type III c < O. This is the most interesting case. Here, the cubic ['(x)
has two turning points and has 1,2, or 3 roots depending upon its position with
respect to the x axis. (Fig. 6-10.)
To determine in terms of c and d which of the five possibilities in Fig. 6-10
holds for f'(x) = 4x 3 + 2cx + d, we notice from the figure that it suffices to
determine the sign of ['(x) at the turning point of t' (which are inflection points
of /). These points are obtained by solving 0 = ["(x) = 12x 2 + 2e. They occur
when x = IV -c/6. Now f'( -v' -e/6) = ~ ey' -c/6 + d is the value at the local
minimum and f'("; -c/3) = -~ev' ~e/6 + d is the value at the local maximum.
y

y

y
f'

x

One root

Two roots
Derivatives of type III quartics.

Fig.6-10 Derivatives of type III quartics.

Three roots
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Now let's look at all the possibilities.
Type III I : 0 < tC..J -c/6 + d. Here, f' is positive at its local minimum
point, so f' has one root (Fig. 6-10). From the form off', we
infer that f has the form indicated in Fig. 6-11, with one local
minimum point and two inflection points.

x

Type I

Type Ill,

x

x

x
Type 11 2

Type II,

x

x

x

Inflection
points

Inflection
points

Type 111 2

y

Type 111 3

y

x

Inflection
points

Type 111 4

Inflection -.t.:...----t?'\
points
Type Ills

Fig. 6-11 Classification of quartics.

Inflection
points
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Type 1II2 : 0 = ~cV -c/6 + d. Here, i' has two roots, and the tangent to i
at one inflection point is horizontal. So i has one local minimum point and two inflection points, with horizontal tangent
at one of the inflection points.
Type 1II3 :

tcv' -c/6 + d < 0 < t(-c)v' -c/6 + d. Here,[' has three roots
at which f'" is, from left to right, positive, negative, and posi-

tive. Thus, i has a local maximum point between two local
minimum points. The three turning points are separated by
two inflection points.

r(

Type 1II4 : 0 = -c)v' -c/6 + d. This is similar to type IH2 , except that
the inflection points are reversed.
Type Ills: The mirror image of type III 1.
We may draw a graph in the c,d plane (Figure 6-12) to indicate which
values of c and d correspond to each type of quartic. The curve separating type I
from type III is the straight line c = a (type II), while the various sUbtypes of
type HI are separated by the curve satisfying the condition (types IH 2 and I114 ):

Le.,
-

~3 C

2(C)
-d2
6
-

-

Le.,

This curve has a sharp point called a cusp at the origin.
d

c3

=-

9
2

-d2

III,

II,
11 2

c
11 3
1115

c3

= -

9 2
-d
2

Fig. 6-12 Location of the
types of quartics in the
c,d plane.
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Remark 1 If you rotate Fig. 6-12 90° counterclockwise, you will see that
the positioning of the types corresponds to that in Fig. 6-11.
Remark 2 We have here an example of transition curves, as opposed to
transition points. Types I, 111 1 , IIh, and Ills correspond to regions in the
c-d plane, which are separated by the transition types Ill> I1 3 , 1Hz , and
IlI 4 lying along curves. The curves come together at the point corresponding to type H 2 • In the language of catastrophe theory (see the foot·
note on p. 91), the function f(x) = x 4 of type Ih is called the organizing
center of the family of the quartics-in this single curve of type 112 , all the
other types of curves are latent; the slightest change in c or d will destroy
type Ih and one of the other types will make its appearance.
Remark 3 We can also cla,ssify the quartics according to the number of
points where the first der1vatlve Is zero and their behavior near these
points, Le., according to the number of turning points, inflection points,
etc. From this point of view, the two basic types are type I·H 1 -Ih·HI 1-I1I s
(one turning point) and type III 3 (three turning points), separated by the
curve of type IIh-III4 (one turning point and one inflection point with
horizontal tangent. in which two turning points are latent). The point of
type 112 , with a flat turning point, is still the organizing center.
Remark 4 Figure 6-13 shows the set of points (c, d, x) in space where x is
a critical point of I(x) = x 4 + cx 2 + dx. (See the reference in the footnote
on p. 91 for applications of this picture.)

Fig. 6-13 The cusp catastrophe.

Solved Exercise

13. What geometric distinctions can you fmd between types I, II b and 11 3 ?
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Exercises
15. Classify the following quartics. Sketch their graphs.

(a) x 4
(c) x 4
4

-

3x2 + 2-J2x

+4x

2

+ 6x

2

6x + 5x
(g) x 4 _x 3

(e) x

-

(b) x 4 - 3x 2
(d) x 4 + 7x

4x

(f) x 4 + x 3

16. If the equation x 4 + bx3 + cx 2 + dx
what type of quartic must we have?

Problem~ for

-

+ e = 0 has three distinct solutions,

Chapter 6

1. Let [be a nonconstant polynomial such that [(0) = [(1). Prove that fhas a
turning point somewhere in the interval (0, 1).
2. What does the graph of [ax/(bx + c)l + d look like, if a, b, c, and d are positive constants?
3. Prove that the graph of any cubic f(x) = ax 3 + bx 2 + ex + d (a =1= 0) is
symmetric about its inflection point in the sense that the function

g(X)=ft+:a) -[(-:a)
is odd" [Hint: g(x) is again a cubic; where is its inflection point?]

4. For the general quartic ax 4 + bx 3 + cx 2 + dx + e (a =1= 0), find conditions in
tenns of a, b, C, d, and e which detennine the type of the quartic.
5. Give a classification of general quintics q(x) = ax s + bx 4 + cx 3 + dx 2 + ex + f
(a =1= 0) analogous to the classification of quartics in the text. [Hint: reduce
to the case b = f = 0 and apply the classification of quartics to the derivative
q'(x).l *

6. Letf(x) =

I/O + x 2 ).

(a) For which values of c is the function f(x) + ex increasing· on the whole
real line? Sketch the graph of [(x) + ex for one such e.
(b) For which values of c is the function f(x) - ex decreasing on the whole
real line? Sketch the graph orf(x) - cx for one such c.
(c) How are your answers in (a) and (b) related to the inflection points of f?
7. (R. Rivlin) A rubber cube of incompressible material is pulled on all faces
with a force T. The material stretches by a factor v in two directions and
"'This is the "swallowtail catastrophe." The "butterfly catastrophe" is associated with the
general sixth-degree polynomial. See T. Poston and 1. Stewart, Catastrophe Theory and Its
Applications (Fearon-Pitman (1977) for details).
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contracts by a factor v-2 in the other. By balancing forces, one can show that

v3

_I
V 2+ 1 =0
20:

(R)

where a is a constant (analogous to the spring constant for a spring). Show
that (R) has one (real) solution if T < 3~ and has three solutions if T>

3..y2a.

7

The Mean Value Theorem

The mean value theorem is, like the intermediate value and extreme value
theorems, an existence theorem. It asserts the existence of a pomt in an interval
where a function has a particular behavior, but it does not tell you how to find

the point.

Theorem 1 Mean Value Theorem. Suppose that the function f is continuous on the closed interval [a, b] and differentiable on the open interval

(a,b), Then there is a point Xo in the open interval (a,b) at which
f'(xo) = [f(b) - f(a)] f(b - a).
In physical terms, the mean value theorem says that the average velocity
of a moving object during an interval of time is equal to the instantaneous velocity at some moment in the interval. Geometrically, the theorem says that a
secant line drawn through two points on a smooth graph is parallel to the tangent line at some intermediate point on the curve. There may be more than one

such point, as in Fig. 7-1. Consideration of these physical and geometric interpretations will make the theorem believable.
y

a

x,

x

Fig. 7-1 Tangent lines
parallel to the secant line.

We will prove the mean value theorem at the end of this section. For now,
we will concentrate on some applications. Our first corollary tells us that if we
know something about f'(x) for all x in [a, b) , then we can conclude something
about the relation between values of f(x) at different points in [a, b].

Corollary 1 Let f be differentiable on (a, b) [and continuous on [a, b) ] .
Suppose that, for all x in the open interval (a, b), the den'vative ['(x) belongs to a certain set S of real numbers. Then, for any two distinct points
X 1 and X2

in (a, b) [in [a, b] ], the difference quotient
93
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belongs to S as well.
Xl and X2,
so we may assume that Xl < X2' The interval [Xl> X2] is contained in (a, b)
[in [a, b] ] . Since / is differentiable on (a, b) [continuous on [a, b] ], it is
continuous on [XI,X2] and differentiable on (X1>X2)' By the mean value
theorem, applied to Ion [Xl>Xz] , there is a number Xo in (XI,X2) such
that [/(X2) - I(XI)] I(X2 - Xl) =I'(xo). But (Xl, X2) is contained in (a, b),
so Xo E (a, b). :By hypothesis, t(xo) must belong to S; hence so does
[f(x~) - f(Xl)] /(x~ - Xl).

Proof The difference quotient stays the same if we exchange

Worked Example 1 Suppose that f is differentiable on the whole real line and
that/'(x) is constant. Use Corollary 1 to prove that/is linear.
Solution Let m be the constant value of /' arid let S be the set whose only
member is m. For any x, we may apply Corollary 1 with x I = 0 and X2 = X to
conclude that [f(x) - f(O)] I(x - 0) belongs to S; that is, [I(x) - f(O)] I
(x - 0) = m. But then/ex) = mx + f(O) for all x, so fis linear.
Worked Example 2 Let f be continuous on [1,3] and differentiable on (I, 3).
Suppose that, for all x in (1,3), 1 ~t(x) ~ 2. Prove that 2 ~/(3) - 10) ~ 4.
Solution Apply Corollary 1, with S equal to the interval [1, 2] . Then 1 <;
[f(3) - 1(1)] 1(3 - 1) ~ 2, and so 2 ~f(3) - f(1) ~ 4.

Corol1o.ry 2 Suppose that f' (x) = 0 for all x in some open interval (a, b).
Then I is constant on (a, b).
Proof Let Xl < X2 be any two points in (a,b). Corollary 1 applies with
S the set consisting only of the number zero. Thus we have the equation

[f(X2) - f(xIH/(x 2 at all points of (a, b).

xd =

0, or f(X2)

= f(xI), softakes the same value

Worked Example 3 Letf(x) = dlxlfdx
(a.) Find/'(x).

(b) What does Corollary 2 tell you aboutf? What does it not tell you?
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Solution
(a) Since Ix I is linear on (-00,0) and (0,00), its second derivative d 2 1x Ijdx 2 =
f' (x) is identically zero for all x =1= O.
(b) By Corollary 2, f is constant on any open interval on which it is differentiable. It follows that f is constant on (-00,0) and (0,00). The corollary
does not say that f is constant on (-00,00). In fact, f( -2) = -1, while
f(2) = +1.
Finally, we can derive from Corollary 2 the fact that two antiderivatives of
a function differ by a constant. (An antiderivative of f is a function whose
derivative is f.)

Corollary 3 Let F(x) and G(x) be functions such that F(x) = G'(x) for
all x in an open interval (a, b). Then there is a constant C such that F(x) =
G(x) + C for all x in (a, b).
Proof We apply Corollary 2 to the difference F(x) - G(x). Since
(djdx)[F(x) - G(x)] = F'(x)- G'(x) = 0 for all x in (a, b), F(x) - G(x) is
equal to a constant-C, and so F(x) = G(x) + C.
Worked Example 4 Suppose that F'(x) = x for all x and that F(3) :;;::; 2. What is
F(x)?
Solution Let G(x)

= tx 2 • Then G'(x) = x =F'(x), so F(x) = G(x) + C = tx 2 +

C. To evaluate C, we set x = 3: 2 = F(3) = t(32) + C =
= and F(x) = tx 2 -

t -t

t·

t + C. Thus C= 2-

Solved Exercises*

1. Let f(x) = x 3 on the interval [-2,3]. Find explicitly the value(s) of Xo
whose existence is guaranteed by the mean value theorem.
2. If, in Corollary 1, the set S is taken to be the interval (0,00), the result is a
theorem which has already been proved. What theorem is it?
3. The velocity of a train is kept between 40 and 50 kilometers per hour
*Solutions appear in the Appendix.
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during a trip of 200 kilometers. What can you say about the duration of
the trip?
4. Suppose that F'(x) = -(ljx2 ) for all x "4= O. Is F(x)
a constant?

= (ljx) + C, where Cis

Exercises
1. Directly verify the validity of the mean value theorem for f(x) = x 2 on [-1,2] by finding the point(s) xo. Sketch.

X

+1

2. Suppose thatfis continuous on [0.t1 and 0.3 ~f'(x) < I for O<x<t.
Prove that 0.15 .;;;; [f(}) - f(O)] < 0.5.
3. Supposethatf'(x) =x 2 andf(1) =

o. What isf(x)?

. 4. Suppose that an object lies at x = 4 when t = 0 and that the velocity dx/dt
i:s 35 with a possible error of :tl, for all r In [0,2] . What can you say about
the object's position when t = 2?

Proof of the Mean Value Theorem
Our proof of the mean value theorem will use two results already proved which
we recall here:

1. If Xo lies in the open interval (a, b) and is a maximum or minimum
point for a function f on an interval [a, b] and if f is' differentiable at
xo, then f'(xo) = O. This follows immediately from Theorem 3, p. 64,
since if f'(xo) were not zero, fwould be increasing or decreasing at xo.
2. If f is continuous on a closed interval [a, b] , then fhas a maximum and
a minimum point in [a, b] (extreme value theorem, p. 71).
The proof of the mean·value theorem proceeds in three steps.
Step 1 (Rolle's Theorem). Let f be continuous on [a, b] and differentiable on (a, b), and assume that f(a) = f(b) = O. Then there is a point x
in (a, b) at which t' (xo) = O.

°

Proof If I(x) = 0 for all x in [a, b) , we can choose any Xo in (a, b). So
assume that f is not everywhere zero. By result 2 above,fhas a maximum

point x 1 and a minimum point

X2'

Since f is zero at the ends of the inter-

val hut is not identically zero, at least one of Xl,

this point. By result l,/'(xo) = o.

X2

lies in (a, b). Let'ro he

PROOF OF THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM
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Rolle's theorem has a simple geometric interpretation (see Fig. 7-2).

a

xo

b

x

Fig. 7-2 The tangent line
is. horizontal at xo.

Step 2 (Horserace Theorem). Suppose that Ii and f2 are continuous on
[a, b] and differentiable on (a, b), and assume that fiCa) = f2(a) and fl (b) =
f2(b). Then there exists a point Xo in (a, b) such that f{(xo) = f;(xo).
Proof Let f(x) = fleX) -f,.'(x). Sincefl andfz are differentiable on (a, b)
and continuous on [a, b] , so is f (see Problem 6 in Chapter 5). By assumption, f(a) = feb) = 0, so from step l,f'(xo) = 0 for some Xo in (a, b). Thus
f;(xo) = [;(xo) as required.

We call this the horserace theorem because it has the following interpretation. Suppose that two horses run a race starting together and ending in a tie.
Then, at some time during the race, they must have had the same velocity.
Step 3 We apply step 2 to a given function f and the linear function I that
matches f at its endpoints, namely.,
l(x)=[(a)+(x-a) If(b)-/(a)]
L b-a
Note that lea) = I(a), l(b) = I(b), and ['(x) = [/(b) - I(a)] f(b - a). By
step 2, f'(xo) = ['(xc) = [/(b) - I(a)] f(b - a) for some point Xo in (a, b).
Thus we have proved the mean value theorem:

Mean Value Theorem II I is continuous on [a, b] and is diflerentiable on
(a, b), then there is a point Xo in (a, b) at which
['(xo) =/(b) - I(a)
b -a
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Solved Exercises

5. Let [(x) = X 4 - 9x 3 + 26x 2 - 24x. Note that [(0) = 0 and [(2) = O. Show
without calculating that 4x 3 - 27x 2 + 52x - 24 has a root somewhere
strictly between 0 and 2.

6. Suppose that [ isa differentiable function such that [(0) = 0 and [( 1) = 1.
Show that ['(xo) = 2x o for some Xo in (0, 1).

Exercises

5. Suppose that the horses in the horserace theorem cross the fmish line with
cqual velocities. Must they have had the same acceleration at150me time

during the race?
6_ Let f(x)

=

Ix 1- 1_ Then f(-I)

= f(1) = 0, butf'(x) is never equal to zero

on [-1,1] . Does this contradict Rolle's theorem? Explain.

Problems for Chapter 7

_

1. Suppose that (d 2 /dx 2 ) [f(x) - 2g(x)] = O. What can you say about the
relationship between f and g?
2. Suppose that f and g are continuous on [a, b] and that f' and g' are continuous on (a, b). Assume that
f(a)

= g(a) and

feb)

= g(b)

Prove that there is a number c in (a, b) such that the line tangent to the
graph of f at (c,f(c» is parallel to the line tangent to the graph of g at
(c,g(c».

3. Let f(x) = x 7 - X S - x 4 + 2x + 1. Prove that the graph of f has slope 2
somewhere between -1 and 1.
4. Find the antiderivatives of each of the following:
(a) f(x) = tx - 4x 2 ;- 21
(b) f(x) = 6x s - 12x 3 + lSx - 11
(c) f(x)=x 4 +7x 3 +x 2 +x+l

(d) f(x) = (lJx 2 ) + 2x
(e) f(x) =2x(x 2 + 7)100
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Find an antiderivative F(x) for the given function [(x) satisfying the given
condition:
(a) [(x) = 2x 4 ; F(l) = 2
(b) [(x)=4-x; F(2) = I
(c) [(x) = x 4

= I/x s ;

(d) [(x)
6. If["(x)

+ x 3 + x 2 ; F(l) = I
F(l)

=3

= 0 on (a, b), what can you say about[?

7. (a) Let [(x) = X S + 8x 4 - 5x 2 + 15. Prove that somewhere between -I and
o the tangent line to the graph of [has slope -2.
(b) Let [(x) = Sx 4 + 9x 3 - IIx 2 + 10. Prove that the graph of[has slope 9
somewhere between -I and 1.
8. Let [ be a polynomial. Suppose that [has a double root at a and at b. Show
that ['(x) has at least three roots in [a, b] •
9. Let [ be twice differentiable on (a, b) and suppose [vanishes at three distinct points in (a, b). Prove that there is a point Xo in (a, b) at which
["(xo)

=

o.

10. Use the mean value theorem to prove Theorem 5, Chapter 5 without the
hypothesis that j' be continuous.

8

Inverse Functions and the
Chain Rule

Formulas for the derivatives of inverse and composite functions are two of the
most useful tools of differential calculus. As usual, standard calculus texts
should be consulted for additional applications.

Inverse Functions
Definition Let the function[be defined on a set A. Let B be the range of
values for I on A; that is, y E B means that y = I(x) for some x in A_ We
say that f is invertible on A if, for every y in B, there is a unique x in A
such thaty = [(x).
If [is invertible on A, then there is a function g, whose domain is B,
given 'by this rule: g(y) is that unique x inA for whichf(x) = y. We callg
the inverse function of Ion A. The inverse function to [is denoted by 1 .

r

Worked Example 1 Let f(x) = x 2 • Find a suitable A such that [is invertible on
A. Find the inverse function and sketch its graph.
Solution The graph of f on (-00,00) is shown in Fig. 8-1. For y in the range of
I-that is, y ~ O-there are two values of x such that f(x) = y: namely, -VY
and +vy. To assure only one x we may restrict f to A = [0,00). Then B =
10, 00) and for any y in B there is exactly one x in A such that I(x) ..., y: namely,

x = V; = g(y). (Choosing A = (-00,0] and obtaining x = -VY is also acceptable.) We obtain the graph of the inverse by looking at the graph of[from the
back of the page.
If we are given a formula for y = f(x) in terms of x, we may be able to
find a formula for its inverse x = g(y) by solving the equationy = f(x) for x in
terms of y. Sometimes, for complicated functions f, one cannot solve y = f(x)
to get an explicit formula fQr x in terms of y. In that case, one must resort to
theoretical results which guarantee the existence of an inverse function_ These
will be discussed shortly.
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y

y
y

= f(x) = x 2

x

y = f(xl

=x2
x =g(y)

x

x

y

)

Fig.8-1

=VY

)

Restrict domain

Interchange

to [0, co)

x and yaxes

A restriction of fIx)

= x 2 and its inversE!.

Worked Example 2 Does [(x)

= x 3 have an inverse on (-co, oo)? Sketch.

Sohttion From Fig. 8-2 we see that the range of [is (-00,00) and for eachy E
( -00, co) there is exactly one number x such that [(x) = y-namely. x = flY =
rl(y) (negative if y < 0, positive or zero if y ~ O)-so the answer is yes. We
can regain x as our independent variable by observing that if 1(y) = ~, then
FI(x) = ~- Thus we can replace y by x so that the ind~pendent variable has a
more familiar name. As shown in Fig. 8-2(b) and (c), this renaming does not
affect the graph of l .

r

r

y

y

= f(x) = x3

X

3

X

x

(a)

_

= t-'(y) = Vy

y

3 _

Y = t-'(x)

= \/x

x

y

(e)

(b)

Fig.8-2 The inverse of the cubing function is the cube root, whatever you call

the variables.

Solved Exercises"

1. If m =1= 0, find the inverse function for I(x)

2. Find the inverse function for [(x)

*Solutions appear in the Appendix.

= mx T b on (-00,00).

= (ax + b)/(cx + d) on its domain (c *' 0).
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3. Find an inverse function g for I(x) = x 2 + 2x + 1 on some interval containing zero. What isg(9)? What isg(x)?
4. Sketch the graph of the inverse function for each function in Fig. 8-3.

Yi

Y

--~

"'->

)

x

I

x

(a)

x

(c)

(b)

Fig. 8-3 Sketch the inverse functions.

5. Detennine whether or not each function in Fig. 8-4 is invertible on its
domain.

y

y

-y~
x

x

!

x

I

Fig. 8-4 Which

(e)

(b)

(a)

func~ions

are invertible?

Exercises
I. Find the inverse for each of the following functions on the given interval:
(a) I(x) = 2x + 5 on [-4,4]

(b) I(x) = -tx + 2 on (-00,00)

(c) h(t) = t - 10 on [0,7T)
(d) a(s) = (2s+ 5)/(-s+ 1) on
5

(e) l(x)=x 0n(--oo,00)

[-t,tJ
(f) l(x)=x 8 on(0,I)

2. Detennine whether each function in Fig. 8-5 has an inverse. Sketch the inverse if there is one.
3. Sketch a graph of I(x) = x/(l + x 2 ) and find an interval on which I is
invertible.

ATESTFOR INVERTIBILITY
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y
y = ((x)

y = ((x)

x

x
(a)

y= ((x)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8-6 Which functions are invertible?

4. Enter the number 2.6 on a calculator, then push the x 2 key followed by the
vX key. Is there any round-off error? Try the vX key, then the x 2 key.
Also try a sequence such as x 2 • VX. x 2 , .../X• .... Do the errors. build up?
Try pushing the x 2 key five times, then the VX key five times. Do you get
back the original number? Try these experiments with different starting
numbers.

5. If we think of a French-English dictionary as defming a function from the
set of French words to the set of English words (does it really?). how is the
inverse function defmed? Discuss.

ATest for Invertibility
A function may be invertible even though we cannot fmd an explicit formula
for the inverse function. This fact gives us a way of obtaining "new functions."
There is a useful calculus test for fmding intervals on which a function is invertible.

Theorem 1 Suppose that [is continuous on [a, b] and that [is increasing
at each point o[ (a, b). (For instance, this holds i[ ['(x) > 0 for each x in
(a, b).) Then [is invertible on [a, b], and the inverse r 1 is defined on
[[(a)J(b)] .
If f is decreasing rather than increasing at each point of (a, b), then f
is scill inverrtble; in chis case, [he domain of 1 is [f(b),f(a)] .

r

Proof If f is continuous on [a, b] and increasing at each point of (a, b),
we know by the results of Chapter 5 on increasing functions that f is increasing on [a,b]; that is, if a ~ Xl < X:z ~ b, then f(xI) < f(x').). In
particular, f(a) <feb). Ify is any number in (j(a),f(b», then by the inter-
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mediate value theorem there is an x in (a. b) such that I(x) = y. If y = I(a)
or I(b), we can choose x = a or x = b. Since I is increasing on [a. b] for
any yin [/(a),f(b)], there can only be onex such thaty = I(x). In fact, if
we have I(Xl) = I(X2) = y, with Xl < X2, we would have y <y, which is
impossible. Thus, by definition, fis invertible on [a. b] and the domain of
F l is the range [/(a),f(b)] of values of I on [a. b] . The proof of the
second assertion is similar.
Worked Example 3 Verify, using Theorem 1, that I(x) = x 2 has an inverse if I
is defined on [O,b] for a given b > O.
Solution Since I is differentiable on (-co, 00), it is continuous on (-00,00) and
henee on [O,b]. But f'(x) ~ 2x> 0 for (5 <:x < b. Thusfis increasing.-Hence
Th~orem 1 guarantees that I has an inverse defmed on [O,b 2 ].

. In general, a function is not monotonic throughout the interval on which
it is defmed. Theorem 1 shows that the turning points of I divide the domain of
I into subintervals on each of which I is monotonic and invertible.
Solved Exercises
6. Letl(x)=x s +x.

(a) Show that I has an inverse on [-2,2]. What is the domain of this
inverse?
(b) Show thatfhas an inverse un (-00,00).

(c) What is F l (2)?
(d) Numerically calculate

r (3) to two decimal places of accuracy.
l

7. Find intervals on which I(x) =

X

S

-

x is invertible.

8. Show that, if n is odd, I(x) = x n is invertible on (-co, co). What is the domain of the inverse function?
9. Discuss the invertibility of f(x)

=

x n for n even.

Exercises

6. Show that I(x) = _x 3
main of the inverse?

2x + 1 is invertible on [-1,2]. What is the do-

-

7. (a) Show that f(x) = x 3
main of the inverse?

-

2x + 1 is invertible on [2,4]. What is the do-

DIFFERENTIATING INVERSE FUNCTIONS
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(b) Find the largest possible intervals on whichfis invertible.

8. Find the largest possible intervals on which I(x) = 1/(x 2

-

1) is invertible.

Sketch the graphs of the inverse functions.

9. Show that /(x) = tx 3

-

x is not invertible on any open interval con·

taining 1.
10. Let/(x) =x s +x.

(a) Find F 1(246).
(b) Findr1(4), correct to at leasttwo decimal places using a calculator.

Differentiating Inverse Functions
Even though the inverse function F1(y) is defined somewhat abstractly, there is
a simple formula for its derivative. To motivate the formula we proceed as
follows. First of all, note that if I is the linear function l(x) = mx + b, then
r\y) = (l/m)y - (bjm) (see Solved Exercise 1), so [/(X) = m, and (l-l),(y) =
11m, the reciprocal. We can express this by dxjdy = l/(dyjdx).*
y

= f( x) y = mx + b
x

Y1

~I---------"~

1

b

m

m

x = -y - •

~f-l(y)

~Yo.xo)

y

Fig. 8-6 Flipping the graphs preserves tangency.

Next, examine Fig. 8-6, where we have flipped the graph of f and its tangent line y = mx + b in the drawing on the left to obtain the graph of r 1
together with the line x = r1{y) = (Ylm) - (blm) in the drawing on the right.
Since the line is tangent to the curve on the left, and flipping the drawing should
preserve this tangency, the line x = (l/m)y - (blm) ought to be the tangent line
to x = r1(y) at (Yo,xo), and its slope 11m should be the derivative cr1)'(yo).
Since m = f'(xo), we conclude that

.. A~ usual in cal~ulus, we use the Leibniz notation 'dy/dx for f'(x)', when y

= f(x).
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f r 1 )'(y

v

0

) __
I_
- f'(xo)

Since the expression if-I)' is awkward, we sometimes revert to the notation
g(y) for the inverse function and write

Notice that although dYldx is not an ordinary fraction, the rule

dx
1
dy = dYldx
is valid.

Theorem 2 Suppose that f'(x) > 0 or f' (x) < 0 for all x in an open interval! containing Xo. so that by Theorem 1 there is an inverse function g to
f, defined on an open interval containing f(xo) = Yo, with g(yo) = xo.
Then g is differentiable at Yo and

Proof We will consider the case f'(x) > O. The case f'(x)
similar (in fact, one may deduce the case ['

<

< 0 is entirely

0 from the case ['

> 0 by

considering -t).
From Theorem 1, f is increasing on! and the domain of g is an open
interval J. The graphs of typical f and g are drawn in Fig. 8-7, which you
should consult while following the proof.
Let x = 1(y) be a line through (Yo,g(yo» = (Yo. xo) (Fig. 8-7) with
slope m > Ilf'(xo) > 6. We will prove that 1 overtakes g at Yo. We may
write l(y) = my + b, so l(yo) = xo. Defme lex) = (xlm):- (blm) which is
the inverse function of l(y). The line y = lex) passes through (xo,/(xo»
and has slope 11m <f'(xo).
By defmition of the derivative, i is overtaken by f at xo. This means
that there is an interval I containing Xo such that

f(x»i(x)

ifxisin!l,x>xo

f(x) <i(x)

if x is in I}, x <xo

and

DIFFERENTIATING INVERSE FUNCTIONS
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x

y

I

•
I

•

y

J

Fig. 8-7 Illustrating the proof of the inverse function theorem.

Let J 1 be the corresponding y interval, an open interval containing
Yo (see Theorem 1). Since I is increasing, x> Xo corresponds to y > Yo if
y = 1(X), and likewise x < Xo corresponds to y <Yo·
Now let y be in Ji> Y > Yo, and lety = I(x) so x >xo and x is inl1 •
Hence

x b
f(x»l(x) = - - -

m m

Since y
y

= I(x) and x = g(y), this becomes
>gCY)_.!!m
m

i.e.,

iCY) = my + b > g(y)
since m

> O. Similarly, one shows that if y <Yo, and y is in I,

iCY) <g(y)
Hence 1 overtakesg at Yo, which proves what we promised.
A similar argument shows that a line with slope m < 1/1'(xo) is overtaken by g at Yo. Thus, by definition of the derivative, g is differentiable at
Yo, and its derivative there is l/i'(xo) as required.
Worked Example 4 Use the inverse function rule to compute the derivative of
Evaluate the derivative at x = 2.

.vx.
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Solution Let us write g(y) =
Since ['(x) = 2x,
,

1

1

V;. This is the inverse function to [ex) = x z •

g 0') = f'(g(y» = 2g(y) =

1

z:;;r;

so (d/dy)..jy = I/(2..jy). We may substitute any letter for y in this result, including x, so we get the formula
d
1
-~=

dx

2..JX

When x = 2, the derivative is 1/(2V2).
Generalizing this example, we can show that if [(x) = x r , r a rational
number, then

['(x)

=,.x-I

(First consider the case where Ilr is an integer.)
Solved Exercises

10. Verify the inverse function rule for y = (ax + b )/(cx + cl) by finding dy/dx
and dx/dy directly. (See Solved Exercise 2.)
11. If [(x) = x 3 + 2x + 1, show that [has an inverse on [0,2]. Find the derivative of the inverse function at y = 4.
12. Give an example of a differentiable increasing function [(x) on (-00,00)
which has an inverse g(y), but such that g is not differentiable at y = O.
13. Check the self-consistency of the inverse function theorem in this sense:
if it is applied to the inverse of the inverse function, we recover something
vie know to be true.
Exercises

11. Lety = x 3 + 2. Find dx/dy wheny = 3.
12. !f[(x) =x s +x,fmd the derivative of the inverse function wheny = 34.
13. Find the derivative of -?IX on 1= (0,00).
14. For each function fbelow, find the derivative of the inverse function g at
the points indicated:
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(a) I(x) = 3x + 5; rmdg'(2),g'(t).

+ x 3 + 2x; Imd g'(O),g'(4).
(c) f(x) = fzx 3 - X on [-1, IJ ; fmd g'(o), g'd~).
(b) [(x) =

X

S

15. Carry out the details of the proof of Theorem 2 in the case m
[Hint: First consider the case m> 0.]

< l/t'(xo).

Composition of Functions
The idea behind the defmition of composition of functions is that one variable
depends on another through an intermediate one.
Definition Let f and g be functions with domains Df and Dg . Let D be
the set consisting of those x in Dg for which g(x) belongs to Df. For x in
D, we can evaluate f(g(x», and we call the rcsult hex). Thc resulting function hex) = f(g(x», with domain D, is called the composition of fandg.
It is often denoted by [og.
Worked Example 5 If f(u)

= u 3 + 2 and g(x) = R+T, what is h =[ og?

Solution We calculate hex) = [(sex»~ by writing u
feu). We get u =
and

R+T

= g(x) and substituting in

hex) = feu) = u 3 + 2 = (YX 2 + If + 2 = (x 2 + 1)3/2 + 2
Since each of[and g is defmed for all numbers, the domain D of h is ( -co, 00).
Solved Exercises
14. Letg(x)=x+ 1 andf(u)=u 2 .Findf-gandg f.
o

15. Let hex) =x 24 + 3X 12 + 1. Write hex) as a composite functionf(g(x».

16. Letf(x)=x -landg(x)=~
(a) What are the domainsDfandDg ?
(b) Find fog and g of. What are their domains?
(c) Find ifog)(2) and (g 0/)(2).
(d) Sketch graphs off, g, f •g, and g of.
17. Let i be the identity function i(x)
any function f.

= x. Show that i of = f

and f i
0

=f

for
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Exercises

16. Findfog andg ofin each of the following cases.

(a) g(x)=x 3 ; f(x)=Vx-2
(b) g(x)

= x' ;

f(x)

=XS

(r, s rational)

(c) g(x) = 1/{1 - x); f(x)

= t - Y3X

(d) g(x) = (3x - 2)/(4x + 1); f(x) = (2x -7)/(9x + 3)
17. Write the following as compositions of simpler functions:

(a) h(x) = 4x 2/(X 2 -1)
(b) h(r) = (r 2 + 6r+ 9)3/2 + (l/vr2 + 6r+ 9)

(c) h(u) = ..j{1 - u){(l + u)

r

r

18. Show that the inverse 1 of any function [satisfies f .
where i is the identity function of Solved Exercise 17.

1

= i and

r

1

•

f=

i,

The Chain Rule

Theorem 3 Chain Rule. Suppose that g is differentiable at Xo and that f is
differentiable at g(x 0)' Then fog is differentiable at x 0 and its derivative
there is f'(g(xo» •g'(xo).

As with the algebraic rules of differentiation, to prove the chain rule, we
reduce the problem to one about rapidly vanishing functions (See Chapter 3).
Write Yo = g(xo) and

where r(y) is rapidly vanishing at Yo. Sety = g(x) in this formula to get
f(g(x»

= f(g(xo» + ['(g(xo})(g(x) -g(xo» + r(g(x»

Suppose we knew that r(g(x» vanished rapidly at xo. Then we could differentiate the right-hand side With respect to x at x = Xo to obtain what we want
(using the sum rule, the constant multiple rule, and the fact that the derivative
of a constant is zero). In other words, the proof of Theorem 3 is reduced to the
following result.

THE CHAIN RULE
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Lemma Let r(y) be rapidly vanishing at Yo and suppose that g(x) is differentiable at x 0, where Yo = g(x 0). Then r(g(x)) is rapidly vanishing at x o.
Proof We will use the characterization of rapidly vanishing functions
given by Theorem 1 of Chapter 3. First of all, we have r(g(xo)) = r(yo) =
0, since r vanishes at Yo. Now, given any number e > 0, we must fmd an
open interval I about Xo such that, for all x in I with x ::1= xo, we have
Ir(g(x) I < e Ix - xo I.
Pick a number M such that M > Ig'(xo) I. Since r vanishes rapidly at
Yo and elM is a positive number, there is an open interval J about Yo such
that, for ally in J withy +Yo, we have Ir(y) 1< (ej.M) !y -Yo I.
Next, let I be an open interval about Xo such that, for x ::1= Xo in I,
we have Ig(x) - g(xo) I<Mix -Xo I. Such an interval exists because -M <
g'(xo) < M. (See Fig. 8-8.) By making I sufficiently small (see Solved
Exercise 19), we can be sure that g(x) is in J for all x in I.
y

Slope -M

x

Fig. 8-8 The graph y =
g(x) lies in the "bow-tie"
region for x in 1.

Finally, let x E I,x ::I=xo_ To show that Ir(g(x)) I < fix -xol, we
consider separately the cases g(x)::I=Yo andg(x) = Yo- In the first case, we
have

In the second case, r(g(x)) = 0 and elx - xol > 0, so we are done.

Worked Example 6 Verify the chain rule for feu) = u 2 and g(x) = x 3 + 1.
Solution Let hex) = f(g(x)) = [g(x)] 2 = (x 3 + 1)2 = x 6 + 2,x3 + 1. Thus
h'(x) = 6x S + 6x 2 _ On the other hand, since f'(u) = 2u and g'(x) = 3x2 ,
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f'(g(x»· g'(X)

= (2· (x 3 + 1»

3x 2 = 6x 5 + 6x 2

Hence the chain rule is verified in this case.

Solved Exercises

18. Show that the rule for differentiating l/g(x) follows from that for l/x and
the chain rule.
19. How should we choose I in the proof of the lemma so that g(x) is in J for
all x in I?

Exercises

19. Supposefis differentiable on (a,b) with!'(x) > 0 for all x, andg isdifferentiable on (c, d) with g'(x) < 0 for x in (c, d). Let (c, d) be the image set off,
so g of is defmed. Show that g of has an inverse and calculate the derivative
of the inverse.
20. Let f, g, h all be differentiable. State a theorem concerning the differentiability of k(x) = h(g(f(x))). Think of a specific example where you would
apply this result.
21. Prove that

:x

[f(x)jT = r [f(x)]'-l f'(x)(rational power of a function rule).

Problems for Chapter 8

_

1. Prove that, iff is continuous and increasing (or decreasing) on an open interval I, then the inverse function /-1 i:i continuous as well.

2. Let [ be differentiable on an open interval I. Assume!' is continuous and
f'(xo)=1= O. Prove that, on an interval about Xo. f has a differentiable inverse g.
3. Suppose that f is differentiable on an open interval I and that!, is continuous. Assume ['(x) =1= 0 for all x in I. Prove [has an inverse which is differentiable.
4. Let f(n) (x) = fo ... of (n times). Express [(n)'(O) in terms of ['(OHf
[(0) = O.

5. Show that the inverse function rule can be derived from the chain rule if
you assume that the inverse function is differentiable (use the relation

r {f(x»
1

= x).
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6. Letf(x) x 3 - 3x + 7.
(a) Find an interval containing zero on which [is invertible. Denote the inverse by g.

(b) What is the domain of g?
(c) Calculateg'(7).
7. Let/(x) = (ax -I- b)/(cx -I-d), and letg(x) = (rx -I- s)/(rx -I- u).

(a) Show that f 0g and g of are both of the form (kx + l)/(mx + n) for some
k, I, m, and n.
(b) Under what conditions on a, b, c, d, r, s, t, u doesf 0g = go f?
8. If fis a given differentiable function and g(x) = f(.J;) , what isg'(x)?
9. Iff is differentiable and ~as an inverse, andg(x) = f-l(~, what isg'(x)?
10. Find a formula for the second derivative of fog in terms of the flrst and
second derivatives of f and g.
11. Find a formula for the second derivative of g(y) if g(y) is the inverse function of [(x).

12. Derive a formula for differentiating the composition f1
functions.

0

f2 •...

0

fn of n

9

The Trigonometric Functions

The theory of the trigonometric functions depends upon the notion of arc
length on a circle, in terms of which radian measure is defmed. It is possible to
develop this theory from scratch, using the integral Gust as for the logarithm),
but intuition is sacrificed in this approach. At the expense of some rigor, we
shall take for granted the properties of arc lengths of circular arcs and the attendant properties of 1T and the trigonometric functions.

The Derivative of sin (J and cos (J
We recall that if an arc length () is measured along the unit circle in the x,y plane
counterclockwise from (1,0) to a point P, then the coordinates of P are (cos (),
sin 8). (See Fig. 9-1.) The measure of the angle swept out is 8 radians. The graphs
of sin 8 and cos8 are shown in Fig. 9-2.
y

x

Fig. 9-1 The definition of

eos8 and sin 8.

The key to differentiating the trigonometric functions is the following
lemma.
Lemma For -1[/2 < 8

< 1T/2, 8::1= 0, we have

()2
sin ()
1--<cos8 < - < 1

2

()

Proof Refer to Fig. 9-3. Observe that for 0 < fJ < n/2,
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y

8

(a) y = sin (I

(b) y = cos 9

Fig.9-2 Graphs of sine and cosine.

y

0

x

Fig. 9-3 Geometry used
to determine sin' (0).

area t,OCB =

t lOCI· lAB I = t sin e

and
area t,OCB < area sector OCB

=t e

area sector OCB < area t,OCD

= t IOC I·

and

t

ICD I = tan e.
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Thus,
sine < 1 and

e

e < sine

cose

and so
sinO

cose <-0- < 1
This inequality also holds for e < 0, since cos 0 and (sin 0)/0 are both unchanged if is replaced by
Using the identity cos 0 = 1 - 2 sin2 (e /2), we get cos 0 > 1 2
(e /2) and hence the lemma.

e

-e.

Theorem 1 We have
sin'(O) = 1
and

cos/CO) = 0

Proof For m > 1 we have
sinO<l<m

e

and so
sin e < me if 0 > 0
and
sin e > me if e < 0
Le., for m > 1, the liney = me (in the e,Y plane) overtakesy = sine at

e =0.

Since 1 - (e 2 /2) is continuous and equals 1 at
is an interval I about 0 such that 1 - (e 2/2) > m if

e=

0, if m

eEl. Thus

eEl

and·

e> 0

implies sin e> me

8 E I and

e< 0

implies sin e < m8

< 1, there

and

Le., for m < 1 the line y = m e is overtaken by y
definition of the derivative (Chapter 1), sin'(0) = 1.

= sin e. Therefore, by
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Rewriting the inequality 1 - «()2/2) < cos () < 1 as -(j2 /2 < cos fJ 1 < 0 and arguing in a similar manner, we get cos' (0) = o.
The formulas for the derivatives of sin () and cose at a general point
follow from the addition formulas and the chain rule:
sin fJ = sin [fJ 0 + (fJ - fJ o)]
= sin (} 0 cos «(} - (} 0) + cos. 80 sin «(}

- (} 0)

By the chain rule and Theorem 1, the right-hand side is differentiable in 8 at (}
8 0 with derivative
sin eo cos'(O) + cos e0 sin'CO)

=

= cos fJ 0

Thus
sin'()o = cos()o

In a similar way one shows that cos' fJ o = -sin fJ o• We have proved the following
result.

Theorem 2 sin () and cos (} are differentiable functions of e with
sin' f}

= cos fJ,

cos' (J

= -sin (}

The rules of calculus now enable one to differentiate ,expressions involving
sin () and cos () ,

Worked Example 1 Differentiate (sin 3x)/(1 + cos2 x).
Solution By the chain rule,

:x

sin 3x

= 3 cos 3x

So, by the quotient rule,
sin3x
dx 1 + cos2 X
d

= (l + cos 2 x)· 3 cos3x -

sin 3x' 2 cosx(-sinx)
(l + cos 2 X)2

= 3 cos 3 x(1

+ cos2 x) + 2 cosx sin x • sin 3x
(1 + cos2 X)2
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Now that we lmow how to differentiate the sine and cosine functions, we
can differentiate the remaining trigonometric functions by using the rules of calculus. For example, the quotient rule gives:

--!L tan e =

cos 0 (d/dO)sin 0 - sin 0 (d/dO) cos 0
cos2 0
cos e. cos e + sin e. sin e
=
cos2 e

dO

1
20
=--=see
eos2 e
In a similar way, we see that
d

dO cot 0 = -cse2 0
Writing esc () = 1/sin () we get
esc' e = (-sin' 8)/(sin2 8) = (-cos 8)/(sin 2 8) = -cot () csc ()
and similarly
sec' e = tan esec e
Worked Example 2 Differentiate cse x tan 2x.
Solution Using the product rule and the chain rule,

:x

esc x tan 2x =

(d~ escx) (tan 2x) + escx

(:x

tan 2x)

= -cot x • escx· tan 2x + cscx· 2· sec 2 2x
= 2 cscx sec 2 2x - cot x • cscx· tan 2x
Solved Exercises*

1. Differentiate:
(a) sin x cosx

(b) (tan 3x)/(1

2. Differentiate/Ce) = sin (V3e

2

T

sin' x)

+ 1).

3. Discuss maxima, minima, concavity, and points of inflection for f(x)
sin 2x. Sketch its graph.
*Solutions appear in the Appendix.

=
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Exercises
1. Show that (d/dO) cos 0

== -sin 8 can be derived from (d/df)) sin () == cos e by

using cos f) == sin (1T/2 - f) and the chain rule.
2. Differentiate:
(a) sin2 x

(b) tan (8 + 1/8)

(c) (4t 3 + 1) sin vt

(d) esc t· sec 2 3t

3. Discuss maxima, minima, concavity, and points of inflection for y ==
cos2x -1.

The Inverse Trigonometric Functions
In Chapter 8 we discussed the general concept of the inverse of a function and
developed a formula for differentiating the inverse. Recall that this formula is
d /-1 (v)
dy

1

= (d/dx)f(x)

where y =[(x).
To apply these ideas to the sine function, we begin by using Theorem 1 (of
Chapter 8) to locate an interval on which sinx has an inverse. Since sin' x ==
cosx > 0 on (-1T/2;IT/2), sinx is increasing on this interval, so sinx has an in·
verse on the interval [-1T/2, 1T/2]. The inverse is denoted sin-l y.* We obtain the
graph of sin -1. Y by interchanging the x and y coordinates. (See Fig. 9-4.)
x

y

x

= sin-

1

y

y=:::.in,ll

x

y

Fig. 9-4 The sine func·
tion and its inverse.

* Although the notation sin 2 y is commonly used to mean (siny)2, sin-1 y does not mean
(sinyfl = l/siny. Sometimes the notation aresin y is used for the inverse sine function to
avoid confusion.
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The values of sin-I y may be obtained from a table for sin x . (Many pocket
calculators can evaluate the inverse trigonometric functions as well as the trigonometric functions.)

Worked Example 3 Calculate sin-1 I, sin-1 0, sin-1 (-1), sin-1 (-}), and
sin-1 (0.342).
Solution Since sin.,,/2 ="1, sin-1 1 =.,,/2. Similarly, sin-1 0 =0, sin-t(-I) =
-n/2. Also, sin(-n/6) =
so sin-1
= -1T/6. Using.a calculator, we find
0
sin -1 (0.342) = 20 •
.

-t,

(-t)

We could have used any other interval on which sinx has an inverse, such
as [n/2,3n/2] , to defme an inverse sine function; had we done so, the function
obtained would have been different. The choice [-1T/2, 1T/2] is standard and is
the most convenient.
Let us now calculate the derivative of sin-1 y. By the formula for the derivative of an inverse,
d
dy

.-1

-SIn

1
y- (d/dx}sinx

1
=-cosx

where y = sin x . However, cos 2 x + sin 2 x = 1, so cosx =..j 1 - y2. (The negative
root does not occur since cosx is positive on (-n/2, n/2).)
Thus

Notice that the derivative of sin-1 y is not defmed at y = ±l but is "infmite"
there. This is consistent with the appearance of the graph in Fig. 9-4.

Worked Example 4 Differentiate h(y) = sin-1 (3y 2).
Solution From the chain rule, with u = 3y 2,

Worked Example 5 Differentiatef(x) = x sin-1 (2x).
Solution Here we are using x for the variable name. Of course we can use any
letter we please. By the product and chain rules,

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 9
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It is interesting to observe that, while sin-1 y is defmed in terms of trigonometric functions, its derivative is an algebraic function, even though the derivatives of the trigonometric functions themselves are still trigonometric.
Solved Exercises

4. (a) Calculate sin-1 (t), sin-1 (--v3/2), and sin-1 (2).
(b) Simplify tan (sin-1 x).
5. Calculate (d/dx)(sin-1 2x)312.
6. Differentiate

sin-I

("\.11 _x 2 ), 0 <x < 1. Discuss.

Exercises

4. Wh~t are sin -1 (0.3), sin-1 (2/.v3), sin-I (t), sin -1 (-1T), and sin -1 (1/V3)?
5. Differentiate the indicated functions:

(a) (x 2 -1) sin-1 (x 2 )

(b) (sin-1 X)2

(c) sin-1 [t/(t+ 1)] (domain =?)
6. What are the maxima, minima, and inflection points of f(x) = sin -1 x?

7. Show that cosx on (0, 1T) has an inverse cos-1 x and
d
-1
1
-cos
x=dx
../1 _x2

8. Show that tan-1 x is defined for all x, takes values between -1T/2 and 1T/2,
and
d
-1
1
-tan
x = - -2
dx
1 +x

Problems for Chapter 9

_

1. Differentiate each of the following functions:

=..j;"+ cos 3x
[(x) = (sin-1 3x)/(x 2 + 2)

(a) f(x)

=..; cosx
[(x) = (x 2 cos-1 X + tanx)3/2

(b) f(x)

(c)
(d)
2
(e) [(0) = cot -1 (sin (;I + ../ cos 38 + ( 2)
(f) [(r) = (r 2 + ~)/(r sinr)

2. Differentiate sec [sin -1 (y - 2)] by (a) simplifying first and (b) using the

chain rule right away.
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3. (a) What is the domain of cos-1 (x 2
1

(b) Sketch the graph of cos- (x

4. Show that [(x)

2

-

-

3)? Differentiate.

3).

= secx satisfies the equation [" + f -

2[3

= O.

5. Is the following correct: (d/dx) cos-1 x = (-l)(cos""2 x)[(d/dx) cosx]?
6. Find a function [(x) which is differentiable and increasing for all x, yet
[(x) < TT/2 for all x.
7. Find the inflection points of f(x) = cos2 3x.
8. Where iSf(x) = x sin x + 2 cosx concave upward? Concave downward?
9. Prove that y = tan -1 x has an inflection point at x = O.
10. A child is whirling a stone on a string 0.5 meter long in a vertical circle at 5
revolutions per second. The sun is Shining direCtly overhead. What is the
velocity of the stone's shadow when the stone is at the 10 o'clock position?
1 L Prove that f(x) = x - I - cosx is increasing on [0,00). What inequality can

you deduce?

10

The Exponential and
Logarithm Functions

Some texts define

ex

to be the inverse of the function Inx

=

If

l/tdt. This

approach enables one to give a quick definition of if and to overcome a number
of technical difficulties, but it is an unnatural way to defme exponentiation.
Here we give a complete account of how to defme eXPb (x) = bX as a continuation of rational exponentiation. We prove that eXPb is differentiable and show
how to introduce the number e.

Powers of a Number
If n is a positive integer and b is a real number, the power bn is defined as the
product of b with itself n times:
b n = b • b •...• b (n times)

If b is unequal to 0, so is b n , and we define

_1. 1. (n
b -n -..!..
-bn-b "'b

tun·es)

.

We also set

If b is positive, we defme b 1f2 = Vb, b 1 / 3 = fib, etc., since we know how to
take roots of numbers. Recall that {fb is the unique positive number such that
({fli)n = b; i.e., {fY is the inverse function of x n . Formally, for n a positive integer, we defme
b 1/ n = {fli (the positive nth root of b)

and we defme
1
b-1/ n - - 1/n
- b

123
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Worked Example 1 .Express 9-112 and 625-1/4 as fractions.

t and 625-

114

Solution 9-1/2 = 1/9 112 = 1/-J9 =

= l/~ 625 =

t·

Worked Example 2 Show that, if we assume the rule bX+ Y = bX!JY, we are
forced to defme bO = 1 and b-x = l/bx .
Solution If we set x = 1 and y = 0, we get b 1+ 0 = b l • bO, i.e., b = b • bO so
bO = 1. Next, if we set y = -x, we get bX- x = bXb-x , Le., 1 = bO = bXb-x , so
b -x = l/if. (Notice that this is an argument for defining b O, b -1/ n , and b -}1 the
way we did. It does not prove it. Once powers are defmed, and only then, can
we claim that rules like bX+Y = bX!JY are true.)
Finally, if r is a rational number, we derme b' by expressing r as a quotient min of positive integers and deftning
b r = (bm)l/n

We leave it to the reader (Exercise 8) to verify that the result is independent of
the way in which r is expressed as a quotient of integers. Note that b m / n is
always positive, even if m or n is negative.
Thus the laws of exponents,

bnb m = b n+m and b11 lb m
(bn)m = b 11m
(bc)n = b nc11

= b11 - m

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

which are easily seen for integer powers from the defmition of power, may now
be extended to rational powers.
Worked Example 3 Prove (i) for rational exponents, namely,

(i')
Solution From (iii) we get

By (ii) this equals

«bm1/111 )111)n2«bm2/n2 )n2)111
By defmition of b m / n , we have (bm/nt = b m ,so the preceding expression is
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again by (ii), which equals

by (i).
Hence

so

By the defInition b m / n = (b~)l/n, this equ~s

as required.
Similarly, we can prove (ii) and (iii) for rational exponents:

(bml/nl)m2/n2

=b

ml

m2/n 1 n2

(bc)m/n = bm/ncm / n

(it)
(iii')

Worked Example 4 Simplify (X 2 / 3 (X""S/2»8/3.

Worked Example 5 If b
that bP <bq •

> 1 and p and Q are rational numbers with p < q, prove

Solution By the laws of exponents, bq/~ = b q- P • Let z = q - p > O. We shall
show that bZ > 1, so bq /b P > 1 and thus b q > bP .
Suppose that z = min. Then bZ = (b m )l/n . However, b m = b • b •...• b
(m times) > 1 since b > 1, and (b m )l/n > 1 since b m > 1. (The nth root cl/ n of
a number c > 1 is also greater than 1, since, if c 1/n ~ 1, then (c11n)n = c ~ 1
also.) Thus bZ > 1 if z > 0, and the solution is complete.
As a consequence, we can say that if b ~ 1 and p ~ q, then bP ~ bq •

Solved Exercises*

1. Find 8-3 / 2 and 81 / 2 •
*Solutions appear in the Appendix.
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2. Find 9 3 / 2 •
3. Simplify(x 2 / 3 )Sl2jx 1l4 •

4. Verify (ii) if either p or q is zero.

Exercises
1. Simplify by writing with rational exponents:

[~ab3
[ y'b

(a)

J6
J

r-pj;9-=a~3b=-9

(b)
3

{fa 6 b 6

2. Factor (i.e., write in the form (X' ± yb)(xc ± yd), a, b, c, d rational numbers):

(a) x

-VXY- 2y

(c) ~ xy2 + ~ yx 2 + x +y

(b) x-y
(d) x - 2VX - 8

(e) x+2~+3
3. Solve for x:
(a)

lOX

(b) SX

= 0.001
x
(c) 2 =0

=1

(d) x-20-3=0 (factor)

4. Do the follOWing defme the same function on (a) (-1,1), (b) (0,3)?
flex)

l 2
=X /

f2(X)=@

h(x) =

(yrx)2

(which, if any, are the same?)

S. Based on the laws of exponents which we want to hold true, what would be
your choice for the value of 0°? Discuss.

6. Using rational exponents and the laws of exponents, verify the following
root formulas.

(a)

{j <rx=a~

(b)

a{j xrb = {IT

7. Find all real numbers x which satisfy the following inequalities.
(a)

X l / 3 >X 1l2

(c) x 1 /p

>

(b)xl/2>xl/3

x 1 / q , p, q positive odd integers, p

>q

(d) x 1/q >x1/p,p, q positive odd integers,p >q
8. Suppose that b > 0 and thatp = mLn = m'jn'. Show, using the definition of
rational powers, that b mln = b m'In'; i.·e., bP is unambiguously defined.

THE FUNCTION f(x)

= bX
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The Function f(x} - b X
Having defmed f(x) = b X if x is rational, we wish to extend th~ defmition to
allow x to range through all real numbers. If we take, for example, b = 2 and
compute some values, we get:

n

2x

-~

-2

0.25 0.354 ...

-1

1
2

0.5

0.707...

0

1

2

1

1 1.414... 2

'2

3

2

2.828 ...

4

These values may be plotted to get an impression of the graph (Fig. 10-1). It
seems natural to conjecture that the graph can be filled in with a smooth curve,
Le .• that bX makes sense for all x.

y
4

•

3

•

2

•

• • • •
-2

-1

0

•
2

x

Fig. 10-1 The plot of some points (x, 2X ) for rational x.

To calculate a number like 1'..(3, we should be able to take a decimal
approximation to ..J3 ~ 1.732050808 ..., say, 1.7320, calculate the rational
power 21.7320 = 217320/10000, and hope to get an approximation to 2..[3. Experimentally, this leads to reasonable data. On a calculator, one fmds the following:
x
1

1.7
1.73
1.732
1.73205
1.7320508
1.732050808

2
3.24900958
3.31727818
3.32188010
3.32199523
3.32199707
3.32199708
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The values of '2:" as x gets closer to ..J3 seem to be converging to some
defmite number. By doing more and more calculations, we could approximate
this number to as high a degree of accuracy as we wished. We thus have a method
for genera~ the decimal expansion of a number which could be called 2if3..
To defme 2 3 and other irrational powers, we shall use the transition idea.
Let b be positive and let x be irrational. Let A be the set of all real numbers a which are less than or equal to 1JP , where p is some rational number and
p < x. Similarly, let B be the set of nUIn bers {3 ~ b q where q is some rational
number and q > x (Fig. 10-2).
Fig. 10-2 Powers of 2
with rational exponents
less than .J3 go into set
A (along with all numbers
less than such powers) ~nd

21.732
\

2 ..;3

21.8

-1-

~

~ffffffllfffffffff:

A

B

all powers of 2 with rational exponents larger
than v'3 go into set B
(along with all numbers
larger than such powers).

Theorem 1 There is exactly one transition point from A to B if b > 1
(and from B to A if 0 < b < 1). This transition point is called bX (if b = 1,
we define IX = 1 for all x).
The function bX so obtained is a continuous function ofx.
The proof is given in the next two sections. (JIe shall assume it for now.)
There we shall also show that the laws of exponents for rational numbers remain
true for arbitrary real exponents. A specific case follows.

Worked Example 6 Simplify (-J (3 1T ))(3-1T/4 ).
Solution

....;yr 3-1T/4 = (31T)1/23-1T/4 = 3(1T/2)-(1T/4) = 3 1T / 4 .

Sometimes the notation eXPb x is used for bX , exp standing for "exponential." One reason for this is typographical: an expression like

THE FUNCTION f(x) = b

X
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is easier on the eyes and on the printer than b(x /2)+3x. Another reason is
mathematical: when we write eXPb x, we indicate that we are thinking of b X as a

function ofx.

We saw in Worked Example 5 that, for b > 1 and p and q rational with p <
q we had bP < b q . We can prove the same thing for real exponents: if x <y, we
can choose rational numbers, p and q, such that x < p < q < y . By the definition
of b X and lJY as transitIon points, we must have bX ~ bP and b q ~ lY' , so b X ~
bP < b q ~ lJY, and thus bX < lJY .
In functional notation, if b > 1, we have eXPb x < eXPb y whenever x <y;
in the language of Chapter 5, eXPb is an increasing function. Similarly, if 0 <
b < 1, eXPb is a decreasing function.
It follows from Theorem 1 of Chapter 8 that for b > 1, bX has a unique inverse function with domain (0,00) and range (~, 00). This function is denoted
X
10gb. Thus x = 10gb Y is the number such that b =y.

Worked Example 7 Find 10g3 9, loglo (1 Cf), and log9 3.
Solution Let x = log3 9. Then 3x = 9. Since JZ
10g1o Hf is a and log9 3 = since 9112 = 3.

t

= 9, x

must be 2. Similarly,

The graph of logbx for b > 1 is sketched in Fig. 10-3 and is obtained by
flipping over the graph of exp b x along the diagonal y = x. As usual with inverse
functions, the label y in 10gb y is only temporary to stress the fact that 10gb y is
the inverse of y = eXPb x. From now on we shall usually use the variable name
x and write 10gb x.

y

/
/
/
/

/
/

/

/
/

/
/
/
/

/
/
/

/

x

Fig. 10-3 The graphs of
y = eXPbx and y = 10gb x
compared.

Notice that for b > 1, 10gb x is increasing. If b < 1, eXPb x is decreasing
and so is 10gb x. However, while' eXPb x is always positive, 10gb x can be either
positive or negative.
From the laws of exponents we can read off corresponding laws for
10gb x:
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10gb (xy)

= 10gb x + 10gb Y and loU ( ; ) = 10gb x

-10gb Y

10gb (xY ) = Y 10gb x

(i)
(li)

10gb x = 10gb (c) 10~ (x)

(iii)

For instance, to prove (i), we remember that 10gb x is the number such
that eXPb (logb x) = x. So we must check that
eXPb (logb x + 10gbY) = eXPb (lo~ xy).
But the left-hand side is eXPb (logb x) eXPb (logb y) = xy as is the right-hand
side. The other laws are proved in the same way.

Solved Exercises
5. How is the graph of eXPI/b x related to that of eXPb x?
6. Simplify: (2.J'3 + T..f3)(2..f3 - 2-.J'3).

7. Match the graphs and functions in Fig. 10-4.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 10-4 Match the graphs and functions:
(a)

(c)

y

= x..fi

Y=(V3l

(b) y
X

(d)

= x 1 /...J3

y=(l/y3jx

8. Find 10g2 4, 1083 81 and 10810 0.01.
9. (a) Simplify 10gb (b 2x /2b)
(b) Solve for x: 10g2 x

= 10g2 5 + 3log2 3.
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Exercises

.

.

9. SlTIlpllfy:

(V3Y - (..Ji).J5
4r::;;"

V 311' +2 v

15/4
.;J

10. Give the domains and ranges of the following functions and graph them:

(a) y

= 2(x

2
)

(b) y

= 2$

(c) y

= 2 1/ x

11. Graph y = 3 x + 2 by "shifting" the graph of y = 3x two units to the left.
Graph y = 9(3X ) by "stretching" the graph of y = 3x by a factor of 9 in the
y-axis direction. Compare the two results. In general, how does shifting the
graph y = 3x by k units to the left compare with stretching the graph by a
factor of 3 k in the y-axis direction?
12. Consider f(x) = (_3)x. For which fractions x isf(x) defined? Not defmeu.?

How might this affect your ability to define [(rr)?
13. Graph the following functions on one set of axes.

(a) [(x) = 2x

(b) g(x) =x 2 + 1

(c) hex) =x + 1

Can you make an estimate of f'(l)?
14. Solve for x:
(a) 10gx5 = 0

(c) 2log;3X + 10g34 = 2

15. Use the definition of logbx to prove:

Convex Functions*
We shall use the following notion of convexity to prove Theorem 1.

Definition Let [(x) be a function defined for every rational [real] x. We
call [convex provided that for every pair of rational [real] numbers Xl
and X2 with Xl ~X2, and rational [real] Awith 0 ~ A ~ 1 we have

.See ''To e Via Convexity" by H. Samelson, Am. Math. Monthly, November 1974, p.1012.
Some valuable remarks were also given us by Peter Renz.
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If ~ can be replaced by < throughout, we say that [is strictly convex.

+ (1

~

A)X:z lies between Xl and X2; for example, if A =
t, Axl + (1 - A)x2 = t(XI + X2) is the midpoint. Thus convexity says that at
any point z between Xl andx2, (z.[(z») lies beneath the chord joining (X 1.[(X d)
to (X2.[(X2». (See Fig. 10-5.) To see this, notice that the equation of the chord
is
Notice that

Axl

= z = M 1 + (l -

Setting x

A)X2' we get

!(X2) - [(Xl))
(AX I + (1 - A)X2 - Xl)
X2 -Xl
= [(Xl) + ([(X2) - [(X1»(l - A)
= 'A[(XI) + (1 - A)[(X2)

y = [(Xl) + (

So the condition in the definition says exactly that [(z) ~ 'Af(x1) + (l - A)[(X2),
the y value of the point on the chord above z.
y

Fig. 10-5 For a convex
function, the chord lies
above the graph.
Theorem 2 If b

> 1, f(x) =

bX defined [or X rational, is (strictly) convex.

Proof First of all, we prove that for X 1 < X 2,

i.e.,

CONVEX FUNCTIONS
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Indeed, this is the same as

Le.,

(Xl + x2)/2, this is indeed true, as bX1 < b(X 1+x 2 )/2 (see
Worked Example 5).
Having taken care of A =
we next assume 0 < A < Proceeding
as above,

Since

Xl

<

t,

t.

is the same as

i.e.,

t,

But if 0 < A < then A< (1 - A), and since Xl < Ax2 + (1 - A)xl, bX1 <
b AX2 + (1- A)X. Hence the inequality is true. If we replace A by (1 - A)
everywhere in this argument we get the desired inequality for < A < 1.

t

One can prove that bX is convex for b < 1 in exactly the same manner.
Note The inequality obtained in Solved Exercise 11 is important and will
be used in what follows.
Solved Exercises

10. (a) Prove thaty =x 2 is strictly convex.
(b) Find a convex function that is not strictly convex.
11. Suppose fis convex and Xl

<X2 <X3.

Show that

Sketch. What if f is strictly convex? Make up a similar inequality of the
formf(x3) ~ something.
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Exercises
°

16 . Iff(x) is twice differentiable on (-00,00) withf"(x) continuous andf"(x) >
0, prove that f is convex. [Hint: Consider g(x) = Vex) + (1 - A)f(x I) f("Ax + (1 - A)xl) and show thatg is increasing, andg(xt) = 0.]

17. Show that f(x) =

Ix I is convex.

Proof of Theorem 1
Let us suppose that b > 1 and that x is a given irrational number (the case b < 1
is dealt with similarly). Let A be the set of a such that a ~ bP , where p is rational and p < x, and let B be the set of {3;;:'" bq , where q is rational and q >x.

Lemma 1 A and B are convex and hence intervals; A
(-co, ao] and B = (1J0, 00) or [1J0, 00) for some ao ~ 1J0.

=

(-QQ, ao) or

Proof Suppose Yl andY2 belong to A, andYl <y <Y2. ThusY2 ~ bP for
some rational p < x. Hence Y ~ 1JP for the same p, so Y belongs to A. This
shows A is convex and, if Y2 belongs to A and Y <Y2. then Y belongs to A.
Hence A = (-00, ao) or (-00,0:0] 'for some number ao.
Similarly, B = (1J0, 00) or [1J0, 00) for some number 1J0.
Either a o < f30 or a o > f30. If ao > f30, then f30 belongs to A so (10 ~
b P for some p < x. This implies that bP belongs to B, so b P ~ bq for some
q > x. But if p < x < q, bP < b q . Thus ao > lJo is impossible, so it must be
that ao ~ {3o, as required.
The next step uses convexity.

Lemma 2 The numbers ao and f30 given in Lemma 1 are equaL

< {3o,the only possibility other than ao = {30 (see
Lemma 1). Pick p and q rational with p <x and q > x. Then bP belongs to
A, so bP .::;;;; 0:0 and similarly bq ~ 1J0. Picking a smaller p and larger q will
insure that bP < ao and bq > {30.
If we choose A such that Ais rational and 0 < (bq - (3o)/(b q - b P ) <
q
A < (b - O:o)!(bq - bP ) < 1, then we will have
Proof Suppose 0:0

PROOF OF THEOREM 1
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(Why is it possible to choose such a A?)
Suppose that Ap + (1 - A)q > x. By Solved Exercise 11 with Xl = p,
X2 = /I.p + (1 - "A)q, andx3 = q, we get
bq bAP+ (1- X)q
lJP ~ bAP+(l-X)q + ( (1 - A)(P - q)
"A(q - p)

Le.,

which is impossible, since AbP + (1 - 'A)bq < 130. Similarly, if ¥J +
(1 - A)q <x, the inequality (also from Solved Exercise 11),

.

tI'

bq~bAp+(l-A)q+

xp+(l-X)q

-b

"A(p -q)

(l-"A)(q-p)

leads to a contradiction. Since A, p, q are rational and x is irrational, we
cannot have /I.p + (1 - "A)q = x. Hence ao < {Jo is impossible.
Lemmas 1 and 2 can be summarized as follows: The sets A and B are as
shown in Fig. 10-6 and the endpoints mayor may not belong to A or B. This
means that ao = 130 is the transition point from A to B. Thus, bX is defmed.
From the construction, note that if p < x < q and p, q are rational, then bP <
bX <bq .

ao = (30

A

1,.---...A-¥--..
)

x

Fig. 10-6 The configuration of A, B, ao, and {30.

Lemma 3 The function bX is increasing (b

> 1).

Proof If Xl < X2 and Xl, X2 are irrational, then pick a rational r with Xl <
r < X2. Then b X1 < b' < bXz (see the comment just before the statement
of the lemma). Ifxt.x2 are rational, see Worked Example 5.

Lemma 4 The laws of exponents hold for bX •
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Proof We prove b X 1JY = bX +Y. The rest are similar.
Assume bXlY > bX+Y , and let € = bXlY - bX+Y . Pick a rational
number r > x + y such that br - bX +Y < € (why is this possible?). Write
r = PI + p,- where PI x and p,- > y. Since the laws of exponents are true
for rationals, we get

>

Hence

which is a contradiction. Similarly, bX 1JY
have equality.

<b

X

+Y is impossible, so we must

Lemma 5 bX is a (strictly) convex function (defined for every real x).

Proof Since we know that bX is increasing and that the laws of exponents
hold, our proof given in Theorem 2 is valid for arbitrary Xt, X,-, and A,
rational or not.

It only remains to prove that bX is continuous. The following might surprise you.

Theorem 3 Any convex function f(x) (defined for all real x) is continuous.
Proof Fix a number Xo and let c > f(xo). Refer to Fig. 10-7 and the defi-

nitions on pp. 54 and 31. Pick XI <xo <X2By convexity,

f(x)

x

Fig. 10-7 The geometry
needed for Theorem 3.
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E2

such that 0 < E2
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< 1 and such that

i.e.,

(if f(x2) - f(xo) < 0, any E2 will do; if f(X2) - f(xo) > 0, we need
E2 < (c - f(xo))/ [f(X2) - f(xo)]). Then if 0 ~ X ~ E2.f(Ax2 + (l - X)xo)
~ V(X2) + (1 - X)f(xo) < c. If Xo ~ x ~ Xo + €2(X2 -xo), we can write
x = Ax2 + (1 - X)xo, where X= (x -XO)/(X2 -xo) ~ €2. Thus

+ €z(xz xo). Similarly, by considering the line
through (xl'/(Xl) and (xo,/(xo)) we can fmd €1 such that ifxo - El(XO Xl) < x < xo, then f(x) < c. If 1= (xo - €l(XO - Xl),xO + €2(X2 - xo)),
then for any x in I.f(x) < c.
If d < f(xo), we can show that if Xl < X < X0 but x is sufficiently
close to x, then f(x) > d by using the inequality
whenever

Xo

<;; x <;

Xo

and an argument like the one just given. The case x > Xo is similar. Thus
there is an open interval! aboutxo such thatf(x) >d if x is in!.
Thus, by the definition of continuous function, f is continuous
atxo·

Solved Exercises

12. Suppose that f(x) is convex, a

< b, and f(a) <f(x) for every x

in (a, b].

Prove that f is increasing on [a, b] .

13. A certain functionf(x) defined on (-00,00) satisfiesf(xy)
real numbers x andy. Show thatf(x) = bX for some b > O.

= (f(y))X [or all

Exercises

18. Give the details of the part of the proof of Theorem 3 dealing with the
case d <f(xo).

19. Prove that if fis strictly convex andfCO)
has at least one real root.

< 0, then the equationf(x) = 0
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20. Suppose that f satisfies f(x + y) = f(x)f(y) for all real numbers x and y.
Suppose that f(x) =1= 0 for some x. Prove the following.

(a) f(O)

=1

(b) f(x). =1= 0 for all x

(c) f(x) > 0 for all x
1
(d) f( -x) = [(x)

Differentiation of the Exponential Function
Now we turn our attention to the differentiability of bX • Again, convexity will
be an important tool.
Theorem 4 If b > 0, then f(x) = bX is differentiable and
f'(x)

= f'(O)f(x),

i.e.,

:x

bX = f'(O)· bX

Proof From the equationf(x) =f(x -xo)f(x o) and the chain rule, all we
need to do is show thatf(x) is differentiable atx = O.
Refer to Fig. 10-8. Let X2 > 0 and consider the Une through (0, I)
and (X2J(X2)), Le.,
y

= 1+

f(x'}.) - 1

X2

•x

= l"},(x)

This line overtakes f(x) at x = O. Indeed, if 0 < x < X2, then f(x) <
l'}.(x) since f is (strictly) convex. If x < 0 <X2, thenf(x) > Z2(X) by Solved
Exercise 11, with Xl , 0,X2 replacingxl'X 2 , andx3.

x,

o

x

Fig. 10-8 The geometry
needed for Theorem 4.
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In exactly the same way, we see that for Xl
through (x 1,1(x 1») and (0, 1) is overtaken by f at x

< 0, the line II passing
= O.

Going back to the definition of derivative in terms of transitions
(Theorem 4, p. 27), we let

A

= the set of slopes of lines II which are overtaken by f at x = a

B

= the set of slopes of lines I? which overtake f

and
at x

=0

Let A = (-00, a) or (-00, O!] and B = ({3,00) or [{3, 00). We know that O! ::;;; {3.
We want to prove. that O! = {3.
Our remarks above on convexity imply that the slope of the line
y = 1 + {[f(X2) - 1] !X2}X belongs to B, i.e.,

Similarly,
f(xd - 1

~--'---::;;;O!

Xl

In particular, setx 1

= -X2 =

-t, where t> O. Then

f(Xl)-1

bt_l b-t_l
=--t

Xl

--

-t

bt + b-t - 2 - b-t (2t 2bt
-- b t
t

T

1)

b-t
=-(b t _ 1)2
t
Now we may use the convexity inequality which tells us thatf(t) <
12 (t) if 0 < t <X2, i.e.,
Le.,
This gives

Suppose that {3 - ex is positive. Then, letting c = ({3 - ex)x2!CbX ,,-

have

-

1), we
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Butg(t) = b-t(bt - 1) is continuous, and g(O)

= O. Thus if t is near enough

to zero we would have b-t (b t - 1) < C, a contradiction. Thus {3 = (\( and so

t' (0) exists.

We still need to fmd f'(O). It would be nice to be able to adjust b so that
f' (0) = 1, for then we would have simply f' (x) = f(x). To be able to keep track
of b,. we revert to the eXPb (x) notation, so Theorem 4 reads as follows:
eXPb (x) = eXPb (O)exPb (x).
Let us start with the base 10 of common logarithms and try to fmd
another base b for which eXPb (0) = 1. By definition of the logarithm,
b = 101oglob (see p. 129)
Therefore

Hence
eXPb (x) = eXPlo(xlog lO b)
Differentiate by using the chain rule:
eXPb (x) = exp~o (x IOg10 b) • lOg10 b

Setx = 0:
eXPb (0) = exp~o (0) • lOglO b
If we pick b so that
exp~o (0) • loglO b = 1

(I)

then we will have eXPb (x) = eXPb (x), as desired. Solving (1) for b, we have
10glO b =

1
, ('0)
eXPIO

That is,

We denote the number eXPIO [1/exp~o (0)] by the letter e. Its numerical value is
. approximately 2.7182818285, and we have
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exp~ (X) = eXPe (x)

Although we started with the arbitrary choice of 10 as a base, it is easy to show
(see Solved Exercise 15) that any initial choice of base leads to 'the same value
for e. Since the base e is so special, we write exp (x) for eXPe (x) = eX.
Logarithms to the base e are called 'natural logarithms. We denote lo~x by
lnx. (The notation logx is generally used in calculus books for the common
logarithm log lOX .) Since e 1 = e, we have In e = 1.
Worked Example 8 Simplify In (e S ) + In(e-3 ).

Solution By the laws of logarithms, In (e S ) + In (e -3)

= In (e S • e-3) = In (e 2 ) = 2.

We can now complete our differentiation formula for the general exponential function eXPbx. Since b = e lnb , we have b X := E?Inb. Using the chain
rule, we fmd

-!!.... b

X

dx

=.!!-ex
In b
dx
=eX In b l!.
(x In b)
dx
= eX Inb lnb
= bX lnb

Thus the mysterious factor eXPb (0) turns out to be just the natural logarithm
of b.
Worked Example 9 Differentiate: (a) [(x)

= e3X ; (b) g(x) = 3x .

Solution
(a) Let u = 3x so e 3x = eU and use the chain rule:

-!l.. e

U

dx

=

(..!!... eU)

\du
U

= e

'

3

du

dx

= 3e 3x

This expression cannot be simplified. further; one can fmd the value In 3
1.0986 in a table or with a calculator.

~
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Solved Exercises
14. Differentiate the following functions.
(b) 2x

(a) e2x
(c) xe 3x

(d) exp(x 2 + 2x)

(e) x 2
15. Show that, for any base b, eXPb (l/exPb (0» = e.
16. Differentiate:
e sinx

(a) e.JX

(b)

(c) 2 sinx

(d) (sinX)2

17. Prove that for t > 0 and b > 1, we have bt - 1 < (btlo& b)t.

Exercises
21. Differentiate the following functions.
x2

(a) e + 1

(b) sine?)

(e) 3x _ 2x - 1

(d) e Cosx

(e) tan (3 2x )

(f)

e 1-

x2

+x 3

22. Differentiate (assume I andg differentiable where necessary):
e2x - cos (x

+ e2x )

(a) (x 3 + 2x - 1)?2 + sin X

(b)

(c)

Ce 3x3 +X )(l - eX)
(e) I(x)' eX + g(x)

Cd) C?+l + l)(eX- 1 - I)

(g) f(x)' c!ex )

(f) ef ex )+x
(h) f(ff + g(x»

2

23. Show that I(x) = ? is an increasing function.
24. Find the critical points of l(x) =x 2 e-X •
25. Find the critical points of I(x) = sinx? , -47T:::;;;;X :::;;;; 47T.
26. Simplify the following expressions:

The Derivative of the Logarithm
We can differentiate the logarithm function by using the inverse function rule of
Chapter 8. If y = lnx, then x = eY and

THE DERIVATIVE OF THE LOGARITHM

dy

I

I
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I

dx = dx/dy = eY =:x

Hence
d
dx

1
x

-lnx=For other bases, we use the same process:
d
1
I
1
dx 10gb x = d 1JY = In b ° bY = In box
dy

That is,
d
I
dx 10gb x = (In b )x

The last formula may also be proved by using law 3 of logarithms:
Inx

= Io~x = 10gb x olnb

so

d

dxlogbX =

d(l)
lnb lnx

ax

1

= lnb

d

dx Inx

1

= (lnb)· x

Worked Example 10 Differentiate: (a) In (3x); (b) x? Inx; (c) 810g 3 8x.

Solution

(a) By the chain rule, setting u = 3x,
d
d
du
1
1
-In3x = -(Inu) 0_=_0 3 =dx
du
dx 3x
x

Alternatively, In 3x = In 3 + Inx, so the derivative with respect to x is llx.
(b) By the product rule:
d

d

dX(x? Inx) =x dX(~ In x)

+ ~ Inx =x~ lnx + ~ + trlnx

(c) From the formula (djdx) 10gb x
d
d
dx 8 log 3 8x = 8 dx log3 8x

= Ij(Inb)x with b = 3,
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= 8(~log3U):

(u

= 8x)

1
= 8°1n3ouo8

64

= ""'7.(I:--n'"='3):"'::8x -

8
(In 3)x

In order to differentiate certain expressions it is sometimes convenient to
begin by taking logarithms.

Worked Example 11 Differentiate the function y =? .
Solution We take natural logarithms,
lny

= In (?) = x lnx

Next we differentiate, remembering thaty is a function of x:

1 dy = x o..!..+ Inx = 1 + In x
ydx
x
Hence

:

= y(1 + In x) =.0(1 + Inx)

In general, (djdx) In [(x) = ['(x)/[(x) is called the logarithmic derivative of
f. Other applications are given in the exercises which follow.
Solved Exercises

18. Differentiate:
(a) In lOx

(b) Inu(x)

(c) In(sinx)

(d) (sinx)lnx

(e) (lnx)/x

(f) logsx

19. (a) If n is any real number, prove that

.!!:...xn
dx

=

nxn -

1

for x> 0

(b) Find (dldx)(x 1T ).

20. Use logarithmic differentiation to calculate dyldx, if y is given by
y = (2x + 3)312/....;xr+i.
21. Differentiate y =

x(xx).
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Exercises
27. Differentiate:
(c) In (tan x)
(b) In(x z -3x)
Z
(e) (X - 2x)ln(2x + 1) (f) eX+ lnx

(a) In(2x+ 1)
(d) (lnX)3

(g) [In(tan3x)]/(l + Inx Z)
28. Use logarithmic differentiation to differentiate:
(a) y =x 3x
(b) y =x sinx
(d) y = (r + I t

(c) y = (sinx)COSX

2
-

2

(e) y = (x - 2)213 (4x + 3)8/7

Problems for Chapter 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1. Simplify:

(a) e 4x [ln(e 3x -

1)

_In(e 1 -

x )]

2_ Differentiate:
(a) eX sinx

(b)

xe
2

(c) 14x2.... Ssinx

(d) xx

(e) In(x-s +x)

(f) (lnx)eXPX

4

(g) sin(x + 1) -logs (l4x - sinx)
3. Sketch the graph of y = xe -x; indicate on your graph the regions where y
is increasing, decreasing, concave upward or downward.
4. Find the minimum of y =

s.

XX

for x in (0,00).

Suppose that f is continuous and that {(x + y) = f(x )f(y) for all x and y.
Show that f(x) = b X for some b. [Hint: Try showing that [is actually differentiable at 0.]

6. Let{be a twice differentiable convex function. Prove thatf"ex);;;'

o.

r

7. Let f be an increasing continuous convex function. Let 1 be the inverse
l is convex. Apply this result to 10gb x.
function. Show that

_r

8. Suppose that [(x) is a function defined for all real x. If Xl < Xz < X3 and
[eXI) = f(xz) = {eX3), prove that f is not strictly convex. Give an example

to show that f may be convex.
9. Suppose that [(x) is a strictly convex differentiable function defined on
(-00,00). Show that the tangent line to the graph of y = {(x) at (xo,Yo) does
not mtersect the graph at any other point. Here, Xo is any real number and
Yo =f(xo)· What can we say if we only assumefto be convex?
10. Suppose that {ex) is defined for all real x and that f is strictly convex on
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(-<10,0) and strictly convex on (0,00). Prove that if [ is convex on (-00,00),
then [is strictly convex on ( -00,00):

>

11. Prove that eX
1 + x 2 , for x ~ 1. [Hint: Note that e
difference between these two functions is increasing.]

> 2 and show that the

12_ We have seen that the exponential function exp(x) satisfies the following
relations: exp (x)
0, exp (0) = 1, and exp' (x) = exp (x). Let [(x) be a

>

function such that

o~['(x) ~[(x) for all x ~ 0
Prove that 0
[(x)/exp (x).)

~ [(x) ~

[(0) exp (x) for all x

~

O. (Hint: Co.nsider g(x) =

13. Let f(x) be an increasing continuous function. Given x 0, let
A

~

the :set of [(x) whc:rcx <xo

B = the set of [(x) where x> xo
Show that [(x 0) is the transition point from A to B.

14. Show that the sumf(x) + g(x) of two convex functionsf(x) andg(x) is convex. Show that if f is strictly convex, then soisf+ g. Use this to show that
[(x) = ax 2 + bx + c is strictly convex if a > 0, where a, b, and c are constants.
15. Suppose f(x) is defined and differentiable for all real x.
(a) Does til (x) ~ 0 'for all x imply that [(x) is convex?
Cb) Does f" (x) > 0 for all x imply that [Cx) is convex? Strictly convex?

11

The Integral

In this chapter we defme the integral in terms of tranSitions; i.e., by the method
of exhaustion. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the summation notation
and its basic properties, as presented in most calculus texts.

Piecewise Constant Functions
In the theory 'of differentiation, the simplest functions were the linear functions

f(x) = ax + b. We knew that the derivative ofax + b should be a, and we defined
the derivative for more general functions by comparison with the linear
functions, using the notion of overtaking to make the comparisons.
For integration theory, the comparison functions are the piecewise
constant functions. Roughly speaking, a function f on [a, b] is piecewise
constant if [a, b] can be broken into a fmite number of subintervals such that f
is constant on each subinterval.

Definition A partition of the interval [a, b] is a sequence of numbers
(t o,t], ... ,tn) such that
a = to

< t 1 < ... < tn-l < t n = b

We think of the numbers to, t], ... , t n as dividing [a, b] into the subintervals [to,td, [tJ,t 2 J, .,. , [tn-l,tnJ. (See Fig. II-I.) The number n of intervals
can be as small as 1 or as large as we wish.

First Second
inteNal inteNal
,..---A----. .--"---.

a

•

•

= to

t,

•

t2

ith
inteNal
----"---

•

t j _,

•

nth
inteNal
~

•

t j . .. t ll - 1

•

t"

=b

Fig. 11-1 A partition of [a, b] .

Definition A function f defined on an interval [a, b] is called piecewise
constant if there is a partition (to,.· _,if!) of [a, b] and real numbers

k 1,

•••

,kn such that
147
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f(t) = ki for all tin (ti-l,ti)

The partition (to, ... , t n ) is then said to be adapted to the piecewise constant function f.
Notice that we put no condition on the value of f at the points to, f l , ••. ,
tn, but we require that f be constant on each of the open intervals between
successive points of the partition. As we will see in Worked Examplel, more
than one partition may be adapted to a given piecewise constant function. Piecewise constant functions are sometimes called step functions because their graphs
often resemble staircases (see Fig. 11-2).

y

k4 = k s
k3
k6 k, ----';>

0>-----<0

--

k2

k,

•

•

•

Fig. 11-2 A step function.

Worked Example 1 Draw a graph of the piecewise constant function f on [0,1]
defmed by

-2 ifO~t<t
t <.!..
3 if.!..~
3
2

[(t)=

3 ift:S;;;; f'!~

t

1 if!-<t<;l

Give three different partitions which are adapted to f and one partition which is
not adapted to f.

Solution The graph is shown in Fig. 11-3. As usual, an open circle indicates a
point which is not on the graph. (The resemblance of this graph to a staircase is
rather faint.)
1). (That is, to = 0, t 1 = t.
One partition adapted to f is (0, t, },
t 2 =}, t 3 = t 4 = 1. Here k 1 = -2,k 2 = k 3 = 3, k 4 = 1.) If we delete t, the

t,

t,
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y

3

2

\

y = fttl

j
()-4

1 31

-31

t

24

-1

-2

/

y = fit)

Fig. 11-3 Another
function.

t, t,

step

t).

partition (0,
1) is still adapted to fbecause fis constant on (t,
Finally,
we can always add extra points to an adapted partition and it will still be
r
adapted. For example, (0,
~, 1) is an adapted partition.
A partition which is not adapted to fis (0, 0.1,0.2,0.3,004,0.5,0.6,0.7,
0.8, 0.9, 1). Even though the intervals in this partition are very short, it is not
adapted to f because [ is not constant on (0.7, 0.8). (Can you fmd another open
interval in the partition on which f is not constant?)

t, t, t, t,

Motivated by our physical example, we defme the integral of a piecewise
constant function as a sum.
Definition Let f be a piecewise constant function on [a, b] • Let (to, ... ,
tn) he a partition of [a, h] which i~ adapted to f and let ki be the value of
f on (ti-l, ti)' The sum

is called the integral of f on [a, b] and is denoted by f~ [(t)dt; that is,

I

b

n

[(t)dt=

~1 ki~ti
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We shall verify shortly that the definition is independent of the choice
of adapted partition.
If all the kls are nonnegative, the integral f~ f(t)dt is precisely the area
''under'' the graph of f-that is, the area of the set of points (x,y) such that
a <; x <; b and 0 <;y <;f(x). The region under the graph in Fig~ 11-2 is shaded in
Fig. 11-4.
y
k4

= ks
k3
k6

k7
k2

k,

Fig.11-4 The shaded area is the sum of the areas of the rectangles Ri.

The notation f~ f(t)dt for the integral is due to Leibniz. The symbol f,
called an integral sign, is an elongated S which replaces the Greek ~ of ordinary
summation. Similarly, the dt replaces the A.t/s in the summation formula. The
function f(t) which is being integrated is called the integrand. The endpoints a
and b are also called limits of integration.
Worked Example 2 Compute f~ f(t)dt for the function in Worked Example 1,
first using the partition (0, t,
~, 1) and then using the partition (O,t, 1).

to

Solution With the fIrst partition, we have
k 1 =-2

kz = 3
k3 = 3
k4 =

1

Thus,

Using the second partition, we have

to

PIECEWISE CONSTANT FUNCTIONS

k 1 ~ -2 At 1 = t 1

=
=

k2
k3

t- 0- ~
t = t - t = 1~
t'2 = 1 - t = t
to ..

-

= t2

-

1 At 3 = t 3

-

3 Atz
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1

and

which is the same answer we obtained from the fIrst partition.
Theorem 1 Let f

~e

a piecewise constant function on [a, b] . Suppose that

(to, t 1 ,·.·, t n ) and (SO,Sl, ... , sm) are adapted partitions, with f(t) == ki on
(ti-l, ti) and f(t) = h on (si-l> s~. Then
n

m

~ kiAti =

L

i=l

i=l

hAsi

Proof The idea is. to reduce the problem to the simplest case, where the
second partition is obtained from the fIrst by the addition of a, single
point. Let us begin by proving the proposition for this case. Assume, then,
that m = n + 1, and that (so,SI, ... ,sm) = (to,tI, ... ,tz,t*,tZ+l, ... ,tn);
i.e., the s-partition is obtained from the t-partition by inserting an extra
point t* between tz and tz+ 1. The relation between s's, ['s, j's, and k's is
illustrated in Fig. 11-5. The sum obtained from the s-partition is
m

L

h Asi = h (S1

- so) + ••• + h+l (Sl+l - sf)

i=l

a I

I

•

\\

to
f

i

= k,

A

i

•

t,
f

r
=

.,....---J

t2

k2

tl

t.

f

I b

I

i

'---v---'-' //

t l +,l·,·t n _,

= k,+,

Fig. 11·5 The s-partition is finer than the t-partition.

f

= kn

tn
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Substituting the appropriate k's and t's for the j's and s's converts the sum
to

We can combine the two middle terms:
kZ+1(t.. - tz) + kZ+ 1(tZ+1 - t ...) = kZ+1 (t... - tz + tZ+1 - t.)

=k1+1 (t1+1

- t1)

The sum is now
k1(t 1 - to) + ••• + kZ":I(tZ+I - tz) + •.• + knCtn - tn-I)

=

n
~ kiA.ti
i=1

which is the sum obtained from the t-partition. (For a numerical illustration, see Worked Example 2.) This completes the proof for the special
case.
To handle the general case, we observe fIrst that, given two partitio~s (to, ... ,t".) and (so, ... ,sm), we can find a partition (uo, ... ,up)
which contains both of them taking all the points to, ... ,tn,so"" ,sm, eliminating duplications, and putting the points in the correct order. (See
Solved Exercise I, immediately follOwing the end of the proof.) Adding
points to an adapted partition produces another adapted partition, since if
a function is constant on an interval, it is certainly constant on any subinterval. It follows that the u-partition is adapted to f if the s- and t-partitions are. Now we can get from the t-partition to the u-partition by adding
points one at a time. By the special case above, we see that the sum is unchanged each time we add a point, so the sum obtained from the u-partition equals the sum obtained from the t-partition. In a similar way, we can
get from the s-partition to the u-partition by adding one point at a time, so
the sum from the u-purtition equnls the sum from the s-partition. Since the

sums from the t- and s-partitions are both equal to the sum from the u-partition, they are equal to each other, which is what we wanted to prove.

Solved Exercises

1. Consider s- and t-partitions of [1,8] as follows. Let the s-partition be
(1, 2, 3,4, 7,8), and let the t -partition be (1,4,5,6,8). Find the corresponding u-partition, and show that you can get from the s- and t-partitions to the
u-partition by adding one point at a time.
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2. Lel f(t) be defined by

={

f(t)

~

-1

ifO~t<1
ifl~t<3

if3~t~4

For any number x in (0,4] ,f(t) is piecewise constant on [O,x].
(a) Find J~f(t)dt as a function of x. (You will need to use different

formulas on different intervals.)
(b) Let F(x) = f~ f(t)dt, for x E(0,4]. Draw a graph of F.
(c) At which points is F differentiable? Find a formula for F' (x).

Exercises
1. Let f(t) be the greatest integer function: f(t) = n on (n, n+l), where n is
any integer. Compute f(t)dt using each of the partitions (l ,2,3,4,5,6,7,8)

fg

and (1,2,2.5,3,3.5,4,5,6,7,8). Sketch.
2. Show that, given any two piecewise constant functions on the same interval,
there is a partition which is adapted to both of them.

Upper and Lower Sums and the Definition
Having defined the integral for piecewise constant functions, we will now defme

the integral for more general functions. You should compare the defmition with
the way in which we passed from linear functions to general functions when
we defmed the derivative in Chapters 1 and 2. We begin with a preliminary
defmition.

Definition Let fbe a function defmed on [a, b]. If g is any piecewise constant function on [a, b] such that get) :::;;; f(t) for all t in the open interval
(a, b), we call the number f~ g(t)dt a lower sum for f on [a, b]. If h is a
piecewise constant function and f(t) ~ h(t) for all t in (a, b), the number
f~ h(t) dt is called an upper sum for f on [a, b] .
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Worked Example 3 Letf(t) = t 2 + 1 for O::;;;;t::;;;; 2. Let

get)

={ ~

2
""" """ 1 and h(t) = 4
1 <t::;;;;2
{ 5

O~t~

Draw a graph showing f(t), get), and her). What upper and lower sums for f can
be obtained from g and h?
Solution The graph is shown in Fig. 11-6.
Since get) 0::::;; f(t) for all t in the open interval (0,2) (the graph of g lies
below that of we have a lower sum

n,

l

2

g(t)dt = 0 . 1 + 2 . 1 = 2

Since the graph of h lies above that of f, h(t) ~ f(t) for all t in the interval
(0,2), so we have the upper sum
2

~0 h (r) dr = 2 • 3'"
2
2
2
22
1
4 • 3'" 5 • 3 = 3" = 73

J

The integral of a function should lie between the lower sums and the
upper sums. For instance, the integral of the function in Worked Example 3
should lie in the interval [2, 7t] . If we could fmd upper and lower sums which
are arbitrarily close together, then the integral would be pinned down to a single
point. This idea leads to the formal defmition of the integral.
y

y=h(t)

Fig. 11-6 g(tl ::;;;; fltl ::;;;; hltl.
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Definition Let f be a function defined on [a, b] , and let Lf and Uf be the

sets of lower and upper sums for f, as defined above. If there is a transition
point from Lf to Uf, then we say thatjis integrable on [a.b] . The transition point is called the integral off on [a, bland is denoted by

I

b

f(t)dt

Remark The letter t is called the variable of integration; it is a dummy
variable in that we can replace it by any other letter without changing the
value of the integral; a and b are called the endpoints for the integral.
The next theorem contains some important facts about upper and lower

sums.
Theorem 2

1. Every lower sum for f is less than or equal to every upper sum.
2. Every number less than a lower sum is a lower sum; every number
greater than an upper sum is an upper sum.
Proof To prove part 1 we must show that, if g and h are piecewise constant functions on [a, b J such that get) =::;,; f(t) =::;,; h(t) for all t in (a, b),

then

I

b

b

g(t)dt"[ h(t)dt

The function f will play no role in this proof; all we use is the fact that
get) =::;,; h(t) for all t E (a, b).
By Theorem 1 we ean use any adapted partition we want to com-

pute the integrals of g and h. In particular, we can combine partitions
which are adapted to g and h to obtain a partition which is adapted to
both g and h. See Exercise 2. Let (to,tto ... , t n ) be such a partition. Then
we have constants ki and h such that get) = ki and h(t) = Ii for tin (ti-l,
ti). By hypothesis, we have ki =::;,; h for each i. (See Fig. 11-7.) Now, each
b.ti = ti - ti-l is positive, so ki b.ti =::;,; Ii b.ti for each i. Therefore,
n

n

i=l

i=l

~ki6.ti~ ~h6.ti
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y

1
1

,

1;-.'2-+1_'_3---..,
1

y=h(t)~
Y=

f(t)

1

I

1 I

1

:

\

I k Ik ;"'1--""';--l
Y = g(t)! 1 I
~---;

2,

I

1

I

I

\

I

I

!

1

:

I

I

1

I

I

ts = b

t

Fig. 11·7 Upper sums are larger than lower .sums.
But these sums are just the integrals of g and h, so we are done with part 1.
We will now prove the first half of part 2, that every number lower
than a luwer sum is a lower

SUfi.

(The other half is virtually identical; we

leave it to the reader as an exercise.) Let {3 be a lower sum and let c < {3 be
any number. (3 is the integral J~g(t) dt of a piecewise constant function
g with get) ~ f(t) for all t E (a, b); we wish to show that c is such an
integral as well. To do this, we choose an adapted partition (to, tl> ... , n )
for g and create a new function e by lowering g on the interval (to, tl)'
Specifically, we let eet) = get) for all t not in (to, tl), and we put
eet) = get) - p for tin (to,tl), where p is a positive constant to be chosen
in such a way that the integral comes out right. Specifically, if get) = k i
for t in (ti-b ti), then e(t) = k 1 - p for t in (to,tl), and e(t) = kj for t in
(ti-l, ti), i;?:: 2. We have
t-

i

b

e(t)dt = (k l -p)D.t l + k 2 D.t 2 + ••• + k n D.tn

=k 1 D.t l + ••• +kn D.tn -pD.t l

1

b

=

g(t)dt - P D.t l

a

Setting this equal to c and solving for p gives

p

~ <1~1

[t

g(t)dt -

cJ

which is positive, since we assumed c < (3 = J~g(t)dt. With this value of p,
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we defme e as we just described (it is important that p be positive, so that
eet) ~ Jet) for all t in (a, b», and so we have f~ e(t) dt = c, as desited~

It follows from the completeness axiom in Chapter 4 that Lf and Uf are
intervals which, if nonempty , are infinite in opposite directions.
In Fig. 11-8 we show the possible configurations for Lfand Ufo If there is
a transition point from Lf to Uf, there is exactly one, so the integral, if it exists,
is well defined.
Integral

j
Integrable 07fffff?7f77??7ffMf",'?:.?:.~<2:.~~'.<;~~<'<'~<'? (1 I
Lower sums
Upper sums
Gap
r--"--,

0H5?7>??75ff>577?7
Lower sums

~~<;~"~<;<.<.<:~\z<:'l

<);(.f5H755;"Uffffffff»?f?75i/W .. 5

»

(3) (no upper sums)

Lower sums

Ql

::i5

(2)

Upper sums

~

~'<~~( ,~m»,~'<~\'<,\<:<:'<B~'<<:~>~~:::")':::'<0)

(41 (no lower sums)

.~

~E7""f7:""~>"",),,,,?.'~sf""',i7f-i""':>7""77~>'7"5.""'''>--------7)

(51 (no upper sums)

ar

(5

z

Upper sums

Lower sums
(

~,~>,<,<\<>.,<,>,<,<>'

"»

(6) (no lower sums)

Upper sums
~(----------------7)

(7) (no upper or lower sums)

Fig. 11-8 Possible configurations of lower and upper sums.

Do not conclude from Fig. 11-8 that most functions are nonintegrable. In
fact, cases (3), (4), (5), (6), and (7) can occur only whenfis unbounded (see
Worked Example 4). The functions for which Lf and Uf has a gap between them
(case (2» are quite "pathological" (see Solved Exercise 3). In fact, Theorem 3
in the next section tells us that integrability is even more common than
differentiability.
Worked Example 4 Show that the set of upper sums for f is nonempty if and
only if f is bounded above on [a, b] ; Le., if and only if there is a number M such
that I(t) <. M for all t in [a, b] .
Solution Suppose first that f(t) ~ M for all t in [a, b] . Then we can consider
the piecewise constant function g defined by get) = M for all t in [a, b] . We have
I(t) ~g(t) for all t in [a, b], so
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jb

hCt)dt=M(b -a)

a

is an upper sum for f.
The converse is a little more difficult. Suppose that there exists an upper
sum for f This upper sum is the integral ofa piecewise constant function h on
[a, b] such that f(t) ~ h(t) for all t in [a, b] . It suffices to show that the piecewise constant function h is bounded above on [a, b] . To do this, we choose a
partition (to,t}, ... , tn ) for h. For every t in [a, b], the value of h(t) belongs to
the fmite list

where k i is the value of h on (ti-l,tj). If we let M be the largest number in the
list above, we may conclude that h(t), and hence f(t) , is less than or equal to
M for all t E [a. b] . (See Fig. 11-9.)

y

y=M

- - - - -- --

-.-

-

- - -y= hIt)

Fig. 11·9 The piecewise
constant function h is
bounded above by A4 on
[a,b] , so f is bounded
above too.

Solved Exercises

3. Let
if t is irrational

fCt)=C
if t is rational
for 0";;;; t <: 1. Show that f is not integrable.

4. Show that every piecewise constant function is integrable and that its
integral as defmed on p. 155 is the same as its integral as originally defmed
on p. 149.
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Exercises

3. Letfbe defmed on [0,1] by

f(t) =

{

I

if t is rational

o

if t is irrational

Find the sets of upper and lower sums for f and show that f is not
integrable.

f be a function defmed on [a, b] and let So be a real number. Show
that So is the integral off on [a, b] if and only if:

4. Let

1. Every number S < So is a lower sum for f on [a, b] .
2. Every number S > So is an upper sum for f on [a, b].

The Integrability of Continuous Functions
We will now prove that a continuous function on a closed interval is integrable.
Since every differentiable function is continuous, we conclude that every differentiable function is integrable; however, some noncontinuous functions can be
integrable. For instance, piecewise constant functions are integrable (see Solved
Exercise 4), but they are not continuous. On the other hand, the wild function
described in Solved Exercise 3 shows that there is really something to prove.

Since the proof is similar in spirit to those in Chapter 5, it may be useful to
review that section before proceeding.
Theorem 3 Iff is continuous on [a, b], then f is integrable on [a, b] .
PrOOf Since the continuous function f is bounded, it has both upper and

lower sums. To show that there is no gap between the upper and lower
sums, we will prove that, for any positive number e, there are lower and
upper sums within € of one another. (The result of Problem 13, Chapter 4
implies that f is integrable.) To facilitate the proof, if [a, x] is any subinterval of [a, b], and e is a positive real number, we will say that fis eintegrable on [a,x] if there are piecewise constant functions g and h on
[a, x] with get) < f(t) < h(t) for all t in (a,x), such that J~h(t)dt get) dt < €. What we wish to show, then, is that the continuous function
f is e-integrable on [a, b] , for any positive €.

J:
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We defme the set Se (for any € > 0) to consist of those x in (a, b] for
which f is €-integrable on [a, x] . We wish to show that b E Sf'
We will use the completeness axiom, so we begin by showing that Sf is
convex. If Xl < x < X2, and Xi and X2 are in Se, then x is certainly in
(a, b] . To show that f is €-integrable on (a, x] , we take the piecewise constant functions which do the job on [a,x2] (Since Xz E Sf) and restrict
them to [a, x] . The completeness axiom implies that Se is an interval. We
analyze the interval Sf in two lemmas, after which we Will end the proof
of Theorem 3.

Lemma 1 Se contains all x in (a, c) for some c > a.

Proof We use the continuity of fat a. Let <5 =€/[2(b - a)] . Since f(a)8 <f(a) < f(a) + 5, there is an interval [a, c) such that f(a) - <5 <f(t) <
[(a) + 8 for all t in [a, c)_ Now for x in [a, c], if we restrictfto [a, x] ,we
can contain it between the constant function get)
[(a) + 5. Therefore,

f

x h(t) dt

a

-jX

get) dt

= (f(a) + 5)(x -

= f(a)

-

<5

and h(t)

=

a) - (f(a) - 5)(x - a)

a

= ([(a)

+ <5 -[(a) + 8Xx -a)

= 20 (x - a) = 2 •

x -a
= € -b-<€
-a

€

2(b -a)

since x

(x - a)

< c ~ b,

and we have shown that [is €-integrable on [a, x] . Therefore, x belongs to
Se as required.

Lemma 2 1[ Xo < a, and
(xu, c] [or some c > xo.

Xo

belongs to Se, then Se contains all x in

Proof This is a slightly more complicated variation of the previous proof.
By the hypothesis concerning x 0, there are piecewise constant functions go
and h o on [a, xo] with go(t) ~f(t) ~ ho(t) for all t in (a, xo), such that the

difference 0 = ~o ho(t) dt - ~ go(t)dt is less than
[atxo there is a number c >xo such that

€-o.

€-o

f(xo) - 2(b -a) <f(t) < [(x 0) + 2(b -a)

E.

By the continuity of
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y

y=

E- 8
((x o) - 2(b - a)

Fig. 11-10 Extending go
and h o from [a,xo] to

a

b

Xo C

[a,c] .

t

for all tin [xo, c).
Now we extend the functions go and h o to the interval [a, c] by
defIning g and h as follows (Fig. 11-10):

gO(t)
get)

=

{

€-8
[(]co) - 2(b -a)

Xo

< t <:. c

Xo

<t<c

ho(t)
h(t) =
{

e-o

[(xo) + 2(b -a)

Clearly, we have get) ~ f(t) ~ h(t) .for all t in [a, c] , We claim now that
r~h(t)dt - ~g(t)dt <E. To show this, we observe fIrst that

J:o

(In fact, the sum for ~ g(t)dt is just that for
g(t)dt with one more
term added for the interval [xo, c] .) Similarly, J~ h(t)dt =
h(t)dt T
[f(xo) + (€ - 6)/2(b - a)](c - xo). Subtracting the last two integrals
gives

I
a

e

h(t)dt -

Ie
a

g(t)dt=

jX
a

O

h(t)dt -

fX
a

O

g(t)dt

J;o
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e-5
e-o
+ [f(XO) +2(b _ a)](C -Xo) - [/(xo) - 2(b _a)](C -Xo)

=fXOh(t)dt _jXOg(t)dt + (e -(!?5)(c
-X{I)
-a)
a

a

Since (c - xo)/(b - a) < 1, the last expression is less than I~o h(t)dt 0 = {) + e - {) = e. and we have shown that I is e-integrable on [a, c], so c belongs to Se. Since Se is an interval, Se contains all
of (a, c] .

J;o get) dt + e -

PrOOf of Theorem 3 (completed) By Lemma 1, Se is nonempty for every
e. By Lemma 2, the right-hand endpoint of Se cannot be less than b, so
Se = [a, b) or [a, b] for every e> O. To show that Se is actually [a, b] and
not [a, b) we use once more an argument like that in the lemmas. By continuity of I at b, we can find a number c < b such that feb) - f/2(b - a) <
I(t) < f(b) + el2(h - a) for all t in [e, b] . Now we use the fact that
c E 8 e/2, Le., fis e/2-integrable on [a, c]. (Remember, we have established
that f is €-integrable on [a, c] for all numbers €, so we can use el2for E.)
. As we did in Lemma 2, we can put together piecewise constant functions
go and h o for f on [a, cl with the constant functionsf(b) ± el2(h - 0) on
(c, b] to establish thatfis €.integrable on [a, b], Le_, that Sf; = [a, b]_

We have shown that I has lower and upper sums on [a, b] which
are arbitrarily close together, so there is no gap between the intervals Lf
and Uf and f is integrable on [a, b] .

Solved Exercises

5. Show that, if lis e-integrable on [o,xoJ, and a
grable on [a, x] ,

< x < xo, then fis

e-inte-

6. Show that every monotonic function is integrable.
7. Find

J; (IIt) dt to within an error of no more than ;0 .

8. If you used a method analogous to that in Solved Exercise 7, how many
steps would it take to calculate (11t) dt to within 1~?

Ii

Exercises

5. Let fbe the nonintegrable function of Solved Exercise 3.
(a) For which values of €is f €-integrable on [0,1]?
(b) Let x belong to [0,1]. For which values of e isle-integrable on [O,x]?

.
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6. Prove that if g is piecewise constant on [a, c] , and b E (a, c), then

l'

1 +1'
b

g(t)dt =

a

g(t)dt

a

g(t)dt

b

[Hint: Choose a partition which includes c as one of its points.]
7. Prove that ifgland gz are piecewise constant on [a, b] , and s 1 and Sz are
constants, then Slgl + szgz is also piecewise constant, and

[Hint: Choose a partition adapted to both gl and gz, and write out all the
sums.]

8. Letfbe defined on [0,1] by

o

ift=O

f(t) =

{ } ifO<t~ 1
Isfintegrable on [0,1]? On [t,l]?

Properties of the IntegraI
We now establish some basic properties of the integral. These properties imply,

for example, that the integral of a piecewise constant function must be defined
as we did.

Theorem 4

1. If a

< b < c and f

is integrable on (a, b] and [b, c], then f is

integrable on [a, c] and
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2. II I and g are integrable on [a, b] and if f(t)

~ h(t) for all t E

(a, b), then

1

b

f(t)dt

a

~

b

h(t)dt

a

3. If f(t) = k for all t E (a. b). then

fb

= k(b -

f(t)dt

a)

a
Proof We want to show that the sum

fb

I(t)dt

+l

c
f(t)dt = I

b

a

is a transition point between the lower and upper sums for f on [a, b] . Let
m < I; we will show that m is a lower sum for f on la, b] . Since m < I, we
m2, where mt < J~f(t)dt and m2 < fiJ(t)dt. (See
Solved Exercise 9.) Thus mt and m2 are lower sums for f on [a, bl and
can write m

=

mt

;t-

[b, c] , respectively. Thus, there is a piecewise constant function gl on
[a, b] with gt(t) <f(t) for all t in (a, b), such that I~gl(t)dt = ~1, and
there is a piecewise constant function g2 on [a, b] with g2(t) < fet) for
all t in (b, c) such that Ig g2(t) = m2. Put together gland g2 to obtain a
function g on [a, c] by the defmition

get) =

{

81(t)

a~t<Q

feb) - 1

t=b

g2(t)

b<t<;,c

The function g is piecewise constant on [a, c] , with get) <f(t) for all tin
(a, c). The sum which represents the integral for g on [a, c] is the sum of
the sums representing the integrals of gland g2, so we have

and m is a lower sum. Similarly, any number M greater than I is an upper
sum, so I is the integral of f on [a, b] .
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We leave the proof of part 2 for the reader (Exercise 9). Part 3

follows from Solved Exercise 4.

Solved Exercises

9. If m

< PI

+ Pz, prove that m

=m I

+ mz for some numbers m I

<P I

and

mz <pz.

10. Let

[(x)

={O
x2

Prove that [is integrable on [0,2].
Exercises

I

9. Prove that, if and g are integrable on [a, b), and if [(t) ~ h(t) for all tin
(a, b), then Jaf(t)dt ~ J~ h(t) dt. [Hint: Relate the lower and upper sums
for [and h.}
10. Let m, PI> and pz be positive numbers such that m < PIPZ. Prove that m
can be written as a product mlmZ, where 0 < ml < PI and 0 < mz <pz.

Calculating Integrals by Hand
We have just given an elaborate defmition of the integral and proved that con·
tinuous functions are integrable, but we have not yet computed the integral of
any functions except piecewise constant functions. You may recall that in our
treatment of differentiation it was quite difficult to compute derivatives by
using the definitions; instead, we used the algebraic rules of calculus to compute
most derivatives. The situation is much the same for integration. In Chapter 12
we will develop the machinery which makes the calculation of many integrals
quite simple. Before doing this, however, we will calculate one integral "by
hand" in order to illustrate the defmition.
After the constant functions, the simplest continuous function is/ell = r.
We know by Theorem 1 that the integral JZ t dt exists; to calculate this integral,
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we will fInd upper and lower sums which are closer and closer together, reducing
to zero the possible error in the estimate ofthe integral.
Let f(t) = t. We divide the interval [a, b] into n equal parts, using the
partition
_ (
b - a
2(b - a)
(to, ... , t n ) a, a +
,a +
,... ,a + (n -I)(b - a) ,b)

n

n

n

Note that Ati = (b - a)/n for each i.
Now we define the piecewise constant function g on [a, b] by setting
get) = ti-1 for ti-1 ~ t < ti- (See Fig. 11-11.)

v

! I I I I

I I I

I

I I

I

>

Fig. 11-11 Estimating
J~tdtfrom below.

J;

Note that for ti-1 ~ t <.-tio we have get) = ti-1 ~ t = f(t), so get)dt
is a lower sum for f on [a, b] . The defmition of the integral of a piecewise constant function gives

j

a

b

get) dt =

n

n

i=l

i=l

~ ki Ati = ~ ti-1 Ati

since ti-1 is the constant value of g on (ti-b ti). We know that Ati = (b -a)/n for
t} "'" a + (b -a)fn, t 2 =
a + [2(b -a)/n] , and so on so the general fonnula is ti = a + [i(b - a)/n] . Substituting for ti-1 and Afi gives
cllcll i. To find out what tt is, we note that to "'" a,
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We may rewrite this as:

n
)(
zn
n(
Z
~ ~a(~b_-~a +b -za) ~ i _ ~b -za)

n

i=1

n

i=1

i==1

n

The outer terms do not involve i, so each may be summed by adding the
summand to itself n times, i.e., by multiplying the summand by n. The middle
n
term is summed by the formula ~ i = n(n + 1)/2. The result is
i=1

a(b -a)

T

(b _a)2 n(n + 1)

n

Z

(b _.a)z

-

~.-.;.;.;.'-

n

2

which simplifies to
b

Z

-

2

a

2

I (
2
- 2n b -a)

(You should carry out the simplification.) We have, therefore, shown that
[(b 2 - a2 )/2] - (l/2n)(b - a)1. is a lower sum for f.
We now move on to the upper sums. Using the same partition as before,
but with the function her) defined by her) = ti for 1i-l :::::;; 1 <li,f~ h(t)d1ls an
upper sum. Some algebra (see Solved Exercise 11) gives

f

a

b

2

2

(

)2

h(t)dt=b -a + b-a

2

2n

Our calculations of upper and lower sums therefore show that

These inequalities, which hold for all n, show that the integral can be neither
larger nor smaller than (b 1. - a1. )/2, so it must be equal to (b 2 - a1. )/2.
Worked Example 5 Find

nx dx.

Solution We first note that since the variable of integration is a "dummy
variable,"
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t·

Using the formula just obtained, we can evaluate this integral as ~(3 - 0 ) =
In the next chapter you will find, to your relief, a much easier way to
compute integrals. Evaluating integrals like J~ t 2 dt or J~ t 3 dt by hand is
possible but rather tedious, The methods of the next chapter will make these
integrals simple to evaluate.
2

2

Solved Exercises
11. Draw a

f(t)

j

b

~raph

of the function h(t) used above to find an upper sum for

= t and show that
2

2

(

h(t)dt = b -a + b -a)

a

2

2

2n

12. Using the definition of the integral, fmd

J~ 5t dt.

13. (a) Sketch the region under the graph off(t)

= t on

[a, b), if 0 <a < b.

(b) Compare the area of this region with J~ t dt.
Exercises
11. Using the defmition of the integral, find a formula for J~ (t + 3) dt.
12. Using the defmition ofthe integral, fmd a formula for

J~ (-t)dt.

13. Explain the relation between J~2 tdt and an area.

Problems {or Chapter 11

_

1_ Let f be the function defined by
l~t<4
4~t<7

7~t

~

10

(a) Find J ~o f(t) dt.
(b) Find

f; f(t) dr.

(c) Suppose that g is a function on [1,10] such thatg(t) ~f(t) for all t in
[1, 10]. What inequality can you derive for f ~o get) dt?
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(d) With g(t) as in part (c), what inequalities can you obtain for
f~o 2g(t) dt and f~o -g(t) dt. [Hint: Find functions like f with which
you can compare g.]
2. Let f(t) be the "greatest integer function"; that is,f(t) is the greatest integer
which is less than or equal to t-for example, fen) = n for any integer,
fest) = s, f(-st) = -6, and so on.

(a) Draw a graph of f(t) on the interval [-4,4] .
(b) Find I~ f(t) dt, I~ f(t) dt, I:2 f(t)dt, and f6.5 f(t) dt.
(c) Find a general formula for I~ f(t)dt, where n is any positive integer.
(d) Let F(x) = I~ f(t)dt, where x> O. Draw a graph of F for x E [0,4],
and find a formula for, F'(x), where it is defined.
3. Suppose thatf(t) is piecewise constant on
k is a constant.
(a) Show that g(t) is piecewise constant.

la, b]. Let get) = f(t) + k, where

(b) Find I~ g(t)dt in terms of I~ f(t)dt.
4. For t E [0, 1] let f(t) be the first digit after the decimal point in the decimal

expansion of t.
(a) Draw a graph of f.

(b)

Find f~ f(t) dt.

S. Using the definition of the integral, find J~ (I - x) dx.

J:

6. Suppose that f(t) is piecewise constant on la, b]. Let F(x) =
f(t) dt.
Prove that if f is continuous at Xo E la, b] , then F is differentiable at Xo and
F'(x) = f(x). (See Solved Exercise 2.)
7. Show that -3 ~

It (t3 -

4)dt ~ 4.

8. (a) Show that, if f is piecewise constant on [a, b] , then there is an adapted
partition for f which is "coarsest" in the sense that it is contained in
any other adapted partition.
(b) Use the result of (a) to give a new proof of Theorem 1.
9. Let F be defined on [0,1] by

itt)

=[

.

1

l' 1

1

Ift=2",3",'4,s, .,.

otherwise

(a) Show that f is integrable on [0, I] .
(b) What isJ~ f(s)ds = F(t)?
(c) For which values of t is F'(t)

= f(t)?

10. Show that if it and h are integrable on [a, b], and S1 and
numbers, then SIf1 + s2f2 is integrable on la, b], and

S2

are any real
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11. (a) Show that, if f is continuous on [a, b] , where a < b, and f(t)
t in [a, b], and then J~ f(t)dt

> O.

> 0 for all

(b) Show that the result in (a) still holds if f is continuous, fU) ~ 0 for all t
in [a, b] , and f(t) > 0 for some t in [a, b] .
(c) Are the results in (a) and (b) still true if the hypothesis of continuity is
replaced by integrability?
12. Find functionsfl and 12, neither of which is integrable on [0,1] such that:
(a) fl + 12 is integrable on [0, 1] .
(b)

II -lz.

is not integrable on [0, 1 J.

13. Let fbe defined on [0,1] by

f(t)

={~

t= 0

O<t~l

-It

(a) Show that there are no upper sums for fan [0,1] and hence that 1 is

not integrable.
(b) Show that every number less than 2 is not lower sum. [Hint: Use step
functions which are zero on an interval [0, e) and approximate f very
closely on [e, I]. Take e small and use the integrability of f on [e, I] .]
(c) Show that no number greater than or equal to 2 is a lower sum. [Hint:
Show el(e) + J~ f(t)dt < 2 for all e in (0, 1).]
(d) If you had to assign a value to J~ f(t)dt, what value would you assign?
14. Modeling your discussion after Problem 13, find the upper and lower sums
for each of the "following functions on [0,1]. How would you define
J~ f(t) dt in each case?

o
{

(bl

r(tl

°
t> °
t=

__
1

(a) fCt) =

ffi

~ C:::

12

The Fundamental Theorem

of Calculus
The fundamental theorem of calculus reduces the problem ofintegration to antidifferentiation, i.e., finding a function P such that p'= f. We shall concentrate
here on the proof of the theorem, leaving extensive applications for your regular
calculus text.

Statement of the Fundamental Theorem

Theorem 1 Fundamental Theorem of Calculus: Suppose that the
. function Fis differentiable everywhere on [a, b] and that F' is integrable
on [a, b]. Then

f b F'(t)dt

= F(b) -

P(a)

a

In uther words, if j is integrable on [a, b J and F is an antiderwativeforj,
Le., if P' =[, then

f

b

f(t)dt

= F(b) -

F(a)

a

Before proving Theorem 1, we will show how easy it makes the calculation
of some integrals.

Worked Example 1 Using the fundamental theorem of calculus, compute
J~ (2 dt.
Solution We begin by finding an antiderivative F(t) for f(t) = t 2 ; from the
3
• Now, by the fundamental theorem, we
power rule, we may take F(t) =
have

tt
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b

b

t dt=j l(t)dt=F(b)-F(a)=tb 3 -ta 3
2

j
a

a

hb

3
3
We conclude that J~ t 2 dt =
- a ) It is possible to evaluate this integral
"by hand," using partitions of [a, b] and calculating upper and lower sums, but
the present method is much more efficient.
According to the fundamental theorem, it does not matter which antiderivative we use. But in fact, we do not need the fundamental theorem to tell
us that if F l and F 2 are both antiderivatives of Ion [a, b], then

To prove this we use the fact that any two antiderivatives of a function differ by
a constant. (See Corollary 3 of the mean value theorem, Chapter 7.) We have,
therefore, FlU) = F 2 (t) + C, where Cis a constant, and so

The e's cancel, and the expression on the right is just F 2 (b) - F 2 (a).
Expressions of the form F(b) - F(a) occur so often that it is useful to
have a special notation for them: F(t)I~ means F(b) - F(a). One also writes
F(t) = f I(t) dt for the antiderivative (also called an indefinite integral). In terms
of this new notation, we can write the formula of the fundamental theorem of
calculus in the form:

1

b

b

I(t)dt = F(t)

a

b

o r [ I(t)dt =
a

(J

b

I(t)dt) a

where F is an antiderivative of Ion [a. b] .
Worked Example 2 Find (t 3 + 5) I~.
Solution Here F(t) = t 3 + 5 and

(t 3 + 5)

n= F(3) =

F(2)

3

3 + 5 - (2 3 + 5)

=32-13=19
Worked Example 3 Find

f; (P + l)dt.

Solution By the sum and power rules for antiderivatives an antiderivative for

t 2 + I is "3t3 + t. By the fundamental theorem
1

'
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Solved Exercises

1. Evaluate f~ x 4 dx.
2. Find f~ (t2 + 3t)dt.
3. Suppose that v = f(t) is the velocity at time t of an object moving along a
line. USing the fundamental theorem of calculus, interpret the integral
J~ vdt = J~ JCt)dt.
Exercises

1. Find J~

S4 ds.

2. Findf~l (t 4 + t 917 )dt.
3. Find

flO (l~~

- t 2)

dt

o

Proof of the Fundamental Theorem
We will now give a complete proof of the fundamental theorem of calculus.
The basic idea is as follows: Letting F be an antiderivative for f on [a, b] , we
will show that if Lf and Uf are any lower and upper sums for f on [a, b] , then
Lf ~ F(b) - F(a) ~ Ufo Since .f is assumed to be integrable on [a, b] , the only
number which can separate the lower sums from the upper sums in this way is
the integral ~ f(t)dt. It will follow that F(b) - F(a) must equal ~ f(t)dt.
To show that every lower sum is less than or equal to F(b) - F(a), we

must take any piecewise constant g on [a, b] such that get) ~ f(t) for all t in
(a, b) and show that J~ get) dt ~ F(b) - F(a). I.et (to, t b'" ,tn) be a partition
adapted to g and let ki be the value of g on (ti-1o til. Since F' = f, we have
ki = get) ~ f(t) = F' (t)
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fi

I

f(t)~
k

g (n~
I
k '
I

I

I

3

I

I
I

I

1;

Ii· I

:

-j----+--t---+---+----.~

a

= to

t

t,

Fig.

12-1

A

lower sum

for the integral of f.

Hence

k; ~ F'(t)
for all t in (tZ:-b ti). (See Fig. 12-1). It follows from Corollary 1 of the mean
value theorem (see p. 174) that
k 0<;; F(t;) - F(t;-1)
t

t; - t;-1

Hence

Summing from i = 1 to n, we get
n

n

;=1

;=1

.L k; Dot; ~ ~

[F(t;) -F(t;-1)]

The left-hand side is just J~ g(t)dt, by the definition of the integral of a step
function. The right.hand side is a telescoping sum equal to F(tn ) - F(t o). (See
Fig. 12-2.) Thus we have

f b g(t)dt

~F(b) -Pea)

a

which is what we wanted to prove.
In the same way (see Exercise 4), we can show that if h(t) is a piecewise
constant function such thatf(t) ~ h(t) for all t in (a, b), then
b

F(b)

-F(a)~l
a

h(t)dt
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y

--------------------------------- I}
Slope ~ k 3 ~

------------------------

I

:
1

I
I
I

I

I

F(t 2 }

-

F(t,) ~ k 2 at 2

I

1

I
I

I

F(t,)
F(a} = F(to)

Slope? k,
--------~--

_____

:

------------1
- F(to} ~ k,

------i} F(t,l

:
at,

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

t,

= to

:

I
I
-------ir----t------+-~---___t_'_----

a

>
k 3 .1.t3
-

------~

I
I

:

F(t 3 } - F(t 2}

t2

I
I

)

t3 = b

t

~~'---__v-_-A---v--~

.1.t,

.1.t2

.M 3

Fig. 12-2 The total change of F on [a,b] is the sum of changes on the subintervals [fi-1, fj] . The change on the Ith subinterval is at least. kj .t~:Ci.

as required_ This completes the proof of the fundamental theorem.

Solved Exercises

°

4. Suppose that F is continuous on [0,2], that F'(x) < 2 for ~ x ~
that F'(x) < 1 for ~x ~ 2. What can you say about F(2) - F(D)?

t

t, and

Exercises

4. Prove that if h(t) is a piecewise constant function on [a, b] such that
f(t) ~ h(t) for all t E (a, b), then F(b) - F(a) ~ ~ h(t)dt, where F is any
antiderivative for f on [a, b) .

5. Let ao, ... ,an be any numbers and let 8 i = ai - ai-I. Let bk = ~7=I 8i and
let d i = bi - bi-I. Express the b's in terms of the a's and the d's in terms of
the 8's.
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Alternative Version of the Fundamental Theorem
We have seen that the fundamental theorem of calculus enables us to compute
integrals by using antiderivatives. The inverse relationship between integration
and differentiation is completed by the following alternative version of the
fundamental theorem, which enables us to build up an antiderivative for a
function by taking defInite integrals and letting the endpoint vary.

Theorem 2 Fundamental Theorem of Calculus: Alternative Version.
Let f be continuous on the interval I and let a be a number in I. Define
the function F on I by

=1

F(t)

t

f(s)ds

Then F'(t) = f(t); that is

dft

dt.

f(s)ds = f(t)

a

In particular, every continuous function has an antiderivative.

Proof We use the method of rapidly vanishing functions from Chapter
3. We need to show that the function
ret) = F(t) - F(to) - f(to)(t - to)

is rapidly vanishing at to. Substituting the defInition of F and using additivity of the integral, we obtain

ret) =

ft
f
a

=

lt~

f(s)ds-

f(s)ds - f(to)(t - to)

a

t f(s)ds - f(to)(t - to)

to

Given any number € > 0, there is an interval I about to such that f(t 0) (e/2) < f(s) < f(t 0) + (e{2) for all s in I. (Here we use the continuity of
fat to.) For t > to in I, we thus have
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Subtractingf(to)(t - to) everywhere gives
e

e

2

2

--(t - to) ~ r(t)~ -(t - to)
or

k(t)/';;;; ~It For t

tol (since for i> to, It - toJ = t - to)

< to inI, we have

We may rewrite the integral as -It f(s)ds. Subtracting fCto)(to - t)
everywhere in the inequalities above gives
€

€

-'2(t o - t)';;;; -ret) ~ I<t o - t)
so, once again,

Ir(t)l~~ It-tol (sinceforr~ro, Ir-rol=ro -t)
We have shown that, for t =1= to in I, Ir(t) I .,;;; (e/2)lt - tol; since

(eI2) It - to I

< e It

- to I, Theorem 2 of Chapter 3 tells us that ret) is

rapidly vanishing at to.
Since the proof used the continuity of f only at to, we have the following
more general result.

Corollary Let f be integrable on the interval I = [a, b] and let to be a
number in (a. b). If f is .continuous at the point to, then the function
F(t) = I~f(s) ds is differentiable at to, and F'(t o) = f(t o).
This corollary is consistent with the results of Problem 9, Chapter 11.
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Solved Exercises

5. Suppose that f is continuous on the real line and that I( is a differentiable
function. Let F(x) = I3(x) f(t)dt. Calculate F'(x).
6. Let F(x) =

It (l/t)dt. What is F'(x)?

Exercises

6. (a) Without using logarithms, show that It (l/t)dt = 2 Ii (l/t)dt.
(b) What is the relation between Ifo/t)dt and If (l/t)dt?
.

b

7. Prove a fundamental theorem for G(l) = J t f(s)dS.

d jh(X)
8. Find

f(t)dt.

dx
g(x)

Problems for Chapter 12

_

1. Evaluate the following definite integrals:
(a)

Ii t 3 dt

(c) I~4 (l + x

(e)

2

-

1';1 (l + t 2 )2

x
dt

3

)

dx

(b)

I:

(d)

Ii 471'y 2 dr

1

((4 + 8t)dt

2. If f is integrable on [a, b], show by example that F(t) = I~ f(t)dt is continuous but need not be differentiable.
3. Evaluate:
(a) (didO f~ 3/(x

df4

(c) dt

t

u

4

+ x 3 + 1)6 dx

(b) (dldt)

J; x

2

(I

+ xl dx

4

(u 2 + 1)3 du

4. Let f be continuous on the interval I and let
functions:

a1

(a) Show that F 1 and F z differ by a constant.
(b) Express the constant F z -.PI as an integral.

and

a2

be in I. Define the
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S. Suppose that
O~t~l

l~t<5
5~t~6

(a) Draw a graph of f on the interval [0,6] .
(b) Find I~ f{t) dt.
,

(c) Find I

6

o!(x)dx.

(d) Let F(t) = If> f(s)ds. Find a formula for F(t) in [0,6J and draw a
graph of F.
(e) FindF'(t) for tin (0,6).
6. Prove Theorem 2 without using rapidly vanishing functions, by showing
directly that 1((0) is a transition point between the Slopes or lines overtaking and overtaken by the graph of F at to.
7. (a) Find (d/dx)

If' (Ift) dt, where 0

is a positive constant

If

(b) Show that
(l/t)dt - I~ (lIt) dt is a constant.
(e) What is the constant in (b)?
(d) Show without using logarithms that if F(x)

= Ii (l/t)dt, then F(xy) ==

F(x) + F(y).
(e) Show that if Fc;(x) = I~ (cft)dt, where c is a constant, then Fc(xy) =
Fc(x) + Fc(y), both with and without using logarithms.

13

Limits and the Foundations
of Calculus

We have· developed some of the basic theorems in calculus without reference to
limits. However limits are very important in mathematics and cannot be ignored.
They are crucial for topics such as infmite series, improper integrals, and multivariable calculus. In this last section we shall prove that our approach to calculus
is equivalent to the usual approach via limits. (The going will be easier if you
review the basic properties of limits from your standard calculus text, but we
shall neither prove nor use the limit theorems.)

Limits and Continuity
Let {be a function defined on some open interval containing xo, except possibly
at Xo itself, and let 1 be a real number. There are two defmitions of the· statement
lim {(x) = 1

x-+x o

Condition 1

< l, there is an interval (al> b l ) containing
Xo such that CI <{(x) if al <x < b i and x ;6xo.
Given any number Cz > I, there is an interval (a2, b2) containing

1. Given any number

2.

CI

Xo such that Cz > [(x) if a2 <x < b 2 and x :;Cxo.

Condition 2 Given any positive number €, there is a positive number 0
such that If(x) -11 < € whenever Ix - x 0 I < 5 and x ;6 x o.

Depending upon circumstances, one or the other of these conditions may
be easier to use. The following theorem shows that they are interchangeable, so
either one can be used as the defmition of lim {(x) = l.
X--->X
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Theorem 1 For any given f. xo, and 1, condition 1 holds if and only if
condition 2 does.
Proof (a) Condition 1 implies condition 2. Suppose that condition 1
holds, and let e> 0 be given. To find an appropriate 0, we apply condition
1, with Cl = l-e andc2 = 1+ e. By condition 1, there areintervals(al,b 1)
and (a2, b 2) containing Xo such that I - e < [(x) whenever al < x < b 1
and x xo, and 1+ e > [(x) whenever a2 <x < b 2 and x =l=xo. Now let lj
be the smallest of the positive numbers b 1 - xo, Xo - ab b1. - xo, and
Xo -a2' (See Fig. 13-1.) Whenever Ix -xol < 0 and x *xo, we have

*

al <x < b l

and x ::f=xo so 1- e <[(x)

(1)

<x < b 2 and x ::f=xo so 1+ e > [(x)

(2)

and
a2

y

c, = 1-

y=

f(x)

€

I
I

I

aI

,..........1
a,

x

Fig.13-1 VVhen
Ix - Xo I < 0 and x
If(x) - /I - e.

* xo,

Statements (1) and (2) together say that 1- e <[(x) < 1+ e, or I[(x) -II

< e, which is what was required.

(b) Condition 2 implies condition 1. Suppose that condition 2
holds, and let Cl < 1 and C2 > I be given. Let e be the smaller of the two
positive numbers I - CI and C2 - l. By condition 2, there is a positive num·
ber 0 such that I[(x) -11 < € whenever Ix -Xo 1< lj and x *xo. Now we
can verify parts 1 and 2 of condition 1, with a I = b 1 = X 0 - 8 and a2 =
b1. = Xo + 8. If Xo - 0 < x < Xo + 0 and x ::f= xo, then Ix - Xo r< 0 and
x Xo, so we have I[(x) -II < e; that is, 1- e <f(x) < I + e. But this implies that Cl <[(x) and [(x) < C2 (see Fig. 13-2).

*

The following theorem shows that our defmition of continuity can be
phrased in terms of limits.
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I
I
-------~---+-I

I

Fig.13-2 When
x E (xo - 6, xo
Xo -

a

Xo

Xo

+ [)

x

of

0) and

X=l=XO,Cl <f(x) <C2.

Theorem 2 LeT f be defined on an open tmerval concatning xo. Then [is
continuous at Xo ifand only if

limf(x) = f(xo)
X-Xo

.Proof The defmition of continuity given in Chapter 3 is exactly condition
1 for the statement limf(x) = f(xo)
X-Xo

°

Corollary The function f is continuous at x ifand only if, for every posi-

tive number E, there is a positive number 6 such that If(x) - f(xo)/
whenever Ix -xol <0..

<E

Proof We have simply replaced the statement limf(x) = f(xo) by its
X-Xo

condition 2 definition. (We do not need to require that x =1= Xo; if x =
xo, If(x) - f(xo) 1= 0, which is certainly less than E.)

Solved Exercises

1. Using the fact that the function f(x) = tanx is continuous. show that there
is a number 6 > 0 such that Itanx - 11 < 0.001 whenever Ix - 1T/41 < .5.
2. Let f be defined on an open interval containing xo, except perhaps at Xo
itself. Let

A = {cl there is an open interval I about Xo such that x EI,x =FXo implies
f(x) > c}
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B = {dl there is an open interval J aboutxo such that x EJ,x =l=xo implies
[(x) <d}·
Prove that lim [(x) = 1if and only if 1 is a transition point from A to B.
x-xc

Exercises
1. Show that there is a positive number a such that
x -4

I

_.!..I <10-6

x + 4 .3

whenever Ix - 81 < I) .
2. Is Theorem 2 valid for [with a domain which does not contain an interval
about xo? What is the defmition oflimit in this case?
3. Prove that limits are unique by using the definition, Solved Exercise 2, and
a theorem about transitions.
4. Which of the following functions are continuous at 01
(a) [(x)=XSin.!.,

x

(b) [(x)

=1.X sinx ,
x2

(c) [(x) = sinx'

x

x =1= 0,

[(0)=0

x

[(0) = 0

=1= 0,

=1=

0,

[(0) = 0

The Derivative as a Limit 01 Difference Quotients·
We recall the definition of the derivative given in Chapter 1.
Definition Let [be a function whose domain contains an open interval
about Xo. We say that the number mo is the derivative o[f at Xo provided
that:

1. For every m < mo, the function

f(x) - [[(xo) + m(x -xo)]
changes sign from negative to positive at xo.
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2. For every m > mo, the function

f(x) - [f(xo) + m(x -xo)]
changes sign from positive to negative at Xo.
If such a number mo exists, we say that fis differentiable at Xo and
we write mo = !'(xo).
We will now prove that our definition of the derivative coincides with the
defmition found in most calculus books.

Theorem J Let f be a function whose domain conratns an open inrerval
about xo. Then f is differentiable at Xo with derivative mo if and only if
lim [f(xo
x-+xo

+ ax) - f(xo)] lax

exists and equals mo.

Proof We will use the condition 1 form of the definition of limit.
Suppose that lim [f(xo + Ax) - f(xo)] lAx = mo. To verify thatf'(xo) =
x-+x o

mo, we must study the sign change at Xo of rex) = f(x) - [f(xo) +
m(x - xo)] and see how it depends on m.
First assume that m < mo. Since the limit of difference quotients is
mo. there is an interval (a. b) containing zero such that
m < ~f(.;..x_o_+_~_x ):..-- f(.;. .x. ;;.;;.o)
.6.x

whenever a < ~x < b, ~x =1= O. Writing x for Xo + I1x, we have

m <f(x) - f(xo)
x -xo

(3)

whenever Xo + a < x < Xo + b, x =1= xo-that is, whenever Xo + a < x <
xoorxo<x<xo+b.
In case Xo + a < x < xo, we have x - Xo < 0, and so equation (3)
can be transformed to

> f(x) -f(xo)
o > f(x) - [f(xo) + m(x -xo)]

m(x -xo)
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- xo > 0, so equation (3) becomes

< [(x) -[(xo)
o < [(x) - [[(xo) + m(x -xo)]

m(x -xo)

In other words,f(x) - [f(xo) + m(x -xo)] changes sign from negative to
positive at Xo.
Similarly, if m > mo, we can use part 2 of the condition 1 definition
of limit to show that f(x) - [f(xo) + m(x -xo)] changes sign from positive to negative atxo. This completes the proof that ['(xo) = mo.
Next we show that if !'(xo) = mo, then lim rt(xo + ~x) - [(x 0)] /~
Ax......o-

= mo. This is mostly a matter of reversing the steps in the first half ofthe
proof, with slightly different notation. Let Cl < mo. To fmd an interval
(a, b) containing zero such that

Ct

< [(xc + ~x) -

[(xc)

~....:.-_~---:.....:...-;.;..

(4)

~x

whenever a < ~x < b, ~x =f::. 0, we use the fact that [(x) - [f(xo) +
xo)] changes sign from negative to positive at xo. There is an interval (at, b t ) containing Xo such that [(x) - [f(xo) + Ct(x -xo)] is negative
when at <x <xo and positive whenxo <x <bt. Leta = at -xo< 0 and
b = b t -Xo > O. If a < ~ < 0, we have at <xo + ~ <xo, and so

Cl(X -

o > [(xo + .a.x) - [[(xo) T ct.a.x]
Cl ~x > [(xo + ~x) - [(xo)
Ct

<

f(xo + ~x) - [(xo)
~x

(since

which is just equation (4). If 0 <
so

o < f(xo + ~x) Ct~X < f(xo + ~x) Cl

<

~x

~x

< 0)

< b, we have Xo <xo + ~x < b I , and

[f(xo) + Ct~x]
[(xo)

J(xo + .a.x) -J(xo)
~x

which is equation (4) again.
Similarly, if C7. > mo, there is an interval (a, b) containing zero such
that C7. > [[(xc + ~x) - [(xo)] I~x whenever a < ~x < b, ~x =f::. O. Thus
we have shown that lim [[(xo + ~x) - [(xo)] lAX = mo.
Ax......O
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Combining Theorems 1 and 3, we can now give an e~ characterization of
the derivative.

Corollary Let f be defined on an open interval containing xo. Then f is
differentiable at Xo with derivative f'(xo) if and only if, for every positive
numb;:r e. there is a positive number 8 such that
f(xo + ~x) - f(xo) - ['(x 0)

I

<e

~x

whenever I~x 1< 0 and ~x

* O.

Proof We have just rephrased the statement

· f(xo
11m

~x--+O

+ ~x) - f(xo) -- f'CXo.)
~x

using the e-8 defmition of limit.

Solved Exercises

3. Iffis differentiable at xo, what is lim [f(x) - f(xo)] I(x -xo)?
x .....x o

4. Letfbe defined near xo, and define the functiong(~x) by

g(~x)

[(XO + ~x) - f(xo)

=

Llx::;c 0

~x

{

mo·

~x=O

where rno is some number.
Show thatf'(xo) = mo if and only if g is continuous at O.
Exercises

5. Find lim(x 2 + 4x + 3 - l5)/(x - 2).
x--+2

6. Prove Theorem 3 using the e~ definition of the derivative, and draw pictures to illustrate your constructions.
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.
f(x)
7. ( a) Suppose thatf,(xo ) =g' (
Xo) #= O'
• Fmd hm
() - f(xo)
().
X-X g x -g xo
o
2x 3
(b) Find lim 3 2
x->1

8. Evaluate lim

x->O

X

VI

-

-

2
3.

_x 2 _1

x

(c) Find lim

;It. - 1
m
1·

x-I X

-

:

(a) By recognizing the limit to be a derivative.
(b) By rationalizing.

9. Evaluate the following limit by recognizing the limit to be a derivative:
sinx - (V2J2)
x-+-rr/4
X - (1f/4)
lim

The Integral as a Limit of Sums
In this section, we shall need the notion of a limit of a sequence. (See your
calculus text for examples and discussion.)

Definition Let at>aZ,a3, ... be a sequence of real numbers and let l be a
real number. We say that I is the limit of the sequence
we write
liman = I if, for every € > 0, there is a number N such that Ian -11 < €
n- oo
for all n ~N.

ana

Now let f be defmed on an interval [a, b] . In our definition of the integral
f(t)dt in Chapter 12, we considered partitions (to,!}, ... ,tn) of [a, b] and
lower sums:

Jg

n

~ ki(ti - ti-I) where kt <f(t) for all t in (tt-I ,ta
i=1

and upper sums:
n

L
i=1

lz{ti - ti-I> where f(t) < h for all t in (ti-l, ta
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The integral was then defmed to be the transition point between upper and
lower sums, i.e., that number S, if it exists, for which every s < S is a lower sum
and every s > S is an upper sum.
We also may consider sums of the form
n

Sn

=~

f(ci)(ti - ti-d where Ci in [ti-1,til

i=l

called Riemann sums. The integral can be defined as a limit of Riemann sums.
This is reasonable since any Riemann sum associated to a given partition lies between any upper and lower sums for that partition. (See Fig. 13-3.) The following is a precise statement, showing that the limit approach coincides with the
method of exhaustion.

y
y = f(t)

i

a

5,

t,

52 t 2 53 t 3 54

b = t4

= to

Fig. 13-3 Illustrating a
Riemann sum.

Theorem 4 Let f be a bounded function on [a, b] .
1. Assume that f is integrable and that the maximum of the numbers !:iti = ti - ti-1 goes to zero as n ~ 00. Then for any choice
ofci>
lim Sn
n-+ oo

=[

b

f(t)dt

a

2. Suppose that for every choice of Ci and ti with the maximum of
!:iti tending to zero as n ~ 00, the limit lim Sn = S. Then fis inten-->lX>

grable with integral S.
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Let U and L denote the set of upper and lower sums for f, respectively. We
have shown in Chapter 12 that if I is in Land u is in U, then I ~ u and that L =
(-oo,S!) or (-oo,Sd and U = (Sz,oo) or [Sz,oo). Integrability amounts to the
requirement that Sl = Sz. We shall need the following lemma before we proceed
to the proof of Theorem 4.
Lemma Let a = So < SI < ... < SN = b be a partition of [a, b] and let
e> 0 be given. If a = to < t 1 < ... < t n = b is any partition with tlti <
elN for every i, then the total length of the intervals [ti-J,til which are
not contained entirely within some (Sp-l ,sp) is less than e.

Proof Since there are just N points in the s-partition, there are no more
than 2N intervals [ti-l,til which contain points of the s-partition (it is
2N because

St

could be in two such intervals by being a common end

point). Since each such interval has length strictly less than el2N, the total
length is (2N)( el2N) = e.

Proof of Theorem 4 We give the proof of part 1. Part 2 is left for the
reader (see Problem 13). Let e be given and let I[(x) I ::::;;; M for all r in
[a, b] . Choose piecewise constant functions get) ~ f(t) and h(t) ~ f(t)
such that

f

b

h(t)dt

a

-1

b

g(t)dt <

%

a

Jg

(so both integrals are within e/2 of
f(t)dt) which is possible since f is
integrable.
Let Uo < U 1 < ... < u r and Vo < VI < ... < Vs be adapted partitions
for g and h. Let So < SI < ... < SN be a partition adapted for both g and h
obtained by taking all the u's and v's together. Letg(x) = k p on (Sp-l ,sp)
andh(x)=lp on (Sp-1,Sp).
Choose N 1 so that Ati

< (e~, if n > N 1; this is possible since the

maximum of the Ati goes to zero as n ~ 00.
By the lemma, the total length of the intervals [l"i-1, til not contained in some (Sp-1, sp) is less than e/2M.
Thus
n

Sn = ~ f(ci)tlti
i=l
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L

=

f(Ci) Ali +

i such that

L

f(Ci) Ati

rest of
the fs

[ti-l> til

lies in some
(Sp-l'Sp)

~

N

L

lpASp

+M- ~

p=l

=

Jb

h(t)dt +

a

=£

~

b

f(t)dt+€

In a similar way we show that Sn ~ ~ f(t)dt ISn - ~ f(t)dtl < €, so our result is proved.

E.

Thus, if n ~ Nl> then

--*

00

Solved Exercises

~7=1 (1 + iln). Prove that Sn
using Riemann sums.

5. Let Sn

=

--* -}

as n

(a) directly and (b)

6. Use Theorem 4 to demonstrate that f~ [f(x) + g(x)] dx = f~ f(x)dx +
f~ g(x)dx. (You may assume that the limit of a sum is the sum of the
limits.)
Exercises
10_ (a) Prove that

lim (_1_ +_1_+ ... +_1_)
7f-HO

ni-l

ni-2

ni-n

=£1 ~=ln2
o

Ii-X

(b) Evaluate the sum for n = 10 and compare with In2.

11. Use Theorem 4 to demonstrate the follOWing:
(a) fg cf(x)dx

= C fgf(x)dx
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(b) If [(x) ~g(x) for all x in [e, b] ,then fZ[(x)dx <; fZg(x)dx.

12. Let f be a bounded function on fa, b J. Assume that for every € > 0 there is
:.l 8 > 0 such that, if a = to < t 1 < '" < t n = b is a partition with At; < 8,
and Ci is any point in [ti-1, til , then
n

L

f(Ci) ati - S

<€

;""'1

Prove that f is integrable with integral S.

Problems !or'ClIBpter 13

_

1. Evaluate lim (cos~ + l)/(x - 1Tz ) by recognizing the limit to be a derivax-+n 2

tive.
2. Evaluate:
lim
X ..... 1!"2

[

sinyX
(..;;- -

1T)(~ + 1T)

rJ

. x
+ tanv

3. Using Theorem 2 and the limit laws, prove that if t and g are continuous at
xo, then so aref+ g,tg, andf/g (if g(xo) =1= 0).

4. Prove the chain rule, (f.g)'(xo) = f'(g(xo)) . g'(xo), via limits as follows:

(a) Let y

= g(x) and z =f(Y), and write

Ay = g'(xo)Ax + p(x)
Show that

Also write

Az = t'(Yo)Ay + a(y)

Yo = g(xo)

and show that
lim

a(y)=O
ay-o Ay

(b) Show that

Az = t\vo)g'(xo) Ax + t'(Yo)p(x) + a(g(x»
(c) Note that a(g(x» = 0 if Ay = O. Thus show that
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a(g(x» =

Ax

as Ax

~

{

a~(X»AY
Ay Ax
o

if Ay =f=

01
~0

if Ay

= O.

O.

(d) Use parts (b) and (c) to show that lim Az/Ax = ['(Yo)g'(xo).
Llx-+O

5. Write down Riemann sums for the given functions. Sketch.
(a) [(x) = x/ex + 1) for 1 ~ x ~ 6 with to
5,t5 =6;Ci=i-l on [i-I,i].
(b) [(x) = x + sin [(7Tj2)xl, 0

~

x

~

= 1, tl = 2, t2 = 3, t3 = 4, t4 =

6 with ti

= i, i

= 0, 1, 2, 3,4,5,6.

Find Riemann sums S 6 with
Ci

= i on [i - 1, il

and
Ci =

l• -

1
'2
on

[.I -

1']
,I

6. Write each of the following integrals as a limit.
(a) f~ [1/(x 2 + 1)] dx; partition [1,3] into n equal parts and use a suitable
choice of ci-

.

(b) f~ (costx + x) dx; partition [0,7T] into nequal parts and use a suitable
choice of Ct.
7. Let

Sn=± (~ +~)
i=1

Prove that Sn

->

f

~

as n

->

00

by using Riemann sums.

8. Expressing the following sums as Riemann sums, show that:

n

~

(b)

~~oo ~

3n

(2n

1

+ i)2 -"2

i=1

9. Write down a Riemann sum for [(x)
(i/2);i = 0,1,2, ... , 10.

= x 3 + 2 on

[-2,3] with

ti

= - 2+

10. Write f"!.~4f4 (I + tanx)dx as a limit. (Partition [-7T/4,1T/4] into 2n equal
parts and choose ci appropriately.)
11. Use Theorem 4 to prove that f~ [(x) dx

= f: [Cx) dx + fb[(x) dx.
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12. Show that

I" (x 0) =

lim

I(xo + 2Ax) + f(xo) - 2f(xo + Ax)
(Axi

Ax ....O

if I" is continuous at Xo.
13. Prove part 2 of Theorem 4 using the following outline (demonstrate each of
the statements). Let I be a bounded function on the interval [p, q], and let
€ be any positive number. Prove that there are real numbers m and M and
numbers x m and xM in [p, qJ such that:
1. m <:f(x) <:M for all x in [p, q]

2. I(xm)<m +€ and f(XM»M-€
[Hint: Let S be the set of real numbers z such that f(x) <: z <: f(y) for some
x and y in [p, q] . Prove that S is an interval by using the completeness

axiom.]
14. Prove that e = lim(l
h....O

+ h)l/h using the following outline. Write down the

equation In' (I) = 1 as a limit and substitute into e = e 1 • Use the continuity
of eX and eln y = y.
15. (a) A function f defined on a domain D is called uniformly continuous if
for any € > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that Ix - y I < 0 implies If(x) f(y) I < €. Show that a continuous function on [a, b] is uniformly continuous. (You may wish to use the proof of Theorem 3, Chapter 11 for
inspiration.)
(b) Use (a) to show that a continuous function on [a, b] is integrable.
16. (Cauchy Sequences.) A sequence al, a2, a3, ... is called a Cauchy sequence if
for every € > 0 there is a number N such that Ian - am 1< € whenever n ~ N
and m ;;;:. N. Prove that every convergent sequence is a Cauchy sequence.
17. Use the following outline to prove that every Cauchy sequence a 1, a2, a3, ...
converges to some real number.
(a) Using the definition of a Cauchy sequence, with € = 1, prove that the
sequence is bounded.
(b) Let S be the set of real numbers x such that an < x for infinitely many
n. Prove that S is an interval of the form (1,00) or [1,00). (Use the
completeness axiom.)
(c) Prove that lim an = 1.
n->oo

Appendix: Solutions
CHAPTER 1
l. No. The polynomial [(x) = x 2 - 2x + 1 = (x - 1)2 has a root at 1, but it
does not change sign there, since (x - l)z > 0 for all x =1= 1.

°
<

2. For n even, x n > for all x =1= 0, so there is no sign change. For n odd, x n
is negative for :x

0 and positive for :x

> 0, so there is a sign c.hange from

negative to positive at zero.
3. As in Worked Example 1, the quadratic (x - rlXx - rz) changes sign frum

positive to negative at the smaller root and from negative to positive at the
larger root. Thus the sign change at rl is from negative to positive if rl rz
and from positive to negative if rl <rz.

>

4. First we must find a motiony = 2x + b which passes throughy = rwhen
x = 1. We find ~= 2·1 + b, or b = -~. Now we look at the difference

tx

2

-

(2x -

t) = tx 2 -

2x +

t = hx z -

4x + 3) = t(x - 3)(x - 1)

The factor t(x - 3) is negative near x = l, so hx - 3)(x - 1) changes sign
from positive to negative at 1. It follows that the "test" object with uniform
velocity 2 passes our moving object, so its velocity is at most 2.
5. We must study the sign changes at xl) = 0 of x 3 - mx = x(x z - m). If
m 0, the factor X Z - m is everywhere positive and the product x(x 2 - m)
changes sign from negative to positive at Xo = O. If m 0, then X Z - m is
negative for x in (-.J;;,..j;0, so the sign change of x(x 2 - m) at XQ = a is
from positive to negative. The number m 0 0 fits the definition of the
derivative, so the derivative at Xo 0 of [(x) x 3 is zero. The tangent line
at (0, 0) has slope zero. so it L<; just the x axis. (See Fig. S- t -1 J

<

>

=

=

=

6. The equation of the tangent line at (xo,f(xo» is

If Xo

= 3.f(3) =

2, andf'(3) =

{IS, we get

y = 2 +{I8(x - 3) = ifB"x + (2 - 3~)

The y intercept is 2 - 3 {18 .
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_X3

x

Fig. 8-1-1 The tangent
line at (0,0) to y = x 3 is
thex axis.

y

These lines

do not cross

__--:::::~~~::::::::=------;>the graph

Fig. 8-1-2 The graph y =
Ix I has no tangent line at
(0,0).

7. The graph of f(x) = Ix Iis shown in Fig. S-1-2. None of the lin~ through
(0,0) with slopes between -1 and I cross the graph at (0,0), so there can be
no mo satisfying the definition of the derivative..
8. By the second definition on p. 8, the velocity is the derivative of x 2 at x = 3.
This derivative was calculated in Worked Example 4, it is 6.
9. ['(x)

= 3 for all x, so /'(8) = 3.

10. The velocity at time t is ['Ct), where/(t) = 4.9t2 • We have/'(t) = 2(4.9)t =
9.8t; at t = 3, this is. 29.4 meters per second. The acceleration is/"(r) =
9.8 meters per second per second.
11. /'(x) = 2' 3x + 4 = 6x + 4, so f\1) = 10. Also,[(l) = 9, so the equation of
the tangent line isy = 9 + 10(x - 1), or y = IOx-1.
12. Let f(x) = ax 2 + bx + c. Then f'(x) = 2ax + b and the derivative of this is
f" (x) = 2a. Hence f" (x) is equal to zero when a = O-that is, when f(x) is
a linear function bx + c.
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CHAPTER 2
1. The set B (x 2 - 1 > 0) consists of the intervals (1 , co) and (-co, - ~). From
Fig. S-2-1, we see that -1 is a transition point from B to A and that 1 is a
transition point from A to B.
Transition points
From B to A
From A to B

B

Fig. 8-2-1 Transitions be-

B

A

Wgd@Pf~~~~~~~ff,@;

-1

0

1

tween intervals occur at
common endpoints.

2. -"-1/1000 is the transition point from A to C, and 1/1000 is the transition
point from C to B. There are no other transition points; in particular, the
transition from A to B has a "gap:' (You should draw yourself a figure like
the one above for this situation.)
3. The state line crossing.
4. I/x is negative for x < 0 and positive for x > 0; thus, I{x changes from
negative to positive at O. (Note that l/x is not defined for x = 0.)
5. (a) We begin by drawing a picture and locating on it the intersection point
of the two lines (Fig. 8-2-2). To satisfy the definition of overtaking, we must
find an intervall such that conditions I and 2 on p. 21 hold. From the
picture, we guess thatI= (-00,00) will work. For condition 1, we must
show that, if x < 0, then 3x + 2 < 2x + 2. This is a simple chain of inequalities:

< 0 implies
3x < 2x implies
3x + 2 < 2x + 2.

x

Similarly, for condition 2, we show that x> 0 implies 3x + 2 > 2x + 2.

f(x) = 3x + 2
g(x) = x -+ 2

Fig. 8-2-2 f overtakes g
at O.

CHAPTER 2
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(b) To use Theorem 3, we merely note tha.t both lines pa.ss through (0,1)
and that the slope 3 of fl is larger than the slope 2 of f2. Theorem 2 then

assures us that fl overtakes f2 at O. (You may notice that the calculation in
(a) looks very much like the proof of Theorem 3. This is no accident. The
proofs of theorems are often modeled after particular calculations, with
letters substituted for specific values.)
6. We make the sketch first (Fig. 5-2-3).

y

x
---+---t--~---

f(xl = -3

Fig. 8-2-3 f overtakes 9
aty'3.

It looks as if f overtakes g at v'3':"and that an interval which works
should be I = (-v3. co). Let us verify conditions I and 2. If x E I and x <
we have
x
Is -3 _x 2 for these values of xi In other
2
words, is x - 3 O? In other words, do (x and (x +...j3) have opposite signs? Yes, they do, because x 0 and x +
o. That

ft,

-v'3 < < ft.
<

<

F <

0)

.J3 >

verifies condition 1. For condition 2 we notice that, if x >~, then x >
-..../3 as well, sox 2 - 3 = (x -V3)(x +~)ispositive;i.e.,_x 2 < -3.

7. From a sketch (Fig. 5-2-4), we suspect thatg overtakes fat the first point
wherc the two graphs intersect, i.e., at the smaller root of the equation
2x 2 = 5x - 3. Since 2x 2 - 5x + 3 = (2x - 3)(x - I), we guess that g overtakes fat 1. An interval which works should be ( -00, }). We must verify
conditions 1 and 2.
y

Fig. 8-24 9 overtakes f
at 1.
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To check condition 1, we must show that if x < I and x EI, then
5x - 3 < 2x 2 • But this is the same as 2x 2 - 5x + 3 > 0; Le.,
(2x - 3)(x - 1) > O;Le., 2x - 3 and x - 1 have the same s~gn. But they are
both negative if x < 1, so condition 1 is satisfied. To check condition 2, we
mU5t show that, if x> 1 and x <
then 5x - 3 > 2x 2 ; Le., (2x - 3)(x - 1)
have opposite signs. They do, since 2x - 3 = 2(x < 0 while x-I> O.

t,

t)

8. We have f(xo) = 2. To construct A and B, we must look at all the lines
through (xo,f(xo» = (0,2) and determine which ones overtake and are
overtaken by the graph of f at O. The equation of the general (nonvertical)
line through (0,2) is y = mx + 2. In Fig. 5-2-5, we plot the parabola
2
y = [(x) = x +}x + 2 and the lines y = mx + 2 for m = 0, 1, and 2.

y = x2

x

+ ~x
z +2

x

Fig. S-2-5 The line y = x + 2 is overtaken by y = x 2 +
y = 2x + 2 overtakes y =x 2 + -}x + 2.

tx + 2 at x = 0 and

We see from the figure that the lines y = Ox + 2 and y = x + 2 are
overtaken at Xo = 0 by the parabola y= x 2 +
+ 2, while the line y =
2x + 2 overtakes the parabola at O. Thus, the derivative f' (0), if it exists,

tx

must lie somewhere between 1 and 2. To find the precise value of/'(O), we

make another observation from the figure: a line is overtaken by the parabola when the second (circled) point of intersection lies to the left of 0,
while the line overtakes the parabola when the second point of intersection
is to the right of O. We can locate this point for arbitrary m by solving the
equation
x 2 + }x + 2 = mx + 2
x2 +
m)x = 0

(t -
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x(x+}-m)=O
x=O or x=m-

3

z

t.

t,

The circled point is the one which is not. 0; i.e., it is m For m <
m - } is negative, and the parabola overtakes the line; for m > m is positive, and the line overtakes the parabola. Thus A = (-oo,t) and B =
ct,oo). The point of transition between A and B is we conclude that
[(x) = x 2 +
+ 2 is differentiable at Xo = 0 and that ['(D) =}.

t,

t

t;

tx

CHAPTER 3
1.

x

gl(X)

0.1
0.01
0.002
0.0004

=x

0.1
0.01
0.002
0.0004

g2(X) = x 2

g3(X) = x 3

0.01
0.0001
0.000004
0.00000016

0.001
0.000001
0.000000008
0.000000000064

The functionsg2 and g3 appear to vanish rapidly at O. (In fact, g}. does by

the quadratic function rule; see Exercise 3 for g3')
2. (a) If I and g vanish at xo, then I(xo)
g(x 0) = 0 + 0 = O.

= g(xo) = O. Then (f+ g)(xo) = I(xo) +

(b) fg(xo) = f(xo)g(xo) = O· ~(xo) = O.

3. Let I(x) = (x - xo? f(xo) = (xo - xo? = 02 = O. To show that ['(xo) = 0,
we multiply out: I(x) = xl. - 2xoX + x~. We may apply the quadratic function rule to get ['(x) = 2x - 2x o; therefore, ['(x 0) = 2x o - 2x o = O.
4. We use both parts of Theorem 3. By part 2, (-1 )'2 is rapidly vanishing at
xo. By part 1, '1 + (-1)'2 ='1 - r2 is rapidly vanishing at xo.

s.. By Theorem 2, rex) =

f(x) - f(xo) - t'(xo)(x - xo) va!lishes rapidly at xo.
By Theorem 3, so does

ar(x)

= al(x) -

af(xo) - al'(xo)(x - xo)

Thus, by Theorem 2, af(x) is differentiable at Xo with derivative at'(xo).
6. Referring to Fig. 3-3, we see that the extreme values of y for points in the
bow-tie region occur at the four points which are marked in the figure. If a
and b are the endpoints of I, the y values at these points are
(f'(xo) - l)(a - xo)
(f'(xo) + l)(a - xo)
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(j'(xo) - l)(b - xo)
(f'(xo) + l)(b - xo)
Choose B so that all four of these numbers lie between -B and B.

7. Since we now have the product rule, we write lex) = x 4

= x 2 • x 2 and compute!'(x) = 2x 2 • x 2 +x 2 • 2x 2 =4x 3 • Then!'(O) =f(O) = 0, sof(x)

vanishes rapidly at O.

= (x -3)2(x - 7)2. At x = 3, (x - 3)2 vanishes rapidly (see Solved
Exercise 3). By Theorem 5. so does (x - 3)2(x - 7)2. Similarly for x = 7.
(Alternatively, you may compute [' (x) by the product rule.)

8. Let [(x)

9. Say that the line 11 has slope g' (x 0) + 1. This line is then y
(g'(xo) + l)(x - xo)· It inters'ects y = }g(xo) when

= g(x 0) +

tg(xo) =g(xo) + (g'(xo) + l)(x - xo)

i.e.. when
1

g(xo)

x = xo -"2 g'(xo) + 1

>

If g' (x 0) + 1 0, this point is to the left of x o. The left-hand endpoint I is
this value of x, or the left-hand endpoint of the interval which works for i 1

ovenaking the graph of g, whichever is nearer to xo. Ifg'(xo) + I is negative,
we may simply use the endpoint of the interval which works. (Draw your
own figure for this case.)
10. Let

g(x)

=t

ifx~O

if x <0

The beginning of the proof of Theorem 7 shows that such a g cannot be
differentiablt: at O.

CHAPTER 4
1. We have

0+0=0

by I.l

so
x(O+O)=x·O
x • 0 +x • 0

=x • 0

[x'O+x' 0) +[-(x'O)] =x'O+[-(x'O»)

by II. 5

CHAPTER 4

x· 0 +{x ·0+ [-(x· 0)] } = x ·0+ [-(x· O)J

by 1.2

x·o+o=o

by 1.4

x· 0 = 0

by £.3

201

2. (x + y)2 = (X + y)(X + y) .
=(X+Y)X+(X+y)y
= (X 2 + yX) + (xy + y2)
=X 2 +YX+xy+y2

by II.5
by lI.S
by 1_2

=XZ+xy+xy+yZ
by II. 1
2
= X + 1- xy + 1 - xy + y2 by ILl and II.3
=x 2 +(l+I)xy+y2
by 1.5
= x 2 + 2xy + y2
Note that the associativity properties of addition and multiplication allow

us to write unparenthesized sums and products of more than two numbers,
like x 2 + yx + xy + y2 or 2xy, without ambiguity.
As your experience in writing pcoofs incceases, you may begin to omit

explicit references to the reasons for your steps, or to do more than one
manipulation at each step, but for the moment you should write out all the
details.
3. We assume, of course, that 6 = 5 + 1 = 4 + 1 + 1 = 3 + 1 + 1 + 1, etc. Now
2'3= (l + 0-(1 + 1 + 1)
= 1 - (l + 1 + 1) + 1 • (l + 1 + 1)
=1-1+1·1+1-1+1-1+1-1+1-1
=11"11"11"11"11"1

11.5
II.S, extended to sums with
several terms
B.3

=2+1+1+1+1
=3+1+1+1=4+1+1=5+1=6
4. (-x)-y +xy = [(-x) +x]·y
=O-y

II.S
I.1 and 1.4
Solved Exercise 1

=0
So

(-x) •y + xy + [-(xy)]

= 0 + [-(xy)]

(-x)-y+O=O+[-(xy)]
(-x)· y
5.

1.4·

= -(xy)

(~ + ~) (bd) = ~. ~

1.3 .

+ C-

~~

-

(bd)
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= a· bI . bd + e· dI .

bd

=a-l-d+c·l-b

= ad

+ be

IL5
11.1 and 11.4

Itt and 11.3

Now bd =#: 0, since if bd = a, then as b =#: 0, we would have d = (1 /b)' bd =
(lib) • 0 = 0, contradicting the assumption that d =#: O. Thus, we may multiply both sides of the equation above by Ilbd to get
a c
"b+
d

(1 )

= (ad + be) -b-d

ad + be

=-b-d-

6. By IlIA, :the only possibility other than 0 < 1 is 1 ~ O. We will show that
this leads to a contradiction. If
1~0

then
1 + (-1)

~

0 + (-1)

III.S

O~-l

0~(-1)·(-l)

11I.6

O~1

Thus, 0

~

1 and 1 ~ O. By IIL3, this implies that 0 = I, contradicting B.3.

7. Since e ~ 0, e + (-e) ~ -c, so 0 ~ -c. Also, x
i.e., 0 ~ (y - x). By 1I1.6, we have

o ~ (-c)(y

~y,

so x + (-x)

~y

+ (-x),

- x)

a~-cy +ex

cy

T

a ~ cy T

(-cy)

T

cx

111.5

cy~cx
el':.~

cy

8. By lIlA, the only possibility other than a ~ b is b < a. By the assumed
property of a and b, this implies b < b, which is impossible. Thus, b < a is
impossible, so we must have a ~ b.
9. By IlIA, we have that either x ~ 0 or x ~ a. If x ~ 0, we have x 2 = x . x ~
o by 111.6. Ifx ~ a, then (-I)·x ~ (-I)·a, by Solved Exercise 7, so -x ~
O. By IlI.6, we have 0 ~ (-x)( -x) = (-1 )2. x 2 = x 2 • So. in either case, we
have x 2 ~ O.
10. Suppose that x 1 and xl. are in [a, b), i.e.,: a: < x 1 < b and a <;; X2 < b, and
that Xl <y <X2' We must prove that a ~y < b. But a ~ Xl and Xl <y
imply a ~y, and y <X2 and X2 < b imply y < b. Thus y E [a, b).

CHAPTER 4
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11. To show that c 2 = 2, we will show that neither c 2 < 2 nor c 2 > 2 is possible. Suppose c2 < 2. If 0 < h < I, we have 0 < h 2 < h • I = h, and
(c + h)2 = c 2 + 2ch + h 2 < c2 + 2ch + h = c 2 + (2c + l)h. If 0 < h <
(2 - c 2 )1.(2c + 1) (there always exists such an h, since 2 - c2 > 0), we have
(c

2 - c2
2c + I

+ h)2 < c2 + (2c + 1 ) ' - - = 2

Thus, c + h is an element of S which is larger than c, contradicting the fact
that c is the upper endpoint of S.
If c'2 > 2, we look at (c - h)\ for small positive h. This equals c2 .
f
2
2
2
2ch + h > c - 2ch. If we choose h such that 0 < h < (c - 2)/2c, we have
(c - h)2

> c'2 _

2ch

> c2 _

2

2C( c

2~ 2 )

= c2

_

c2 + 2 = 2

Thus. c - h does not belong to S. This again contradicts the fact that c is
the upper endpoint of S.
11. If there is a rational number whose square is 2, it can be written as mIn,

where m and n are positive integers with no common factor. The equation
(mln)2 = 2 implies m 2 = 2n 2; thus m 2 being divisible by 2, must be even.
Since the square of an odd number i:s odd «2k -t 1)2 = 2(2k2 -t 2k) -t 1), m
cannot be odd, so it must be even. If we write m = 21, we have the equation
2
(21)2 = 2n 2 , or 41 = 2n 2 , or 21 2 = n 2• Thus n 2 , and hence n, must be even.
Since m and n are both even, they have the common factor of 2, contradicting our assumption. (This argument is found in Euclid.)
13. First. we show that there are rational and irrational numbers in (O,b - a).
To find a rational number,let n be an integer such that l/(b - a) < n. (See
Problem 5, p. 52.) Then 0

< lin < (b

- a). For an irrational, let m be an

integer such that ...,ff;(b - a) < m. Then 0 < -121m < b - a, and v'2/m is
irrational. (If v'2im were rational, then so would be the product
m(Y2tm) =...[i But ...;2'is irrational, as was shown in Solved Exercise 12.
Now look at the sequence of rational numbers
3
n

2
n

I
n

1234
nnnn

... ,--,--,--,.0,-,-,-,-,...

which extends to infinity in both directions. Some of these numbers are to
the left of (a, b) and others are to the right. Since the distance between successive numbers is less than the length b - a of (a, b), the sequence cannot
jump over (a, b), and there must be a rational of the form pin in (a, b).

Next, look at the sequence

... ,-2v'm2,-.J2,
0,V2,2V2,
3V2,...
m
m m m
The:se numbers are all irrational, since if q..j2lm were rational,so would be

..j2. By the same argument as for the previous sequence, one of the
numbers q..f2tm must lie in (a, b).
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<

1. First sketch the graph of g (Fig. 5-5-1). Take for C2. The inequality g(O)
is satisfied by g at x 0 = 0, since g(O) = 0, but no matter what open inter~
val I we take about 0, there are positive numbers x in I for which g(x) = 1,
which is 2reater than ~. Since it is not possihle to choose I such that condition 2 in the definition of continuity is satisfied, withxo = 0, C = it
follows that g is not continuous at O.

t

t,

__

Yi

y= g(x)

11~

'~m-=

V = g(x)

I

x

Fig.8·5-1 This step function is discontinuous at O.

2. The graph of f is shown in Fig. 8-5-2. We must establish conditions I and 2
in the definition of continuity. First, we check condition 2. Let C2 be such
that f(xo) =[(0) = 0 < C2, i.e., C2 > O. We must find an open interval J
about Osuch that f(x) < C2 for all x EI. From Fig. 8-5-2, we see that we
should try J = (-C2,C2). For x ~ 0 and x EI, we havef(x) = x < C2. For
x < 0 and x EJ, we have f(x) = -x. Since x> -C2, we have -x < C2, i.e.,
I(x) < C2- Thus, for all x EJ, I(x) < C2- For condition I, we have Cl <
f(O) = O. We can take I to be any open interval about 0, even (-00,00), since
Cl < 0 ~f(x) for all real numbers x. Hence fis continuous at O.
Notice that the interval J has to be chosen smaller and smaller as

(;2

>

o is nearer and nearer to zero. (It is accidental to this example that the interval I can be chosen independently of Cl.)

v

absolute
value function is continuous at O.
Fig. S-5-2 The

3. If f(xo) is not zero, it is either positive or negative. Suppose first that
f(xo) > O. In the definition of continuity, we may set Cl = 0 in condition 1.
We conclude that there is an open interval! about Xo on which 0 f(x), so
llf(x) is defined on I. If f(x 0) < 0, we use condition 2 of the definition
instead to conclude that f(x) < 0, and hence llf(x) is defined, for all x in
some open intervalJ about xo.

<
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4. (a) The function is discontinuous at •.• -2,-1,0,1,2, .... (Take
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= tin

condition 2 of the definition of continuity.)

(b) The function is continuous, even though it is not differentiable at the
"corners" of the graph.
(c) The function is continuous, even though its graph cannot be drawn
without removing pencil from paper. In fact, if you take any point
(xo,Yo) on the curve, the part of the curve lying over some open interval about Xo can be drawn without removing pencil from paper.
(d) The function is not continuous at 1. (Use condition 1 of the definition
with Cl =

t.)

5. This is a quotient of polynomials, and the denominator takes the value 4 =Fa at x = 1. so the function is continuous there. by part 2 of the corollary to
Theorem 1.
6. The absolute value function (see Solved Exercise 2) was shown to be con-

tinuous at Xo = a. However, in Solved Exercise 7 of Chapter 1, we showed
that the same function fails to be differentiable at O. Thus, a function which
is continuous at a point need not be differentiable there, so the converse of
Theorem 1 is false. Notice that our example does not contradict Theorem
1; since the absolute value function is not differentiable at 0, Theorem 1
simply has nothing to say about it.

= x 3 + 8x 2 + x is continuous at r = 0, since it is a polynomial and
hence is differentiable. Let c = I f1 000 > [(0) = O. By the definition of

7. [(x)

continuity, there is an open interval I about 0 such that x E I implies [(x)
c. Let 6 be the right endpoinl uf I. Thus 0

~

x

< 6 implies x

E I, su [(x)

<

<

1/1000.
8. Let g(x) = [(x) + A. Let g(xo) < c, so [(xo) < c - A. There is an interval I
about Xo with [(x) < c - A if x El by the definition of continuity for [at
xo. Hence if x El, g(x) = [(x) + A < c, so condition 1 holds for g. Condition 2 is proved similarly.
9. It is not so easy to show that Tis convex•. In fact, if we do not assume that
[(x) =1= d for all x in [a, b 1, then T might not be convex, although S always

will be. (See Fig. S-5-3 on the next page.)
10. We can let

. 1

Sln-

[(x)

=

{

for

x> 0

0 x
for x

~

0
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y

d

=r----Y=d

y= f(x)

b

a"

"--r-J

x

y

~
T

+ 2X + 8, we have 1(1 00) = 1O~099,970,208 > 0,
while [(-100) -9,900~030, 192 < O. Since [is a polynomial, it is differentiable by the results of Chapter 3 and hence is continuous by Theorem 1.
By the intermediate value theorem, there is some number c in (-100, 100)
such that [(c) = O.

ll. If [(x)

=X

Fig. 5-5-3 The set of x
for which f(x) < d might
not be convex.

S

+x 4

-

3x 2

=

12. Suppose that Y I < Y < Y2, and Y I and Y2 belong to T. To prove that yET,
we begin by observing that YI [(XI) and Y2 =[(X2) for some Xl and X2 in
[a, b] • [(x· I ) =1= [(x 2) implies that Xl =1= X 2, since X I = X 2 would imply [(x 1)
= [(x 2). U~t J be the closed interval whose endpoints are XI and X2. (We do
not know whether XI <X2 or X2 <XI, soJ could be [Xt,X2] or [x2,xd.)
Since [(Xt) <y <f(X2), the intermediate value theorem applied to fan J
tells us that [(c) = Y for some c in J. But c lies in [a, b] as well, so yET.

=

13• .we calculate t' (x) by the quotient rule:

t'( ) = (x - 1) - (x + 1)
x

2

(x _ 1)2

['(0) = - 2, which is negative, so [is decreasing at C by Theorem 3. It is
getting colder.
14. t'(x) = 6x 2 - 18x + 12 = 6(x 2 - 3x + 2) = 6(x - l)(x - 2). This is positive
for X in (-00, I) and X in (2,00), zero for X = 1 and 2, and negative for x in
(1,2). By Theorem 3, we .conclude that tis increasing at each x in (-00,1)
and (2,00) and that f is not increasing at X in (1.2) (because it is decreasin2

there). For x = 1 and x = 2, we cannot tell whether fis increasing or not
without using other methods (discussed in Chapter 6).
·1 S. The derivative at 0 of each of these functions is 0, so Theorem 3 does not
give us any information: we must use the definition of increasing and decreasing functions.
For [(x) = x 3 , we have [(x) = x· x 2• Since x 2 ;;;'-:0 for ".11 x, x 3 has the
same sign as x; i.e., [(x) < 0 = teO) for x < 0 and [(x) > 0 = teO) for x> O.
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This means that [is increasing at 0; we can take the interval I to be (-00,00).
A similar argument shows that _x 3 = -x· x 2 is decreasing at O.
Finally, for [(x) = x 2 , we have [(x) ~ 0 =[(0) for all x. The conditions for increasing or decreasing can never be met, because we would need
to have [(x) <[(0) for x on one side or the other of O. Thus, x 2 is neither
increasing nor decreasing at O.
16. Nothing is wrong. Although [is increasing at each point of its domain, it is
not increasing (in fact, not defined) at 0, which lies in the interval [-1,1]'
so Theorem 5 does not apply to this interval.
17. We apply Theorem 4' to f on the intervals [xt>b] and tb,X2], where
a <Xl <b <X2 <c concluding that f(x) <[(b) for all x in [xt>b) and
f(b) < I(x) for all x in [b, X 2] . But this says exactly that [is increasing at b.

=

18. [(x) x 8 + x 4 + 8x 9 - X is continuous on [0,10,000), so by the boundedness lemmaJis bounded above on fO,IO,OOO] by some number M. (The
lemma doesn't tell us how to find such an M-this requires some calculation.)
19. We know from the proof of the extreme value theorem that T is an interval,
and that the upper endpoint of T belongs to T. But we also know that [has
a minimum value of T on [a, b) ; this minimum value is the lower endpoint
of T and belongs to T. Since T contains both its endpoints, it is a closed
interval.
The answer to the last question is "no." For instance, consider [(x) =
x 2 on [-1
The set of values of [(see Fig. S-S-4)is [0,1], but
= tis
not an endpoint.

[ct)

,tl.

y

-1

1

x

2

Fig. 5-5-4 The value of f
at an endpoint of an interval need not be an endpoint of the set of values
of f on the interval.

CHAPTER 6
1. We begin by finding the critical points: ['(x) = 12x 3 - 24x2 + 12x =
12x(x 2 - 2x + 1) = 12x(x - 1)2; the critical points are thus 0 and 1. Since
(x - I? is always nonnegative, the only sign change is from negative to
positive at zero. Thus zero is a local minimum point, while the critical point

1 is not a turning point.
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2. (d/dx )x n = nx n - 1 • This changes sign from negative to positive at zero if n is
even (but n :1= 0); there is no sign change if n is odd. Thus zero is a local
minimum point if n is even and at least 2; otherwise there is no turning
point.
3. g'(x) = -f'(x)/f(x)2, which is zero whenf'(x) is zero, negative when/'(x)
is positive, and positive when t' (x) is negative (as long as f(x) =1= O. Thus, as
long as f(x) =1= 0, g' (x) changes sign when f' (x) does, but in the opposite

direction. Hence we have:

1. Local minimum points of g(x) = local maximum points of f(x)
where f(x) =1= O.
2. Local maximum points of g(x) = local minimum points of f(x)

.

where f(x) '1=

o•

Note that g(x 0) is not defined if f(xo)
there, even jf f does.

= 6x. The critical points are zeros of f'(x); that
±O/v'31; f"( -l/v'3'> = -(61v'3'> < 0 and ["(l/yS) = 6/v'3> o.

4. f'(x) = 3x 2
is x =

= 0, so g cannot have a turning point

-

I andf"(x)

By the second derivative test, -(1 1-J'3) is a local maximum point and 1/0
is a local minimum point.

s.

Let g = t'. Then g' (x 0) = 0 and g"(x 0) > 0, so Xo is a local minimum point
for g(x) = f'(x), and so f'ex) cannot change sign at xo. Thus Xo cannot be a
turning point for f.

6. The function l(x) = 0 is the linear approximation to all three graphs at zero.
For x =1= 0, x 4 0 and _x 4 0, so x 4 is concave upward at zero and _x 4 is

>

<

concave downward. The graph of the function x 3 crosses its tangent line at
3
Xo = 0, so x can be neither concave upward nor concave downward at that
point.
7. f'(x) = 9x 2 - 8, f"(x) = 18x. Thus/is concave upward when 18x > 0 (that
is, when x> 0) and concave downward when x < O. Before sketching the
graph; we notice that turning points occur when x = ±v:! = ±~/i See Fig.
S-6-1.
Concave
downward

y

Concave
upward
y = 3x3

--0
3

x

-

8x + 12

Fig. 8-6·1 {"(xl = 18x

changes sign at O.
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8. (a) If f"(xo) < 0 (or ('(xo» 0) the linear approximation to fat Xo is
always greater (or less) thanf(x) for x near Xo.
(b) Let f(x) = I/x;f'(x) = -1/x 2 ;f"(x) = 2/x 3 • We havef"(1) = 2, sofis
concave upward at 1. Thus, for x near I, the linear approximation lex) =
f(l) + f'(l)(x - 1) = I - I(x - 1) = 2 - x is always less than I/x. (We
leave it to the reader as an exercise to prove directly from the laws of
inequalities that 2 - x ~ I/x for all x > 0.) .
9. For each of the functions listed,r'(O) = r"(o) = r"'(O) = O. We already saw
(Solved Exercise 6) that zero is a local minimum point for x 4 and a local
maximum point for _x 4 • For x S , we have f"(x) = 20x 3 , which changes sign
from negative to positive at x = 0, so zero is a point of inflection at which
the graph crosses the tangent line from below to above. (You can see this
directly: x 5 < 0 for x < 0 and x 5 > 0 for x> 0.) Similarly, for _x 5 zero is
an inflection point at which the graph of the function crosses the tangent
line from above to below.
10. Suppose that f" changes sign from negative to positive at Xo. If hex) =
f(x) - [f(xo) + f ,(xo)(x - xo)], then h"
(x) = f (
x) - '
f (xo) and h "(x ) =
f"(x). Since f"(x) changes sign from negative to positive at xo, so does
h"(x); thus Xo is a local minimum point for h'(x). Since h'(xo) = 0, we have
h'(x) > 0 for all x =F=Xo in some open interval (a, b) about Xo. It follows from
the corollary to Theorem 5 of Chapter 5 that h is increasing on (a, x 0] and
on [xo,b). Since h(xo) = 0, this gives hex) < 0 for x E (a,xo) and hex) > 0
for x E (xo, b); that is, h changes sign from negative to positive at xo. The
case where fIt changes sign from positive to negative at x 0 is similar.

II. We have f'(x) = 96x 3 - 96x 2 + 18x, so f"(x) = 288x 2 - 192x + 18 and
["'(x) = 576x - 192. To find inflection points, we begin by solvingf"(x) =
0; the quadratic formula gives x = (4 ± 0)/12. Using our knowledge of
parabolas, we conclude that t" changes from positive to negative at
(4 - 0)/12 and from negative to positive at (4 + ..J7)j 12; thus both are
inflection points. (One could also evaluate t'" «4 ± 0)/12, but this would
be more complicated.)

tx tx + t. Substituting x - t for x (since

12. t<2x 3 + 3x 2 + X + I) = x 3 + 2 +
the coefficient of x 2 is gives

t)

(x -

h3+ f(x - t)2 + ~x - t) + t

3 2
3
1
L-- 2 -x+4"
1)
L1)
1
=x 3 -ZX
+4X-g+2\.X
+2\'X-'2
+'2
3
=x -

tx +t

Thus, after being shifted along the x andy axes, the cubic becomes x 3 -~.
Since c < 0, it is of type III.
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13. For type I, [" (x) is never zero. For types III and Ih. there is a point
(x = 0) at which [" vanishes. This is not an inflection point, but rather a
point where the graph is especially flat. Notice, in Fig. 6-12, that types III
and 11 3 represent transitions between types I and III. The flat spot on a
graph of type II is the location where a pair of inflection points appear as
we pass from type I to type III. Types III and 113 are mirror images of one
another, distinguished by the side of the local minimum point on which the
flat spot occurs.

CHAPTER 7
1. Here a = -2 and b = 3,so [[(b) - [(a)] f(b - a) = [27 - (-8)] I
[3 - (-2)] = 3515 = 7. This shouldequalf'(xo) = 3x(;, tor some Xo be-

tween -2 and 3. In fact, we must have 3x~ = 7 or Xo =±V773 ~ ±1.527.
Each of these values is between -2 and 3, so either will do as Xo' The
situation is sketched in Fig. S-7-1.
y

25

15

Tangent
line

3

x
Fig. S-7-1 Tangent Jines
parallel to a secant line of
y=x 3 •

2. If, in Corollary 1, we take S = (0,00), then the hypothesis ['(x) E S becomes
[t (x) > 0, and the conclusion [[(x 2) - [(x 1)] I(x 2 - Xl) E S becomes
[[(X2) - [(Xl)] l(x2 - Xl) > 0, or [(X2) > [(Xl) when X2 > Xl' Thus
Corollary 1, in this case, is just the increasing function theorem (Theorem 5,
Chapter 5).
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3. Let let) be the position of the train at time t; let a and b be the beginning
and ending times of the trip. By Corollary I, with S = [40,50], we have
40 ~ [[(b) - [(a)] /(b - a) ~ 50. But [(b) - [(a) = 200, so
40 ~ 200 ~ 50
b -a

1
5

I
b -a

1
4

-~--~
5~b-a~4

Hence the trip takes somewhere between 4 and 5 hours.
4. The derivative of I Ix is -0 Ix 2 ), so by Corollar~ 3. F(x) = I Ix + C. where
C is a constant, on any interval not containing zero. So F(x) = l/x + C1 for
x < 0 and F(x) = l/x + C2 for x > O. Hence eland C2 are constants, but
they are not necessarily equal.

s.

Since [(0)

= 0 and [(2) = 0, Rolle's theorem shows that [' is zero at some

xo in (0,2); that is, 0 <xo < 2.

6. Apply the horserace theorem with [l(X)
[0, I J.

=[(x), f2(X) = x 2, and [a, b J =

CHAPTER 8
1. We set y = mx + b and solve for x, obtaining x = (Ylm) - (blm). Thus x is
completely determined by y, and the inverse function is g(y) = (Ylm) (blm). (Notice that if m = 0, there is no solution for x unless y = b; the
constant function is not invertible.)
2.· The domain S consists of all x such that x ::1= -die. Solving y = (ax + b)1
(ex + d) for x in terms of y gives:
y(cx +d) =ax +b
(ey - a)x = -dy

+b

If ey - a :f:: 0, we have the unique solution
x =

-dy+b
=g(y)
ey -a

It appears that the inverse function g is defined for all y ::1= ale; we must,
(ax + b )/(ex + d);
however, check the condition that ey - a::l= 0 when y

=

Note that

+b)

ax - -a
ey-a=e ( ex +d
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=

cax + be - aex - ad be - ad
=
ex+d
cx+d

Thus there are two cases to consider:
Case 1: be - ad =1= O. hi this case, [is invertible on S, and T consists of
all y which are unequal to ale.
Case 2; be - ad = O. IIi this case, b = adlc and
y =ax +adlc = 1. (acx +ad)
cx+d
c
cx+d

=a (ex +d) =~
c ex+d
c
So [is a constant function, which is not invertible.
3. Writing y = x

2

+ 2x + 1

(x + 1)2, we get x - -1 ±.jY. In this casc, thclc is

=

not a unique solution for x in terms of y; in fact, for y > 0 there are two
solutions, while for y < 0 there are no solutions. Looking at the graph of [
(Fig. S-8-1), we see that the range of values of [is [0,00] and that [becomes
invertible if we restrict it to (-00, -1] or [ - 1,00). Since we want an interval
containing zero, we choose [-1,00). Now if x ~ -1 in the equation x =
- 1 ±..;y, we must choose the positive square root, so the inverse function
g has domain T = [0, co) and is defined by g(y) = -1 + Vi. (See Fig. S-8-2.)
Hence g(9) = -1 +$ = -1 + 3 = 2. (Note that [(2) = 2 2 + 2' 2 + 1= 9.)
Also, g(x) = -1 +
(Again, one just substitutes. It is possible to use any
letter to denote the variable in a function.)

vx.

y
y = (x + 1)2 = f(x)

x

-1

Fig. 8-8·1 How can we restrict f to make it invertible?

x

x = g(y) = -1 + v'Y
y
-1

,...

.....

.......

...

----

• j-

x=-l-vy

Fig. 8-8·2 The inverse of
the function in Figure

5-8-1 .
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4. The graphs, which we obtain by viewing the graphs in Fig. 8-3 from the
reverse side of the page, are shown in Fig. S-8-3.

x

x

x

x = f-'(y)
y

(

= fly))
y

(b)

(a)

y

(e)

Fig. 5-8-3 Inverses of the functions in Figure 8-3.

5. A simple test is the following: The function is invertible if each horizontal
line meets the gTaph in at most one point. Applying this test, we find that

the functions (a) and (c) are invertible while (b) is not.
6. (a) ['(x) = 5x 4 + I > 0, so, by Theorem l,fis invertible on [-2,2], The
domain of the inverse is [[(-2),[(2)], which is [-34,34].
(b) Since [' (x) > 0 for all x in (-oo,oo),f is increasing on (-00,00). Now f
takes arbitrarily large positive and negative values as x varies over
( -00, 00); it takes all values in between by the intermediate value
theorem, so the domain of 1 is (-00,00). There is no simple formula
for 1 (y), the solution of X S + x = y, in terms of y, but we can calculate r1(y) for any specific values of y to any desired degree of
accuracy. (This is really no worse than the situation for...;x. If the
inverse function to X S + x had as many applications as the square root
function, we would learn about it in high school, tables would be
readily available for it, calculators would calculate it at the touch of a
key, and there would be a standard notation like le,ty for .the solution
of X S + x = y, just as ..flY is the standard notation for the solution of
S
X = y.)*

r

r

(c) Since fO) = 1 5

+1=

2,

r 1 (2) must equal 1.

(d) To calculate F 1 (3)-that is, to seek an x such that X S + x = 3-we use
the method of bisection: Since f(l) = 2 < 3 and f(2) = 34 > 3, x must
lie between 1 and 2. We can squeeze toward the correct answer by successively testing f(x) at the midpoint of the interval in which x lies to
obtain a new interval of half the length containing x:
*For further discussion of this point, see E. Kasner and J. Newman, Mathematics and the
Imagination, Simon and Schuster, 1940, pp. 16-18.
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so
so
so
so
so
[(1.13) = 2.97244 so
[(1.135) = 3.01856 so
f(1.5)=
[(1.25) =
[(Ll) ==
[(1.15) =
f(1.14) =

9.09375
4.30176
2.71051
3.16135
3.06541

1 <x < 1.5
1 <x < 1.25
1:1
< 1.25
1.1 <x < 1.15
1.1 <x < 1.14

<x

1.13 <x < 1.14
1.13 <x

< 1.135

Thus, to two decimal places, x = 1.13. (About 10 minutes of further experimentation gave [(1.132997566) = 3.000000002 and [(1.132997565) =
2.999999991. What does this tell you about 1(3)?)

r

±vq.

7. We findf'(x) = 5x 4 - I, which has roots at
Ins easy to check that
each of these roots is a turning point, so [is invertible on (-00,
[-vq,V'1],and (V'1,co)..

-4f] ,

8. Here f'(x) = nx n- 1 • Since n is odd, n - 1 is even and t' (x) > 0 for all x =1=
O. Thus [is increasing on ( -co, co) and so it is invertible there. Since [(x) is
continuous and x n takes arbitrarily large positive and negative values, it
must take on all values in between, so the range of values of [, which is the
domain of r 1, is (-00,00). We usually denote r1(y) by yl/n or
We have

flY.

just proved that if n is odd, every real number has a uniquerealTith root.
9. We find that t' (x) = nxn - 1 changes sign at zero if n is even. Thus f is invertible on (-co, 0] and on [0,00). Since x n is positive for all n and takes arbitrarily large values, the range of values for [is [0,00), whether the domain
is (-00,0] or [0, co). The inverse function to f on [0,-) is usually denoted
by y lin ~; the inverse function to [ on (-00, 0] is denoted by - y lIn or

=

-.f1Y. Reme~ber that these are defined only for y ~ o.

10. We find y = [(x) = (ax + b )/(ex + d), so
f'(x) = a(ex +d) - e(ax + b) =.ad - be
(ex + d)2
(ex + d)2

Notice thac this ll> never zero if ad - be =1= O.
In Solved Exercise 2, we saw that x = g(y)

= (-dy + b )/(ey -

a), so

,
-d(ey - a) - e(-dy + b)
ad - be
g(y)=
(ey-a)2
=(cy-a)2
As they stand,f'(x) = (ad - be)/(cx

+ d)2 and g'(y) = (ad - bc)/(ey - a)2

do not appear to be reciprocals of one another. However, the inverse func.:.
tion theorem says that g'(y) = 1/(f'(g(y»] , so we must substitute g(y) =
(-dy + b)!Cey - a) for x inf'(x). We obtain

CHAPTER 8
ad -be

f'(g(y» =

=
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ad - be
-cdy + cb + cdy - ad]

r

L

_

cy-a

ad - he

2

.

_ (ey _ 0)2

- EbC - ad] 2
cy -a

-

ad - be

which is l/[g'(v) 1.
11. Since f is a polynomial, it is continuous. The derivative is f'(x) = 3x 2 + 2.
This is positive for x > 0 and in particular for x in (0,2). By Theorem 1, [
has an inverse function g(y). We notice that g(4) = 1, since[(l) 4. From
Theorem 2, with Yo 4 and Xo = 1,

=

=

,

g ( 4)

1

1

1

= f' (l) = 3 • 12 + 2 =S-

12. Let [(x) = x 3 • Then [has inverse g(y) = yl /3. ['(0) = 0, but g is not differentiable at y = O. We can prove g is not differentiable at y = 0 as follows:
we shall show that no line leY) = my through (0,0) overtakes g(y) at y = 0.
Indeed, suppose it did; then in particular, in some interval J about 0, y E J,
y > 0 implies my > yl/3, i.e., m > 0 and y2/3 > 11m. But this cannot be,
for it implies y > 11m 3/2 > 0 and the inequality was supposed to hold for
all y E J" Y > 0, not merely those which are greater than 11m 3/2.

=

13. Since g'(y 0) lIt' (xo), g' is either> 0 or < 0 in J, as this is true for t' on L
Hence we know Theorem 2 applies with [ieplaced by g. The inverse of g is
nothing but {. We may conClude, by Theorem 2, that fis differentiable at
Xo = g(yo) and
')

1

[(xo = g'(yo)
But
1
g'(Yo)

1

= ll['(xo) =[

'()

xo

so this just reduces to something we already knew.

= f(x + I) = (x + 1)2. (Or (f og)(x) = f(u) =
u 2 = (x + 1)2.) On the other hand, (g of)(x) = g([(x» = g(x 2 ) = x 2 + 1. Note
that g of::/= [ 0g.

14. We find (f og)(x) = f(g(x»
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15. We observe t.hat hex) can be expressed in terms of X 12 as (X 12 )2 + 3(X 12 ) + 1.
If u = g(x) = x 12 , then h(x) = l(g(x where I(u) u 2 + 3u + 1.

»,

16. (a) Df= (-oo,oo),Dg

=

= [0,00).

(b) The domain of fog consists of all x in D g for which g (x) E Dr; that is,
all x in [0, 00) for which
E (-00, 00). Since yX is always in (-00,00)

-v;

the domain of I'g is [0,00). We have if og)(x) = l(g(x» = 16/x) =

yX -1.
The domain of g 01 consists of all x in Df for which f(x) E D g ;
that is, all x in (-00,00) for which x-I E [0,00). But x-I E [0,00)
means x - 1 ;;;a: 0, or x;;;a: 1, so the domain of g of is [1,00). We have
(g 'f)(x) = g(x - 1) =~.
(c)

if og)(2) = V2- 1; (g oj)(2) = v'2=l = VT = 1.

(d) See Fig. 8-8-4.

y

y

x

y

y

y=VX- 1
x

Fig. S-8-4 Graphs of x -

17. (i f)(x)
0

x

1,..jX, and their compositions.

= i(f(x» = I(x), so i '1 = f; (f. i)(x) = f(i(x» = I(x), so I

0

i = f.

18. The function 1fg(x) is the composite of/(u) = Ifuandg(x),i.e., l/g(x) =
f(g(x». Hence the derivative is, by the chain rU1e,f'(g(x»' g'(x) = (l /u 2 ).
g'(x), where u = g(x) i.e., (d/dx)[ 1 /g(x)] = -g' (x )/g(X)2, the rule we know
from Chapter 3.
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19. Let D be the distance from Yo to the nearest endpoint of J. From the inequality 19(x) - g(xo)1 < Mix - xol (see Fig. ~8), we see that I should be
chosen small enough so that Ix -xol <D/M for all x in I.

CHAPTER 9
1. (a) By the product rule,
d

.

dx~lnx COli X = eOliX eOliX

.
( . )
+ limx
-Slll,x

(The answer cos 2x is also acceptable.)
(b) By the quotient and chain rules,

d
tan3x _ (3sec 2 3x)(l +sin 2 x) - (tan 3x)(Zsinx cosx)
dx I + sin 2 x (l + sin 2 xi
(c)

d

d

2

dx (I - csc Sx) = -ZcscSx dx (cscSx)

= I 0 cos 2 Sx cot Sx

2. By the chain rule,

:e

sin(v'30 2

T

I) = COS(v'30'-

=

·.f

COS (v

3(J

T

I)

:e

2

y'30

2

T

I

3'ZO

1

30 + 1)-Zy'30 2 + 1

= V30'J. + 1 cos

...;

2

30 + 1

3. Iff(x) = sin 2 x, f'(x) = 2 sinxcosx andf"(x) = 2(cos 2 x - sin 2 x). The first
derivative vanishes when either sinx = or cosx = 0, at which points f" is

°

positive and negative, yielding minima and maxima. Thus the minima of f
are at 0, :!:'IT, :!:2'lT, ••• , where f = 0, and the maxima are at :!:'IT /2, :!:3'lT /2, ••• ,
wheref= 1.
The function f(x) is concave up when f"ex) > 0 (that is, cos2 x >
2
sin x) and down when f"(x) < 0 (that is, cos 2 x < sin 2 x). Also, cosx =
±sinx exactly if x = ±rr/4, ±rr/4 ± rr, ±rr/4 ± 2rr, and so on (see the graphs of
sine and cosine). These are then inflection points sep~rating regions of concavity and convexity. The graph is shown in Fig. S-9-1.
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y

x

7f7f

4 2

Fig. 8-9-1 The graph y =
sin 2 x.

t,

4. (a) Since sin(rr/6) =
sin-1 (t) = rr/6. Similarly, sin-1 (0/2 = -rr/3.
Finally,sin-1 (2) is not defined since 2 is not in the domain [-1, 1] of
sin-I.
(b) From Fig. 5-9-2 we see thi1t 0 = :sin-Ix (that is, sintJ = IABI/IOBI =x)

and tan 8 = x/VI - x2, so tan (sin -1 x) = x/VI - x 2 •
8

x
8

v'1"=X2

a

s.

Fig. 8-9-2 Finding
tan (sin- 1 x),

A

By the chain rule,

= t (sin-1 2x)1/2 !:sin-l 2x
dx
=

~ (sin -1 2x)1/2. 2.
2

=

12x )1/2
(Sin3 1 _ 4x

1 =~
VI- (2xP
-;===iioo

2

6. By the chain rule,
d

.

-1_ I

-d sm vI -x

x

2

1

d _I

= I
. r:---::'i 2 --d vI-x
VI-(V I - x )
x
1
-x
=

oJ? . "\11 _x

2

2

-1

=

VI - x

2

This answer is the same as the derivative of cos-1 x. In fact,
sin-1 .JI _ x 2 = cos-1 X
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2. 9

3.

3 2
/

= (0l = 3 3 = 27

(X7./3)5/7. _ X(2/3). (5/2) - (1/4) _ X(5/3) - (1/4) _ X17/12
X 1/4

-

-

-

4. If q =. 0, (bP)q = (bP)o = 1 since CO = 1 for any c. Also, bPq = bP • 0 =
b O = 1, so (bP)q = bPq in case q =0. If p = 0, (bP)q = 1q = 1 (since all
roots and powers of 1 are 1) and b Pq = bO = 1.
5. It is the reflection in they axis, since eXPl/b x

= {l/b)X = (b- 1)X = b-x =

eXPb(-x).

7. (a)-(C), (b)-(B), (cHD), (d)-(A).
8. log24

= 2 since 2 2 =

since 10-2 = 0.01.

9. (a) 10gb (b 2X /2b)
10gb 2.
(b) log 2x

4, log 3 81

= log b (b 2X -

= 4 since 3 4 = 81, and log 10 0.01 = -2
1

/2)

= logb(b 2X -

1

)

-10gb 2 = (2x - 1)-

= log 2 5 + 3 log 23 = log 2 5· 3 3 , so X = 5.3 3 = 135, since the

function y = 10gb X is one-to-one (i.e., to each value of y, there corre",
sponds one and only one value of x).

10. (a) Suppose Xl

(AxI +.(1 -

< X 2 and 0 < 'A < 1. Then strict convexity would mean
'A)x2)2 < Ax~ + (l - 'A)x;

To see this, look at the right-hand side minus the left-hand side:

(Ax; + (l - A)X;) - (AXl + (l - A)X2)2
= (A""; 'A2)xi + «(1 - 'A) - (l - A)2)X; - 2'A(1 = ('A(l - 'A»(xi +X; - 2x1X2)
= A(l - 'A)(Xl - X2)2

'A)XIX2

This is strictly positive.
(b) A constant function; e.g., [(x) =

11. Write X2

= 'Ax 1 + (l

- A)X3' where 'A

o.
= (X3 -

X2)/(X3 -

Xl). By convexity,
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f(X2) ~ V(x I) + (l - 'A)f(X3)
=X3-

X

2 f(Xl)

x3-xl

+

(1

X
X3- 2)f(X3)
X3- X I

Hence (X3 - x2)f(XI) ~ (X3 - Xt)f(X2) - «X3 - XI) - (X3 - xi»!(X3),
which simplifies to the desired inequality. If tis strictly convex,;" can be
replaced by>. The inequality obtained by isolating [(X 3) instead of [(Xl) is
!(X3) ~ !V:2)

T

[(X2) - [(Xt)
(X3 - X2)
X2 - Xl

These inequalities are illustrated in Fig. 8-10-1.
y= fix)

y

I.

/1

_+----------.,,£-__....I..-

--......__~

X

Fig.8-10-1 f(xa) ~ II(xa)
and f(XI) ~ 12 (X I).

12. Let a <x I <X2 ~ b. Using the inequality from Solved Exercise 11,

since
f(XI)-f(a)(
Xl - a

X2 -

Xl

»0

•

Thus f(X2) > [(Xl) so fiS increasing. (If Xl = a, we are given [(X2) > f(XI)
by hypothesis.)
13. If we set y = 1 we find that [(x) =([( l»X , so merely choose b = f( I).
Notice that by the laws of exponents, b X does satisfy f(xy) = [[(y)]x.
(b) (In 2)2 x

14. (a) 2e 2X
(d) (2x + 2)exp(x 2 + 2x)
15. We have exp~ (0)

= In b, so

I, ( »). =

eXPb (.
eXPb 0

(e) 2x

eXPb

(_1_)
=
Inb

b lflnb

= (elnb)lflnb = elnb (l/lnb) = e l = e
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e~(l/2";x) by the chain rule.

(b) esinx • cos x

(c) By the chain rule, (djdx)bu(x)
2sinx ·In 2· cosx.

= bu(x)lnb • (du/dx). Here (djdx)2 sinx =

Cd) 2sinxcosx

17. By the mean value theorem, and lettingf(t)

= bt,

b t - 1 = f(t) - f(O)

= t'(e)(t - 0)

for some e between 0 and t. But f'(e)
creasing and loge b > O. Hence
bt - 1

= bClogeb < btlo~b since b t is in-

< (btlogeb)t

18. (a) By the chain rule, (djdx)ln lOx =«djdu)lnu] (du/dx), where u = lOx;
that is, (djdx)InlOx = IO·I/IOx = l/xo
(b) (d/dx)lnu(x) = u'(x)!u(x) by the chain rule.
(c) cosx/sinx = cotx (We use the preceding solution.)
(d) Use the product rule: (djdx)sinx lnx

= cosxlnx + (sinx)· l/x.

= (x· l/x -lnx)/x 2 = (l -lnx)/x 2 •
By the differentiation formula on p. 143: (djdx)logsx = 1 jOn 5)x.

(e) Use the quotient rule: (d/dx)lnx/x
(f)

19. (a) Write x n
.!£.x rl

dx

= e(lnx)n and differentiate using the chain rule:

=!!:... e(lnx)'rl =!: .e<lnx)n
dx

x

using the laws of exponents.
(b) (d/dx)x fT =

1TXll"-l,

by part (a).

20. Iny = In[(2x + 3)3/2/(X 2 + 1)1/2] = tln(2x + 3) - tln(x 2 + 1), so
1 dy

Y

3

dx = T· 2x

2

1

2x

3

+ 3 - T· Xl + 1 = 2x + 3 -

(x 2 - 3x + 3)
+ 1 = (2x + 3)(x': + 1)

x
Xl

and hence
dy
(2x
dx = (x 2

+ 3)3/2 (x 2 - 3x + 3)
(x 2
2
+ 2)1/2 • (2x + 3)(x + 1) =

-

3x + 3)(2x +3)1/2
(x 2 + 1)3/2 .
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We find that lny = xXlnx, so using the fact that (d/dx)x X
from Worked Example, we get
-

1 dy
- =xx(l +lnx)lnx

y dx

= XX (I

+ lnx)

XX

+x

so
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1. The partitions are sho wn in Fig. 8-11-1.
~ u-partitlon

Steps between
5- and u-partition

"'"

1 2 4
( , ,3, ,5,6,7,8)

~

./'
(1,2,3,4,5,7,8)

(1,2,3,4,5,6, 8) }

I
(1, 2, 3,4, 7, 8)

I

(1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8)

./'

Steps between tand u-partition

I

(1,4,5,6, 8) ~ t-partition

s-partrtlon

Fig.8-11-1 Connecting two partitions.

2. (a) If 0 <x

1.'

~

1, we can take (O,x) as our adapted partition, and

f(t)dt - 2(x - 0) = 2x

If 1 < x ~ 3, we take (O,l,x) as our adapted partition, and

f

x f(t)dt = 2' (l - 0)

+ 0 - (x - 1) = 2

o
If 3 < x ~ 4, we take (0, 1,3,x) as our adapted partition, and

f

x f(t)dt = 2(1 - 0)

+ 0(3 - 1) + (-l)(x - 3)

o
=2-x+3
=-x+5

Summarizing, we have

f

o

x
f(t)dt

=

{2x

ifO<x~l

2

if 1 <x

~3

-x + 5

if 3 <x

~

4
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(b) The graph of F(x) is shown in Fig. 8-11-2. Functions like F are sometimes called piecewise linear, polygonal, or ramp functions.

z
2

234

x

fig. 5-11-2 A piecewise
linear function.

(c) We can see from the graph that F is differentiable everywhere on [0,4]

except at the points 0, 1, 3, and 4. We have:

F'(X)=J

~

l-l

ifO<x<l
if I <x < 3
if3<x<4

. Comparing this with the definition of f(t) on p. 153, we see that F' is
the same as f, except at the points where the piecewise constant function f has a jump_ This example illustrates the general fact that the
derivative of the integral of a function, with respect to an endpoint of
integration, is more or less equal to the original function. The fundamental theorem of calculus is just this fact, made precise and extended
to functions which are not piecewise constant.
3. By comparing f with the constant functions 0 and 1, we see first of all that
o is a lower sum and I is an upper sum. It follows from Theorem 2 that L f
contains the interval (-00, 0] and Uf contains [I, (0). We will now show that
the interval (0,1) is a gap between Lf and Uf; i.e., the numbers in (0, I) are
neither upper nor lower sums.
Let g be a piecewise constant function such that get) ~ f(t) for all t in
(a, b), (to,t2, ••• ,tn ) an adapted partition, and get) = k i for tin (ti_bti)'
Since the interval (ti-l,ti) contains some irrational numbers (see Solved
Exercise 13, Chapter 4), where f(t) == 0, it follows that ki =e;;; O. Then k i t:1ti::;;;
0, and the lower sum 1:7-1 (k i t:1ti) is less than or equal to zero. We have thus
shown that every lower sum lies in (-00, 0]. Similarly (using the fact that
every open interval contains some rational numbers), we can show that
every upper sum lies in [l, 00).
The function f may seem rather bizarre, but it is a useful mathematical
example, which reminds us that some conditions are necessary in order to
form integrals. Specifically, this. example shows that it is a~istake to
assume that every bounded function is integrable.
4. Let fbe piecewise constant on [a, b]. Let get) = f(t). Then g is piecewise
constant on [a, b] , and get) =e;;;f(t) for all t, so
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f. b

So =

g(t)dt =

Ib
Q

I(t)dt

is a lower sum. (Here the integral signs refer to the integral as defined on
p. 149.) Since every number less than a lower sum is again a lower sum, we
conclude that every number less than So is a lower sum. But we also have
get) ~ I(t) for all t, so So is an upper sum as well, and so is every number
greater than So. Thus, by the definition on p. 155,fis integrable on [a,b],
and its integral is So, which was the integral of I according to the definition
on p.149.

S. Let go and k o be piecewise constant functions on [a, xo], with go(t)
{(t) ~ ho(t) fOT aU tin (a,xo), such that [;0 ho(t)dt

-l;o

~

go(t)dt <E_ We let

get) and h(t) be the restrictions of go(t) and ko(t) to the interval [a,x]. To
h(t)dt g(t)dt is less than e, we choose a partition
show that
(to, • •. ,tn ) of [a,xo] with the following properties: (to, . •• ,tn) is adapted
to both go and h o ; the point x is one of the partition points, say, x = t m •
(We obtain such a partition by putting together partitions for go and h o,
throwing in the point x, eliminating repetitions, and putting all the points in
order.) Now the partition (to, • .• ,tm ) is adapted to g and h, and we have
the following formulas for the integrals. where k; is the value of g on
(ti-loti) and Ii is the value of h on (ti_1,ti)'

f:

f:

Subtracting in each column gives

f.'

h(I)dr -

J.'

g(r)dt;

~ (Ii -

'i) at,

The terms (li - ki)ti. ti are all nonnegative, because go(t):S;;;; ho(t) for t in
[a,xo]. Since the sum on the right involves all the terms of the sum on the

left, plus n - m extra ones, we have

L

· x h(t)dt a

IX
Q

g(t)dt ~

IX.
Q

ho(t}dt -

IX.
a

go(t)dt
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The right-hand side was assumed to be less than €, so the left-hand side is,
too, and so / is €-integrable on [a,x].
6. Suppose that / is increasing on [a, b] ; Le. ,1(x) :::;;;. /Cy) whenever a :::;;;. x :::;;;. y
b. Given a positive integer n, we may divide the integral [a, b] into n subintervals of equal length. The length of each subinterval will be (b - a)}n,
and the partition points will be (XO,XI'~ •• ,x n ), where Xo = a, Xl = a +
(b - a)/n, X2 = a + 2(b - a)/n, . .. ,xi = a +i(b - a)/n, •• . ,xn = a +
n [(b - a)/n] = a + b - a = b. The ith interval is

[Xi-I, Xi J -- [ a + (i

- I )(b - a)

n

,a +

~

_i(b_-----.;.a)]

n

Since f is increasing on [a r b] , it follows that the lowest value of /(x) for X in
the ith interval is/eXt_I); the highest value is/(xi)' Let us define the piecewise constant functions g and h on [a, b] by

for
[(Xi)

X

= xn

for Xi-l ~x <Xi

hex) =
{

f(x n ) for x =x n

Then, for all X in [a, b], we have g(x) :::;;;'f(x)";;;;; hex) (see Fig. S-11-3).

y
f(x o )

f(xs)
f(x 4 )
f(X3)

f(x,)

b x

)+

Fig. 8·11-3 The graph of
f(x)
(curved line) lies
above the graph of o(x)
(solid horizontal segments)
and below the graph of
h(x)

f(X o

(d;ll:hed

horizontal

segments).

Since the integral of fis a transition point between its upper and lower
sums, we must have

Jb
a

g(x)dx:::;;;'

fb
a

f(x)dx:::;;;'

fb
a

h(x)dx
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Now we may calculate the upper and lower sums explicitly, since we have
formulas for g(x) and hex). Using the fact that &i = xi - xi-l = (b - a)ln
for all i, we have
Ln

=

f

b

g(x)dx

a

b a
b~a
b-a
= f(xo)--+
f(xt) - - + ... + f(Xn-l)-n
n
n

b-a
= [[(xo) + [(Xl) + ••• + [(Xn-l)]-n

n-l

b-a
~
= n- . f(x·)
I
i=O

and
Un =

I

b

b-a

b-a

b-a

n

n

n

h(x)dx = f(xt)-- + f(X2) - - + ••• + f(x n ) - -

a

.

b-a
n

= [f(xt) + f(X2) + ••. + f(xn)J - b -a n
=-~ f(x-)
~

n

I

i=1

so we may conclude that
n-l

L n =b-a~
-- ~
n

f(xj)~

f
a

i=0

b

n

b-a~
f(x)dx·~--£.J f(Xi) = Un
n
i=1

where xi = a + i(b - a)ln.
Now we note that
n
b-a~

n-l

b-a~

Un - L n = - - ~ f(Xi) - - -

n

i=1

n

b-a
= - - [f(x n ) -f(xo)]

n

. f(Xi)

i=0

b-a
=- [feb) -f(a)]
n

so if we have computed L n , we can obtain Un simply by adding to it
[(b - a)ln] [feb) - f(a)].
The last calculation shows that the difference Un - L n between the
upper and lower sums becomes smaller and smaller as n becomes larger and
larger. In fact, given any € > 0, [(b - a)ln] [f(b) - f(a)] < € if n is chosen
large enough. By Problem 13, Chapter 4, there is a transition point between
the upper and lower sums; f is integrable on [a. b].
7. The integral exists, since lit is continuous on [1,2]. To estimate it to within t~, we try to find lower and upper sums which are within 1~ of one
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another. We divide the integral into three parts and use the best possible
piecewise constant function, as shown in Fig. 8-11-4. For a lower sum we
have

v

aV:=h(tJ

~- /j

y = g(t)::::'

~-- ~","---Fig. S-11-4 Estimating

2

:1

J1 (1ft) dt.

4:3 (j- 1) + 5:3 (f- j) +~ (2 - f)

] ' g(t)dt -

3 1 3 0_+_
I I' 0-1
=_0_+_
4

3

5

3

2

3

(3

=.!.3 4+1
+.!.)
5 2

~ (~~) = ~~

=

For an upper sum we have

(2
I I
I
1
1 I
)1 h(t)dt =1·3"+ 4/3 ."3 + 5/3 03"

=.!.3

(I +~+~)
4

5

~ (~~) = :~

=
It follows that

E~
60"'"

1
2

.!..d
~47
t t""" 60

1

t.

Since the integral lies in the interval [:~ ,:], whose length is we may take
the midpoint ~ = as our estimate; it will differ from the true integral by
no more than
= which is less than

io

t . t A,

lo.
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8. If we examine the upper and lower sums in Solved Exercise 7, we see that
they differ by the "outer terms"; the difference is

~ (l-~)=~'~=~
If, instead of three steps, we used n steps, the difference between the upper
and lower sums would be (1 /n)· (/2). To estimate the interval to within l~'
we would have to make (I /2n) ~
which we could do by putting n = 25.
Computing these upper and lower sums (with a calculator), we obtain

in,

0.6832

~

1:

2

~dT::;;;; 0.7032

so our estimate is 0.6932.

9. We use the technique of "splitting the difference." Let € = PI + P2 - m,
which is positive. Put mi PI - (€/2) and m2 = P2 - (€/2). Then mi
m2 <P2, and ml + m2 = PI + P2 - € = m.

=

<PI>

10. f is integrable on [0, I] because it is constant there. It is tempting to apply
Theorem 3 to f on [1,2] but f is not continuous at I. However, altering f
at an endpoint does not change its inte2rability (the upper and lower sums
are the same); since the function x 2 is integrable on [1,2], and f agrees with
it except at 1, f must be integrable on [1,2]. Now, by part I of Theorem 4,
[is integrable on [0,2].
11. Since h(t) = ti = a + [i(b - a)] In on (ti-hti) (see Fig. S-II-5), we have

f

. b
a

h(t)dt

n
n
=~
kiAti = ~

n
_ "'" a(b - a)

- L.J
i=1

n

=n- a(b n

i(b - a)J()
b - a
G
a+
n
-n-

)2 n
~.
+ ---r1
n
(b - a

i=1

a)

(b - a)2 n(n

+ 1)

+~~:...._--..;.

n2

2

(b - a)2(n + 1)
-_ a (b - a ) + -'------"---'---'-

2n

=ab_a 2 +(b-a)2 +(b-a)2
2
2n
2

=b _a 2 +(b -aiz
2
2n
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i

= to,t,

Fig. 5·11-5 Estimating
~ tdt from above.

t

tn_"tn = b

12. We repeat the calculation of

t; and h(t) = Sti for ti-l ~ t

J:
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tdt, except that we make get)

=

Stj-1 <; t

<

< tie Then all the terms in the integrals of g and

h are multiplied by S, so

f

b

g(t)dt =

5(b 2 - a 2 )

2

S(b - a)2

- -2~n~

a

and

1

2

b

2

h(t)dt = 5(b 2- a ) + 5(b ~ a)

Since g(t)
2

~

St

~

2

h(t) on [a, b] , we have for all n,

2

5(b - a )
5(b - a)2
--~--~ ~
2
2n
~

I

b

Stdt

a

S(b 2 -

a 2)

2

It follows that f~ 5tdt = [5(b 2

-

5(b _

a)2

+ -..:..----"2n

2

a )] /2.

13. (a) The region is sketched in Fig. S-1l-6.
(b) The area ot- the region BeED is the ditference between the areas of the

triangles ADE and ABC; that is, tb 2
to J~ tdt.

c

E

t

-

ta 2

= t(b 2 -

Fig.5·11·6 Areaofa
trapez:oid as an integral.

a2 ), which is equal
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CHAPTER 12
1. An antiderivative of x 4 is tx5, since (dldx) (tx5)
1

1

X4 dx

= .L5 x s

o

1

= t· 5x4 = x 4, so

= 1.q
5) _ .L(05)
= .LS'
5\"
S

0

(Notice that we use x everywhere here just as we used t before.)
2. By the sum, constant multiple, and power rules, an antiderivative for t 2 + 3t
is (t 3 /3) + (3t 2 /2), and so

J(3

(t3 3t2)

+ 3t)dt = 3"+2

(t2

3
0

3 3 3'3 2
45
=3" + -2- =-2

o

3. Velocity is defined as the time derivative of position; that is, v = dx/dt,
where x = F(t) is the position at time t. The fundamental theorem gives
the equation
F(b) - F(a)

=[b

F'(t)dt

a

=jb

!(t)dt

a

or
Ax=

f

b~~dt= fb

a

vdt

a

SC' the integral of the velocity v ove.r the time interval [a, b] is the total displacement of the object from time a to time b.

4. By Corollary I to the mean value theorem, we must have
F(t) - F(O)
1

3"-0

<2

and
F(2) - F(t)
1

2-3"

<1

Hence
F(t) - F(O) < ~

and
F(2) - F(t)

<t

Adding the last two equations gives the conclusion
F(2) - F(D)

<t
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This is a simple example of one of the basic ideas involved in the proof of
the fundamental theorem of calculus.

5. We let h(s) = f~ f(t)dt, so that P(x) = h(g(x». By the chain rule, P'(xo) =
h'(go» g'(xo). By Theorem 2, h'(s) = f(g), so
P'(xo)

= f(g (x 0») • g'(xo)

6. By Solved Exercise 5 (with the endpoint 0 replaced by 1), we have

,
1 d
F (x) = -2. x dx

1._2
(~ )

2
x

=-

CHAPTER 13
1. We apply the corollary to Theorem :2, with [(x) - tan x, Xu =

1f /4

and

€ = 0.001. Since tan x is continuous at 1T /4, there is a positive number 0
such that, whenever Ix -1T/41 < 6, Itanx - tan 1T/41 < 0.001; that is,
Itanx - 11 < 0.001.

2. First of all, suppose that 1is a transition point from A to B. Then there is an
open interval! containing 1 such that if c E I, C < 1 then C lies in A and not
in B and if dEI, d > 1, then d lies in B and not in A. Let Cl < 1 and choose
c such that Cl C 1 and C E I. Then C E A, so there is an open interval I
about Xo such that for x EI, x =l=xo we have C <f(x). Since Cl < c we also
have Cl <f(x). This is the statement of part 1 of condition 1 in the defini-

< <

tion of limit. The proof of part 2 is similar, and the

~onverse statement

may

be proved in the same way.
Note. This argument and the completeness axiom show that A and B,
if not empty, are of the following form (for any function):

A
B

= (-oo,~] or ( -00, ~)
= [S,oo)
or (8,00)

The end points §. and 8 of A and B are called the limit inferior and limit
superior of f, respectively.
3. If we write

~x

for x - xo, then x = Xo + ax and

~x ~

0 when x

~

XO, so

lim f(x) - f(xo) = lim f(xu + ~x) - f(xo) = f'(xo)
x - Xo
~X~O
~x

x~xO

4. By Theorem 2, g is continuous at 0 if and only if lim g(~x) = g(O), i.e.,
~X~O

li m

~X~O

f(xo + ~x) - f(xo)
~x

-ma

But, by Theorem 3, this is true if and only if t'(xo) = mo.
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5. (a) Directly,
1 n
S =~ (n +i)
n n 2 LJ
i=1

=_1
n2

f 2 + n(n + OJ
Ln
2

= (1 +l.+
l.) ~~2
2 2n
as n ~ 00. (We used ~7=1 i = n(n + 1)/2.)
(b) S n = ~7=1 (1 + iln )In is the Riemann sum for f(x) = 1 + x with a = 0,
b = 1, to = 0, tl = lin, t2 = 2In, •• 0' t n = 1, width /),.ti = lin and
ci = tio Hence
(1

Sn~)o

(l)2

(l+x)dx=

as n ~

~x

1
0

3

=2"

00.

6. Let to, t}, • • 0 ,tn be a partition of [a, b] with maximum width ~ 00 Let ci
belong to [ti-b til. Then
n

b

i
1

a f(x) dx =
b

a

Ji~ ~

f(ci) Ati

n

.

g(x)dx=lim
"" g(Ci)Ati
n~oo £.J

i=1

and

I

a

n

b

(f(x) + g(x)] dx = lim "" (f(Ci) + g(Ci)] Ati
n-+oo £.J
~1

But, by the summation rules and the assumed limit law, this last expression
equals
n

n

lim "" f(ci) /),.ti
n~£.J
i=1

b

= [

+ n~~
lim £.J
"" g(ei) /),.tr
i=1

1
b

f(x)dx +

g(x)dx
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Rivlin,91
Rolle's theorem, 96
Root, 31
double, 38
Rule
chain, 110,191
constant multiple, 37
linear function, 11
product, 40
quadratic function, 10
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rational power of a function, 112
sum, 37
Rules of differentiation, 10

Sign

change of, 1
Sine function
defInition, 114
derivative of, 117
graph of, 115
Solutions to solved exercises, 194
Spivak, 53
Square root, 108
Step function, 55, 148
Stewart, 91
Sum rule, 37
Swallowtail catastrophe, 91
Tangency, 7
Tangent function
derivative of, 118
Tangent line, 8, 28
Test for invertl1>ility, 103
Theorem
extreme value, 71
fundamental, 171,176
horserace, 97
intermediate value, 61

inverse function, 106
mean value, 93
Rolle's, 96
Transition period, 17
Transition point, 16
Transitions
uniqueness of, 30
Transitivity, 48
Turning point, 74
Uniform motion, 4
Uniformly continuous, 193
Upper sum, 153

Samelson, 131
Secant line, 93
Second derivative, 12
test, 76

Vanishes, 31
rapidly, 31

Scqucnl;c

Variable of integration, 155

Cauchy, 193
limit of, 187

Velocity, 4, 8
instantaneous, 4
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